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ABSTRACT

Markets are the de facto way by which most economies operate, and prices lie at the core

of most decentralized markets: a seller assigns prices for their goods or services, and buyers

decide whether or not to pay the asked price. Moreover, although there are certainly

exceptions, a seller usually cannot price discriminate, i.e., charge buyers different prices for

the same good. Such a practice is not only undesirable and regulated by law, it may also

be infeasible in markets with a large population of buyers. This thesis provides a rigorous

theoretical analysis of the power and limitations of non-discriminative pricing schemes, also

known as item pricing.

Despite the popularity of item pricing in various real life markets, much remains un-

known about forming computationally efficient pricing algorithms with good performance

guarantees. The objective of this thesis is to bridge the gap between theory and practice and

understand the revenue and social welfare properties of non-discriminative pricing mecha-

nisms in a constructive manner. This thesis will focus on nuance and attempt to dissect

how various (realistic) market constraints affect revenue and social welfare. Specifically, we

are interested in computing prices that simultaneously optimize multiple objectives and in

studying more realistic models of buyer behavior. The main high level message of this work

is a strong argument in favor of non-discriminative pricing, i.e., using arguably the simplest

of pricing mechanisms, we can obtain approximation guarantees that are often comparable

to more complex pricing schemes such as bundle pricing and discriminatory posted prices.

The primary contributions of this work are:

• Static vs Dynamic Pricing For m-good markets where buyers arrive sequentially,

we provide an efficient algorithm to compute static, non-discriminatory prices whose

revenue is within a O(log2m)-approximation of the optimum social welfare, thereby

showing that no dynamic pricing scheme can outperform simple, static prices by a

large profit margin.

• Pricing under uncertainty Even when the seller only has access to a distribution

over (submodular) buyer valuations, and items have a non-linear production cost,

we show that it is possible to efficiently compute prices that result in a one-fourth

ix



approximation to the optimum for social welfare.

• Simultaneously optimizing both profit and welfare For large markets with

repeated engagement, it is understood that myopically optimizing profit while com-

promising on buyer welfare could hurt the long-term revenue of the marketplace.

Bearing in this mind, we design the first bi-criteria pricing mechanisms that result in

a simultaneous constant factor approximation to both profit and social welfare.

• Price Competition in Networked Markets We consider a market where multiple

sellers compete on price and show that the efficiency of the market at equilibrium

drops linearly as the number of monopolies increases. Based on this result, we argue

that monopolies are not as evil as they are made out to be.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent developments in the field of information technology, and the growth of the Internet

in particular have bridged the gap between computation and people [1], giving rise to a new

breed of computational paradigms. An unprecedented number of real world applications

now feature computational systems driven by novel algorithms that interact with physical

users in complex ways. These applications include but are not limited to markets [2], auc-

tions [3], routing traffic in transportation and bandwidth networks [4], viral marketing [5],

and even academic funding [6]. Algorithmic approaches for tackling problems that arise in

such settings must therefore, take into account the non-trivial patterns of user behavior as

well as the self-interested nature of these agents. This thesis will focus on one such impor-

tant problem, designing algorithms for pricing and allocating goods in large markets with

self-interested buyers and sellers.

The guiding principle underlying this work is the “construction of solutions that truly

benefit all of the participating agents”. As a means towards this ambitious end-goal, this

thesis will adopt the following paradigms: (i) consider models and assumptions that realis-

tically reflect the needs, behavioral and informational limitations and social considerations

pertaining to autonomous agents, (ii) develop a nuanced characterization of how vari-

ous social and economic factors constrain the algorithm as well as the functioning of the

marketplace, (iii) design systems that impose a limited overhead and whose operation is

transparent to agents, (iv) promote solutions that are provably fair, and non-discriminatory

from each individual agent’s perspective, and (v) understand and trade-off between the ob-

jectives of various competing entities in the marketplace. On the one hand, this thesis seeks

to use theory to obtain a better understanding of how real markets operate, while at the

same time focusing on designing incentives and engineering protocols or rules of interac-

tion that enable these systems to reach socially desirable solutions despite the presence of

self-serving behavior.

1
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1.1 Algorithmic Pricing: Where Computer Science and Economics Meet

The canonical question in economics is: how do we balance demand and supply and

assign goods to individuals in a way that maximizes the overall happiness? For a over a

century [7], economists have studied the ‘invisible hand of the marketplace’ using prices as

the market resolving instrument. The standard narrative in the literature rallies behind a

set of prices such that if buyers and sellers act to maximize their utility under these prices,

the market resolves. While this is theoretically appealing, the idea that prices are just

‘handed out’ to buyers and sellers so that the market clears may not be applicable in a

decentralized market.

At the other end of the spectrum, computer scientists have relentless pursued this

question through a much more constructive, computational lens. Following a litany of

beautiful algorithmic work, the canonical economic question is now well understood in

highly centralized domains where one can choose the exact allocation to each buyer (the

pure allocation problem) [8]–[10] without resorting to prices or when a monopoly seller can

control the price offered at a granular level (discriminatory pricing) [11], [12] or when the

prices depend directly on the level of consumption [13], [14](non-linear pricing).

We are faced with a dichotomy here. On the one hand, completely decentralized

economic models fail to explain where market prices stem from. On the other hand, real

markets are dicey beasts that do not follow the highly controlled paradigm of input, com-

putation and output as computer algorithms do and centralized algorithms may not be

applicable for a large number of settings. Parallel to and unaffected by these theoretical

debates, algorithms and automated mechanisms for pricing have inexorably proliferated

innumerable aspects of our lives not just in e-commerce applications but in a variety of

industries ranging from airline, taxis, and gasoline to hotels, retail goods, and even car

parking. The ubiquity of computational pricing necessitates a structured framework to

analyze such pricing problems as well as the need for algorithms that come with strong

theoretical performance guarantees for all conceivable instances.

This work aims to address the mismatch between theory and practice via a ‘best of

both worlds’ market model where the seller has the power to set simple per-unit prices on

the goods and buyer behave in a decentralized fashion once the prices are posted. Our

objective here is two-fold and touches upon disparate areas in Computer science.
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1. Game Theory and Market Design To use theory to obtain improved insight on

how markets operate at equilibrium and quantify the inefficiency due to the self-

interested nature of the various competing agents.

2. Approximation Algorithms to construct new mechanisms that run in polynomial

time and yield prices that despite decentralized and self-interested buyer behavior

result in solutions that are acceptable to all of the agents in the market.

1.1.1 Market Mechanism: Non-Discriminatory Posted Pricing

This thesis will revolve the static, non-discriminatory posted pricing mechanism, con-

cisely referred to as item pricing in the rest of this work. Item pricing lies at the core of

most markets: in this mechanism, a seller assigns a single price for each good in the market,

and buyers purchase utility maximizing sets of goods. The goal of this work is to quantify

the performance of such mechanisms that post a single, static price per good in a number

of realistic market settings.

Although many types of economic paradigms exist (for example: auctions in which

the buyers can submit their own bids, barter exchanges, haggling over prices, and more

complex economic contracts such as mortgages, loans, and SLAs), a majority of everyday

economic interactions fall into this basic market model in which the buyer’s only choice is

which goods they should buy. Moreover, although there are certainly exceptions, a seller

usually cannot price discriminate, i.e., charge buyers different prices for the same good. Such

a practice is not only undesirable [15] and regulated by law [16], it may also be infeasible

in markets with a large population of buyers. Even in settings where this is possible, it is

often considered preferable for prices to be non-discriminatory: every buyer gets offered the

same prices for the same goods, and so the buyers do not become angry or sue the seller

for discrimination.

The central tenet of this work is the lack of price discrimination among buyers. In

addition to being fair, such mechanisms are also very simple as they impose almost no

overhead on the buyers and involve no input elicitation, as opposed to auctions. While

theory has attempted to shed light on the success that these simple but powerful market

instruments enjoy, much remains unknown about forming efficient pricing algorithms which

provably result in good outcomes for both the buyers and the seller (or sellers). This is

particularly so in settings with multi-unit supply or production costs where researchers have
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resorted to charging buyers differently based on remaining supply (for e.g., see [17]–[19]),

a phenomenon referred to as dynamic pricing. Bearing this mind, we wish to investigate

the limits of posted pricing in this work. Specifically, we are interested in understanding

whether price discrimination is essential for good performance.

The primary goal of our proposed work is to design efficient item pricing algorithms

for various important market settings. Despite the fact that for many simple settings, it

has been previously shown that forming item prices with good revenue is not possible, [2],

[20]–[22], we seek a more nuanced understanding of when it is possible to design item pricing

with good revenue, what realistic assumptions change the hardness of such problems, and

when it is possible to design prices which simultaneously optimize multiple objectives, such

as both Revenue and Social Welfare. Our focus will be on pricing algorithms with provable

guarantees, and especially on general frameworks and black-box reductions which could be

used to design pricing algorithms for a variety of settings. Summing up our discussion over

the previous two sections, computer science has yielded powerful, near-optimal algorithms

for efficiently allocating goods to buyers without the use of prices (allocation problem).

Second, we have identified a simple, transparent and commonly used market tool. We now

come full circle and marry the two paradigms. Specifically, all of the results in this work

use the efficient allocation algorithms as a black-box to design item pricing algorithms that

extract near-optimal performance guarantees. In other words, we show that solving the

allocation problem is actually sufficient to resolve the market. We believe that our results

are a crucial cog in the call for mechanisms that in addition to having good properties (for

e.g., revenue or social welfare), are also individually fair towards the buyers.

1.2 Model

In this work, we tackle the problem of developing algorithms that allocate goods to

self-interested buyers and charge them prices in order to maximize one or more objectives.

Before going into an in-depth analysis of the different types of pricing problems, and their

theoretical underpinnings, it is crucial to obtain an understanding of the term market as

well the key components of any market. Broadly speaking, a market consists of a set

of distinct goods, a fixed numeraire (money), and two type of users known as buyers and

sellers: sellers are the agents who possess the good or have the capability to produce and sell

them, whereas buyers have an intrinsic value for the goods and have the ability to purchase
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them in exchange for the numeraire. The market provides for a platform that facilitates

the trading of goods for money between the sellers and buyers. In its most general form, a

pricing algorithm is an abstraction for the mechanism that captures the interaction between

the buyers and sellers in the market place; it computes an allocation of the goods to the

buyers as well as the amount of money charged to and received by the buyers and sellers

respectively. Depending on the nature of the self-interested agents involved, the algorithm

can be designed with the goal of optimizing any one of a plethora of objectives including

seller revenue, buyer utility, social welfare, or a combination therein.

Example: To concretely illustrate the settings we are interested in, consider the following

single-parameter unit-demand market. There is a single seller who supplies a set I of m

goods; in the unlimited supply setting there is an infinite number of each good available.

There are n buyers: each buyer j wants exactly one item from a set Sj of goods (this is

known as unit-demand). The buyer j is indifferent between the items in set Sj ; obtaining

any such item will give them valuation vj , while obtaining nothing gives them value 0. The

mechanism followed by the market is extremely simple and standard: the seller chooses a

price pi for every good i ∈ M . The buyers then purchase the item which they prefer the

most at these prices, i.e., the item from Sj which maximizes vj − pi, or purchase nothing

if all the items in Sj are priced at more than vj .
1 Note that the seller has essentially no

control over which items the buyers purchase, or which goods they are offered; the only

thing under the control of the seller are the prices which are identical for all the buyers.

More generally, we consider a market with a set I of m goods where each seller

e controls and is capable of producing a subset Se ⊆ I of goods. Although, a seller is

theoretically capable of producing any amount of good, the process of production induces a

cost on the seller, i.e., seller e incurs a cost of Cej (x) for producing x amount of good j. We

assume that the production cost functions C(x) are convex as this is the standard approach

in the literature. We also model each buyer by means of a buyer valuation function, i.e.,

buyer j has a valuation function vj : 2I → R, so that vj(S) is the value of buyer j for bundle

of goods S.

1As is standard in most literature, we will assume that the utilities of the buyers are quasi-linear, i.e., the

utility of a buyer is their value for the bundle of goods which they purchase, minus the price they pay for

it.
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Market Mechanism: Static Item Pricing

For the rest of this work, we assume the operation of the market is captured by buyer

best-response to fixed prices. Formally, the market mechanism is described as follows:

1. The seller posts a single price pi for each good i ∈ I in the market.

2. Each buyer looks at the set of available goods in the market and purchases a sub-

set that maximizes her utility. Since buyers are quasilinear, a buyer j’s utility for

purchasing a set S of goods is given by vj(S)−
∑

i∈S pi.

Our choice of item pricing as the defacto mechanism in this work is motivated by its

simplicity as well as the fact that to a large extent, this mechanism captures the actual

trading practices prevalent in most markets of interest. The market mechanism results in

an allocation of goods to the buyers: i.e., (S1, S2, . . . , SN ), where Sj is the set of goods

purchased by buyer j. The allocation is referred to be envy-free if no buyer envies the

allocation given to any other buyer.

Definition 1. Envy-Free A valid outcome ~S of the above market mechanism with price

~p is said to be envy-free with respect if for any two buyers j1, j2, vj1(Sj1) −
∑

i∈Sj1
pi ≥

vj2(Sj2)−
∑

i∈Sj2
pi.

Finally, depending on the nature of buyer arrival, our market mechanism comes in

two flavors: simultaneous and sequential.

1. Simultaneous Mechanism. In this mechanism, the seller posts a price pi per good,

buyers arrive simultaneously, and purchase a utility-maximizing subset Sj ⊆ I under

the given prices. A pair (~p, ~S) is said to be a valid outcome of the simultaneous

mechanism if for every buyer j ∈ N , Sj maximizes vj(Sj) −
∑

i∈Sj pi} and thus the

solution is envy-free (see Section 4).

2. Sequential Mechanism. The sequential mechanism is very similar to the previous

mechanism except that buyers arrive sequentially and once the supply of a good is

exhausted, it is no longer available to future buyers. Specifically, this mechanism

proceeds as follows:

(a) Initially, all of the goods are available.
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(b) For each good i ∈ I, the seller posts a single price pi and decides on the quantity

qi of this good to supply.

(c) The buyers arrive in some order, and each buyer purchases her utility maximizing

bundle from the set of available goods.

(d) At any stage of the mechanism, if qi copies of good i are sold (i.e, the good is

sold out), then it is marked as unavailable.

A triple (~p, ~q, ~S) is said to be a valid outcome of the sequential mechanism if by

setting the prices pi and supply constraints qi, the above mechanism can result in the

allocation ~S for some arrival order of the buyers. In fact, we will usually omit ~q from

this and simply denote an outcome by (~p, ~S), since if such an outcome is possible,

then we can reverse enginer qi to obtain the same outcome.

Simultaneous mechanisms are the standard approach towards modeling markets in

Economics and represent a class of mechanisms that provide each buyer an equal shot at

the goods in the market. On the other hand, in decentralized markets with limited supply,

where trading cannot be localized to any single point in time [23], it is natural to relax the

simultaneous behavior and consider a sequential model of buyer arrival. In such a setting,

buyers arrive one after another in some arbitrary order. Each buyer only has access to

the goods that are not yet sold out, from which she purchases a utility-maximizing bundle.

Although the sequential model no longer guarantees envy-freeness, it is still a natural fit to

our overall theme of non-discriminatory pricing, since for fixed prices no two buyers ever

encounter the same good at different prices.

Mechanisms featuring sequential buyer arrival have generated extensive interest in

both Economics and Computer Science [20], [23]–[27]. The sequential nature of buyer

arrival offers the seller a great deal of flexibility, particularly the ability to offer different

prices in every round, also known as dynamic pricing. However, in this work, we focus

specifically on static mechanisms where the price on any good remains fixed throughout the

mechanism.

Objective Function

From a purely algorithmic perspective, the problem studied in this thesis involves

efficiently computing a set of item prices for the goods so that upon running the market
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mechanism, some relevant objective is maximized. Some typical goals when designing pric-

ing algorithms are to form pricing which maximizes Social Welfare (the sum of utilities of

the buyers and the seller), or Profit (the total payments received by the seller minus the

cost incurred). Other objectives include throughput, buyer surplus, Nash social welfare [28],

etc. In this work, we will focus specifically on mechanisms that maximize either revenue or

social welfare, and additionally both of these objectives simultaneously.

To illustrate the subtlety of such pricing even in the simple market example described

in the above example, one can easily compute prices which maximize social welfare [29],

[30], but there is no efficiently-computable pricing which forms better than a Θ(log(m+n))

approximation to maximum revenue [22]. This is entirely due to the natural requirement

that prices are non-discriminatory; consider for example the same setting except that the

price is allowed to depend on the buyer as well — in such a case each buyer is essentially

independent of all the others.

The Market as a two-stage game

The market mechanism is simply an abstraction that captures the transactions be-

tween various self-interested entities in the market. We now provide an intuitive refor-

mulation of the above market model in the language of algorithmic game theory. This

alternative interpretation of the market as a decentralized two-stage game is instructive for

understanding the mechanism that a pricing algorithm must simulate.

1. In the first phase, each seller chooses a strategy, that is simply a fixed price for each

good that he controls.

2. In the second stage, the buyers enter the market either simultaneously or sequentially

and select a set of goods that maximize their utility (valuation minus price) with

respect to the fixed item prices.

3. A solution is said to be stable or an Nash equilibrium pricing if no single seller can

unilaterally change the prices on his items and improve his utility once the second

stage is repeated.

The problem of designing a pricing algorithm is equivalent to that of computing an

equilibrium of the above game. Moreover, the ratio of the social welfare of the pricing
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solution with respect to that of the optimum allocation refers to the notion of Price of

Anarchy [31] (or Price of Stability) from the game theory literature

1.3 Contributions of this Thesis

Broadly speaking, the objective of this thesis is to design item pricing algorithms

for a variety of environments that improve our overall understanding of the power and

limitations of static, non-discriminatory pricing. This work seeks to under how static pricing

mechanisms perform under a diverse array of realistic marketplace constraints: for e.g.,

under uncertainty on buyer behavior, when the number of buyers tends to infinity, etc. A

surprising theme in these results is that using arguably the simplest of pricing mechanisms,

we can obtain approximation guarantees that are often comparable to more complex pricing

schemes such as bundle pricing and discriminatory posted prices. The following summarizes

the novel contributions of this work.

Single-Seller Markets

We begin by considering the problem of designing pricing algorithms in settings where

a single monopoly seller controls all of the goods in the marketplace.

• Pricing under uncertainty A standard approach in the literature is to assume that

the algorithm designer has perfect knowledge of how buyers value goods, and hence,

how different buyers respond to prices. In settings where sellers consume multiple

goods simultaneously, very little is known about markets where sellers have imperfect

information regarding buyer valuations.

Motivated by this, we look at a general market where buyers arrive sequentially, have

submodular (and more generally, fractionally subadditive) valuations over the goods,

and the seller has access to a distribution over these valuations for each buyer. For

settings with convex item production cost, we show that it is possible to efficiently

compute prices that result in a one-fourth approximation to the optimum for social

welfare.

Additionally, we introduce the class of commitment mechanisms where the seller has

to make commit to producing goods despite uncertainty regarding buyer behavior,

and incurs losses for unsold goods. For the stricter model, we show how to compute
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posted prices that result in O(1)-approximations for social welfare when the produc-

tion cost is ‘convex enough’. These results yield new insights on decision making

under uncertainty.

• Static vs Dynamic Pricing For m-good markets with limited-supply where buyers

arrive sequentially, the seller has complete information regarding buyer valuations,

which are fractionally subadditive, we provide an efficient algorithm for computing

static prices whose revenue is a O(log2m)-approximation to the optimum social wel-

fare. This result holds when the buyer arrival order is partially adversarial and the

seller has limited supply of various goods in the market. Since the optimum social

welfare is a strict upper bound on the performance of any other pricing mechanism,

including those that resort to dynamic pricing, our result implies that no complex

pricing mechanism can outperform our static pricing algorithm by a factor larger

than O(log2m).

Additionally, this result partially addresses a long standing open question [20] in

computer regarding the best revenue guarantees that can be achieved using static

posted pricing mechansims. Prior to this result, the best known algorithm for the

same setting acheived a revenue guarantee of only 2Õ(
√

logm) [20].

• Profit Maximization in Large Markets One of the main goals of this work is to

develop a new framework for pricing in large markets: ones in which there is a very

large number of buyers, so that no single buyer makes much difference to the market.

Such markets have very different properties from “small” markets with only a few

buyers (see e.g., [32], [33]). Large markets are very natural, as it is unlikely for a store

to set its prices based on any specific customer, and instead prices are set on general

aggregate information about buyer valuations.

Conceretely, we consider a large marketplace with unit-demand buyers and convex

production costs and design a pricing mechanism that achieves a 1.88-approximation

for profit. Our results indicate that the O(logN)-inapproximability for finite markets

does not extend to the large market setting.

• Simultaneously Optimizing Both Profit and Welfare For large markets with

repeated engagement, it is understood that myopically optimizing profit while compro-
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mising on buyer welfare could hurt the long-term revenue of the marketplace. Bearing

this in mind, we consider a large market setting with multi-minded buyer valuations

(a class that strictly generalizes unit-demand valuations) and design a pricing mech-

anism that results in simultaneous O(1)-approximations for both revenue and welfare

as long as buyers demand sets of approximately-equal size. These are the first known

algorithms that simultaneously obtain a constant factor approximation for both profit

and social welfare against their respective optimum values in large market settings.

Multi-seller markets

Moving on from settings with a single monopoly seller, we consider a market where

multiple sellers compete on price in order to characterize the market efficiency at equilib-

rium. Specifically, we assume that each seller sets prices to maximize individual profit and

controls a single good in the market. We propose a novel marketplace with a networked

structure and show that the efficiency of the market at equilibrium drops linearly as the

number of monopolies increases. Based on this result, we argue that monopolies are not as

evil as they are made out to be.

Discussion of Results

Social Welfare To obtain a better understanding of the results presented in this

thesis, it is important to place them in the context of the larger body of work in this field.

In the simultaneous model, much previous work has been done in designing item pricing

mechanisms for both maximizing social welfare [30], [32], [34] and revenue [2], [20], [35],

[36]. Since welfare maximization for this model is equivalent to the problem of computing

a Walrasian equilibrium pricing, minus the market clearing constraint, it is relatively well

understood. The results here are somewhat fragile: although optimal item prices exist for

simpler valuations such as gross substitutes, there exist no item prices that approximate the

optimum welfare better than a Ω(
√
m)-factor even for submodular buyer valuations. By

resorting to sequential mechanisms, Feldman et al. [27] provided an item pricing mechanism

that approximates the optimum welfare up to a constant factor, even for the somewhat

general class of XoS valuations (see Section 3).

However, the result in [27] only holds for the specific case where the seller possesses

one unit supply of each good in hand and does not face any costs. Real markets, however,
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often feature sellers who possess multiple copies of different goods or more generally, costs

associated with producing or transporting each copy of good. Here, our picture of posted

pricing mechanisms is far from complete. Papers dealing with multi-unit supply in combi-

natorial auctions have often resorted to price discrimination, i.e., charging buyers differing

prices for the same good, in order to extract good performance bounds [12], [17], [19], [26],

[37]. In the posted pricing literature, one also encounters discriminative pricing policies

under more benign labels such as dynamic pricing [24], sequential posted-pricing [12] or

anonymous reserve prices [38].

Against this backdrop, the result that is presented in Section 5 is the first known static,

non-discriminatory posted pricing mechanism that obtains a constant factor approximation

for social welfare for submodular and more general buyer valuations. Interpreting the

sequential mechanism as a relaxation of the simultaneous model, our results in Chapter 5

imply that by relaxing the model of buyer arrival, it is possible to obtain simple item prices

that result in near-optimal welfare guarantees. In fact, as we show in this thesis, it is

possible to obtain these guarantees even when the seller only has stochastic information

regarding buyer valuations and is also faced with non-linear production cost functions.

Revenue and Proft As mentioned previously, there is a significant difference be-

tween the efficacy of pricing mechanisms that aim to maximize profit when compared to

those to aim to maximize welfare. Even for the simple class of unit-demand buyers, it is

known that the problem of maximizing revenue is Θ(log1−εm)-inapproximable in unlimited

supply regimes. This is primarily due to the fact that we are allowed to only charge a single

price per good, and not per buyer. Better approximation factors are known only for special

settings (see Related Work) that severely compromise on the ‘buyer behavior’, i.e., what

kind of goods can the buyer like.

In Chapter 7, we circumvent this hardness by considering a large market model with

many, many buyers, for which we provide a 1.88-approximation algorithm for profit max-

imization. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first known approximation algorithm

for profit maximization that achieve a constant factor to the optimum profit without any

assumptions on the combinatorial nature of the problem. Moreover, we are the first to

show good approximations for this problem in the presence of production cost functions;

this involves the development of new techniques as previous methods where a single price

is applied to all of the goods do not scale well when each good has a different production
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cost.

Not much is known about the revenue maximization problem with sequential buyers:

for complex combinatorial valuations(such as submodular) our understanding of this regime

is largely incomplete owing to the super-logarithmic gap between the known lower bound

of Ω(logm) for submodular valuations, and the upper bound of 2Õ(
√

logm) corresponding

to the current best approximation algorithm for revenue maximization [20]. Among other

results, in this work, we shrink this gap by presenting a O(log2m)-approximation algorithm

for revenue maximization. This partially resolves a question from [20] which has been open

for close to a decade. Previously, (poly-)logarithmic guarantees for revenue were only known

for more general mechanisms involving bundle pricing [39] or price discrimination [24]; in

contrast, ours is the first result to achieve similar guarantees using static, non-discriminatory

item pricing.

Finally, our work is motivated by concerns that are somewhat orthogonal to those

prevalent in fields such as mechanism design. Specifically, we are less interested in construct-

ing novel auctions, and more so in gaining a fundamental understanding of how markets

with item pricing can operate. Towards this end, as is common in the item pricing lit-

erature [2], [39], [40], we eschew concerns such as incentive compatibility, and consider a

full information model, where the seller is aware of each buyer’s valuation function or a

large market model where the seller is aware of the aggregate market behavior. A notable

exception is Chapter 5, where we look a Bayesian information model. Note that none of

our pricing mechanisms involve any input elicitation. The reader is asked to refer to the

related work for comparisons to more general information models assumed in regard to item

pricing.

Our results for multi-seller markets are a significant leap from the state of the art

in the field. Previously, it was not even know whether equilibria pricing exist in such

markets, and in the work of Chawla and Roughgarden [41], it was shown that even when

equilibria exist, their quality can exponentially degrade as the number of monopolizing

sellers operating in the market increases. Our work shows that the above result is only a

worst-case bound as in many natural instances where the buyer demand is structured, the

quality of equilibria is much better even when many monopolies operate simultaneously in

the market.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

An enormous body of literature, not just in Computer Science and Economics but also other

fields such as networking, transportation, and power [44], [45] have looked at mechanisms

for pricing, and it is impossible to do justice to all of the papers on this topic. Bearing this in

mind, the literature that we cover is centered around Computer Science and computationally

efficient mechanisms that are cognizant of the self-interested nature of the underlying agents.

Specifically, we will focus on fixed item pricing in which the price is per item as opposed

to per buyer, which is the norm in mechanism design [12]. We refer to the reader to the

following sources for a broader overview of the field of mechanism design [31], [46]. We

reiterate the point that a large number of everyday economic transactions rely on buyers

reacting to fixed prices on goods as opposed to auction-like bids or individualized prices.

2.1 Item Pricing for Welfare Maximization

For the majority of this chapter, we will focus on item pricing from the perspective

of a single majority seller who controls the prices on all the goods in the marketplace with

the intention of maximizing either social welfare or profit. In such markets, the problem of

selecting item prices to maximize social welfare has enjoyed a steady stream of literature in

both Computer Science [14], [34] and Economics [29], [30], [47] owing to its close ties to the

notion of a Walrasian Equilibrium.

Definition 2. (Walrasian Equilibrium) A Walrasian equilibrium or competitive equilibrium

in a single-seller market is defined to be a set of item prices on the goods such that when

every buyer arrives simultaneously purchases her utiity maximizing bundle of goods, the

market clears, i.e., the demand for each good equals its available supply.

Walrasian equilibria are indeed attractive as they are guaranteed to be social welfare

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, K. Kar, and S. Sekar, “Pricing to maximize revenue and welfare simultaneously in large

markets”, in Proc. 12th Int. Conf. Web Internet Econ., 2016, pp. 145–159

E. Anshelevich and S. Sekar, “Price doubling and item halving: Robust revenue guarantees for item pricing”,

2016. [Online]. Available: https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.02442, Accessed on: Mar. 27, 2017
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maximizing [31]. However, it is known that such equilibria exist only for a highly restricted

class of valuations, specifically those that obey a gross substitutes property [30], [48]. The

lack of existence stems, not from computational considerations, but instead from the basic

inability of prices to resolve demand and supply in the face of complex valuations. One

line of research surrounding the Walrasian model in computer science has been understand

dynamics and price evolution in markets with the objective of settling the origin of how

Walrasian prices are actually formed [34], [49]. Another direction has been to relax the

stringent requirements demanded by the Walrasian model and instead look item pricing

schemes with more relaxed notions. The greatest hits include (i) Relaxing the market

clearing constraint [50], (ii) Relaxing the simultaneous arrival of buyers [27], (iv) relaxing

the fact that every buyer has to maximize her utility [51], [52] (iii) Pricing bundles of goods

instead of items [14], [39], (iv) Offering different prices to different buyers. A somewhat

orthogonal line of research has looked at the Walrasian model for valuations that still obey

the gross substitutes property, but where buyer utilities are no longer quasilinear [53], [54].

In this work, we look at a combination of the first and second relaxations, namely item

pricing mechanisms pertaining to the sequential arrival of buyers, which are not required

to clear the market. We provide the first non-discriminatory item pricing mechanisms with

constant factor approximations with respect to social welfare for buyers having XoS valua-

tions in highly general settings with limited supply and non-linear production costs. Prior

to this work, such mechanisms were only known restrictive regimes with unit supply [27].

Papers dealing with multi-unit supply in combinatorial auctions have often resorted to price

discrimination in order to extract good performance bounds [12], [17], [19], [26], [37]. In

the posted pricing literature, one also encounters discriminative pricing policies under more

benign labels such as dynamic pricing [24], sequential posted-pricing [12] or non-anonymous

reserve prices [38]. Looking beyond multi-unit supply to the more general case of produc-

tion costs, little is known about the performance of posted price mechanisms when the

underlying costs are non-linear, even less so in Bayesian settings. Our result in Section 5 is

the first known non-discriminatory pricing mechanism for such settings.

Relaxed models such as the one considered in [27] and this thesis have an added

advantage: they result in high social welfare (in expectation) even when the seller has only

distributional knowledge regarding buyer valuations. On the other hand, it is known that

when buyer purchase utility maximizing goods simultaneously, no Walrasian equilibrium
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can exist without full information even in trivial markets.

2.2 Item Pricing For Revenue Maximization

The problem of developing efficient but simple pricing schemes for revenue maximiza-

tion with self-interested agents resurfaced in Computer Science with the works of Aggarwal

et al [55] and Guruswami et al. [2]. In the quest for market mechanisms that are simple, yet

approximately optimal [56], few candidates seem as appealing as item pricing mechanisms.

In [2], the authors provided item pricing algorithms with logarithmic (in N) approximation

factors for revenue for the case of unit-demand buyers in limited supply markets. A steady

stream of research has yielded strong approximation algorithms for a variety of settings

including but not limited to unit demand [2], [21], [57], single minded [35], [40], [58], graph

minded [36], multi-unit markets [13], [59], and unlimited supply settings [21], [60]. One

of the main contributions of this thesis is a general framework that captures many of the

above results, and provides a recipe for converting them into bicriteria approximations.

Despite the tremendous body of work on revenue maximization, both sequential and

simultaneous mechanisms, very little is known about revenue maximization in complex

valuation environments, for e.g., when buyers have submodular or subadditive valuations.

This in stark contrast to item pricing for welfare maximization where good approxima-

tions are available for such valuations [27]. Indeed, with regards to the efficacy of item

pricing, there is oftentimes a significant difference in the complexity barriers for social wel-

fare and revenue. For instance, for matching markets [61], while there exist item prices that

maximize social welfare, it is known that the revenue maximization problem is Θ(log1−εm)-

inapproximable [22].

Our result in Section 6 is the first known poly-logarithmic approximation algorithm

based on static, item pricing for complex valuations such as submodular and XoS functions.

Partial exceptions include the O(logm)-approximation for ‘simple submodular functions’

in [20] and the O(log3m)-approximation in [24] for settings consisting of a large number

of buyers having the exact same valuation function. Although our central result improves

upon the upper bound of 2Õ(
√

logm) from [20] for XoS functions, it is pertinent to mention

that their result holds for a more general information model where the seller is not aware

of the buyer valuations. For such a general model, it is reasonable to expect that the only

possible strategy would be to price items uniformly (common price), as is done in [20], [24].
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The presence of a matching lower bound of 2Ω(
√

logm) [24] for uniform pricing motivates the

need for pricing different goods differently. For such a scheme, we argue that knowledge of

buyer valuations is necessary since it allows us to quantify each good’s relative value in the

market.

A common theme underlying many of these works is the reduction of the revenue-

maximization problem to the the ‘purely algorithmic allocation problem’ of maximizing

social welfare, with a logarithmic loss from welfare to revenue. This is evident in the

work of Cheung and Swamy [40] who gave the first non-trivial approximation algorithm

for revenue maximization in single-minded markets with limited supply. Algorithms whose

approximation factors depend on theN , the number of buyers in the market do not scale well

as the market size grows; the approximation factor becomes increasingly poor as the number

of buyers in the market increases. On the contrary, we look at a large market model 7,

market with many, many buyers, and reasonable demand curves, and provide constant

approximations to the optimum revenue. One of our main insights is the development of

new lower bounds that allow us to compare our mechanism’s revenue to that of the optimum

item pricing mechanism, and circumvent the social welfare route altogether.

2.3 Pricing for Simultaneous (Revenue,Welfare) Maximization

In Section 8, we look at simultaneous item pricing mechanisms from the point of view

of multi-objective optimization in order to simultaneously maximize both profit and social

welfare. While (revenue,welfare)-bicriteria approximation algorithms have not specifically

been tackled in the pricing literature beyond the single good case, the broader understanding

of trade-offs between the two objectives has been a prominent motif that has cropped up

time and again in various form, particularly in auctions. We first highlight a few overarching

differences between our results and other work on profit-welfare trade-offs, specifically in

auctions: (i) we study reasonably general combinatorial markets with multi-minded buyers

and production cost functions, and not just limited-supply settings with unit-demand buyers

as in other work, (ii) our results do not depend on externalities such as tuning the objective

function or the addition of external buyers as in Bulow-Klemperer type theorems [62]–

[64], and finally (iii) unlike similar (types of) results in Bayesian auctions, our pricing

mechanisms are non-discriminatory, and therefore, envy-free.

Characterizing the efficiency of revenue-optimal mechanisms is an extremely funda-
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mental question that has spurred multiple avenues of research starting with Bulow and

Klemperer’s seminal result [63] that adding a single buyer is usually more profitable than

blindly optimizing revenue. Most pertinent to the questions posed in this work are the

tight bounds on the (in)efficiency of the Myerson revenue-maximizing mechanism for single

good settings appearing in [65], [66]: in particular, [66] provides welfare bounds for general

single-parameter auctions as a function of the distribution of buyer valuations, as we do in

this work.

Moving beyond welfare lower bounds, other researchers have adopted a more con-

structive approach by designing explicitly taking into account both the objectives either

via bicriteria mechanisms [38], [67], or by optimizing linear combinations of revenue and

welfare [68], or even characterizing the revenue-welfare Pareto curve [69]. We reiterate that

all of the above papers consider simple single good settings, which are easier to characterize,

and where the revenue-optimal mechanism is well understood. Moreover, in comparison to

the revenue-welfare Pareto curves in [69], the implicit trade-off curves in our work are of a

different nature as they are obtained for a single instance on top of the worst-case bounds.

Finally, multi-objective trade-offs are quite popular in the Sponsored Search liter-

ature [64], [70]–[72], where the repeated engagement and the tight competition (between

sellers) necessitates approximately revenue-optimal mechanisms that do not compromise

on overall social welfare. Such settings can essentially be viewed as a special case of unit-

demand markets. Towards this end, [70] designs mechanisms that optimize over linear com-

binations of several objectives, whereas in [64], the authors show that the welfare-optimal

mechanism guarantees surprisingly high revenue.

More General Pricing Schemes

Clearly, our proposed work is closely associated with the growing body of work on

more general envy-free schemes, e.g., [13], [39], [40], [57], [59], [73]. A common approach

in this literature is to price bundles of goods as opposed to single goods [13], [39], [74]

Clearly, such a scheme is a strict generalization of item pricing, and has resulted in stronger

approximation guarantees with respect to both revenue and social welfare. For example,

while it is known that no item pricing scheme can provide Ω(
√
m), Ω(m)-approximations to

welfare for submodular and XoS functions respectively [50], it is possible to obtain bundle

prices that result in envy-free constant factor approximations to the optimum welfare in
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polynomial time for the same classes [39].

Informational Constraints and Mechanism Design

With the exception of our results in Chapter 5, all of the contributions made in

this thesis consider the problem of item pricing in a full information setting (seller knows

the valuation of every buyer). In Section 7, we look at a large market model where the

seller does not know the exact valuation of every buyer but can still predict the market

behavior in aggregate; this has high-level similarities to a Bayesian model. In the Bayesian

framework [46], it is assumed that the seller has some knowledge about the distributions of

each buyer’s valuations. This is indeed analogous to our view that the seller can estimate

the aggregate demand of each market. There is a rich history of literature on posted

pricing mechanisms in such settings: it is well-known that in single-parameter settings, a

posted price extracts a constant fraction of the optimum revenue if buyer distributions are

known [75]. This was extended in [76] to multi-item settings with symmetric demand sets,

and in [12] to unit-demand multi-item settings with asymmetric demand sets. We conclude

by remarking that despite the large body of pricing algorithms in a Bayesian framework,

most of the mechanisms in this setting involve price discrimination as they offer the same

good to different buyers at different prices based on their valuation.

Finally, we briefly touch upon the body of work in auction and mechanism design

that also look at environments with strategic buyers who can misreport their preferences or

valuations. The goal in such settings is to design mechanisms that incentivize these agents

to report truthfully; these new incentives may lead to an additional loss in the efficiency

of the mechanisms. The reader is asked to refer to [31] for an introduction to the field

and [46], [77] for more recent expositions. Perhaps, the most striking difference between the

body of work on truthful mechanism design and our setting is that we consider a market

with many, many buyers. In such a model, it is reasonable to assume that buyers behave

as price-taking agents since their individual demand is small compared to the market size.

Moreover, in large markets, the seller does not need to know every buyer’s value as long as

they can anticipate the aggregate demand at any given price. In conclusion, restricting our

attention to settings where the the misreporting of preferences is rendered moot allows us

to obtain a deeper understanding of the purely algorithmic aspects of pricing. As [78] puts

it,
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“understanding how to optimally price items given known preferences is neces-

sary for the more difficult problem of running an auction when the preferences

are unknown in advance”

2.4 Multi-Seller Markets

In real markets, multiple often compete for share of the market. This has motivated

researchers to look at the so-called Bertrand setting with price competition, where sellers

fix prices on the goods and buyers buy best-response or utility-maximizing bundles. Once,

again equilibrium solutions may not exist even in simple markets with a handful of sellers

and buyers and as with the Walrasian case, the theme underlying most work in this area

is to identify important settings where such solutions exist or to show existence of suitable

relaxations of the actual equilibrium.

What solution concepts are guaranteed to exist in cases where actual (Bertrand) price

equilibria do not? Babaioff et al. [79] showed that in a variety of unit-demand markets

with sellers who may monopolize one market but face competition in others, mixed Nash

equilibria with a distribution of item prices always exist. Alternatively, [80] looked at

best-response strategies in settings with a single homogenous good and multiple sellers

and showed that even when price equilibria do not exist, the best-response dynamics cycle

between states that have close-to-optimal social welfare.

Moving on to special markets where equlibrium solutions exist despite competition,

in [81], the authors study a combinatorial pricing game with a single buyer and multiple

sellers each controlling one item. Their main result establishes the existence of fully efficient

equilibrium for arbitrary valuations and linear production costs. However, this existence

result fails even in a slightly more general model where each seller may control two items [82].

The latter paper also identified a sufficient condition for equilibrium existence: when items

are partitioned into a hierarchy of classes and buyers desire exactly one item from each

class.

In [41] and [83], the authors consider a graphical market that closely mirrors the model

studied in this thesis; however, they look at markets where each good is available in limited

supply, whereas we study markets with production that strictly generalize their model. The

above papers also formally establish the folk results in economics that competition among

sellers leads to efficient allocations, while monopolizing power often leads to high prices that
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ensure poor social welfare. A startling result shown in [41] is that the presence of vertical

monopolies leads to exponential loss in welfare due to a cascading price-increase effect.

The negative results in these papers have spurred researchers to look beyond fixed

item pricing to mechanisms where the price of the good is a function of the number of buyers

who demand it. Two special pricing mechanisms that stand out here are ‘linear pricing per

unit quantity of the item’ [84] and ‘(marginal) production cost pricing with markups’ [85].

While complex mechanisms do sometimes lead to an improvement in efficiency, they are

not commonly used as they impose a large overhead on buyers who have to anticipate the

change in price due to others’ demands. In this work, we study the more natural fixed

pricing mechanism and attempt to provide additional insight on the quality of equilibrium.

Finally, one line of research that has gained traction in recent years [86], [87] is pricing

in networked markets with congestion, i.e., buyers pay the price on each edge, but also

incur a delay due to congestion. In contrast, we share the view taken by Shenker et al. [45]

that ‘congestion costs are inherently inaccessible to the network’. Due to the underlying

complexities of this model, most of the results are only known for simple networks such

as parallel paths. In a departure from the usual graph market model where buyers choose

the full paths, [88] and [89] consider bandwidth markets where routing decisions are taken

locally and each node charges its upstream neighbors. Both these papers show results that

broadly imply that the absence of monopolies once again result in Nash Equilibria that

maximize social welfare. Finally Blume et al. [90] consider a unique model where the prices

are set by self-interested middlemen instead of the mysterious “hand of the market” as in

Walrasian Equilibrium. They show that efficient equilibrium always exist in the presence

of these trading agents.

2.5 Survey of State of the Art

Finally, we conclude this chapter from a computational perspective by listing the

state of the art in terms of approximations factors that can obtained via item pricing for

different types of mechanisms and buyer valuations. The results can be found in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: State of the art in item pricing for revenue and welfare
maximization. The valuation functions obey the following strict hierarchy,
Unit Demand ⊂ Gross Substitutes ⊂ Submodular ⊂ XoS ⊂ Subadditive.

Mechanism Type Social Welfare Revenue

Simultaneous Mech. Opt. for Gross Substitutes Θ(log(m)) for Unit-Demand

Ω(
√
M) for Submodular O(

√
m logm)-for Single-Minded

Ω(M) for XoS

Sequential Mech. O(1) for XoS (unit supply) 2O(
√

logm log logm) for Subadditive
Ω(logm) for Submodular.



Chapter 3

Model and Preliminaries

In this chapter, we provide a detailed description of the various models considered in this

work, the associated market mechanisms, and buyer valuations. The common thread that

unifies all of the results in this thesis is item pricing, i.e., market models where the seller

posts exactly one price per good. Here, we focus mostly on models and definitions corre-

sponding to single-seller markets where all of the goods are controlled and priced by one

entity. Analogous definitions for multi-seller markets can be found in Section 9.

3.1 Buyers and Sellers

We consider settings where a seller controls a set I of goods; each i ∈ I has a convex

production cost, i.e., for any n, the seller incurs a (marginal) cost of ci(n) for producing

the nth copy of this good. Moreover, since the costs are convex, ci(n) is non-decreasing as

n increases. The seller can choose to produce any number of goods for which he faces the

corresponding aggregate production cost (Ci(n) =
∑n

r=1 ci(r) for n copies of good i). Notice

that convex production costs are a strict generalization of limited or multi-unit supply. For

instance ci(n) = 0 for n ≤ k and ci(n) =∞ otherwise, indicates a fixed supply of k units.

Every buyer j has a valuation function with vj : 2I → R+ being her value for a

set S ⊆ I of goods. Each valuation vj is monotone with vj(∅) = 0. Although, this only

allows for the buyer to purchase one copy of each good, most of the results in this work

extend directly to the case when buyers’ valuations allow for multisets. Given an allocation

~S = (S1, S2, . . . , SN ) of goods to the buyers, we will use SW (~S) =
∑

j∈N vj(Sj) to represent

the social welfare of this allocation. For the same allocation, let Ni(~S) denote the set of

buyers who received a copy of good i and ki(~S) = |Ni(~S)|. Finally, let θ(~S) =
∑

i∈I ki(~S)

denote the total number of items allocated to buyers in the given allocation ~S.

3.1.1 Buyer Valuations and Oracle Access

The mathematical formulation of a market described above is rather general as it al-

lows buyers to have non-zero utility for any arbitrary set of goods, and therefore imposes no

restrictions on the structure of the market, i.e., the relationship between the different goods.

23
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Although this provides a powerful mathematical toolbox that transcends specific market-

places, a good algorithm must often exploit the underlying structure that is determined by

the type of goods that the market represents, which in turn affects the buyer valuations

and final prices. To give a concrete example, take the case of a market for computer parts

where every buyer wishes to purchase a complete computer system. One would expect that

the buyers receive some value (or utility) only when the parts that they receive together

make up a complete computer system, or else their value would be zero. Moreover, in such

markets the prices of goods closely depend on the prices of two other types of goods, substi-

tutes which could provide the buyer with cheaper alternatives, and complementary goods

that have an effect on the buyer’s budget.

We now formally define all the classes of valuation functions that we refer to in this

work. Given a valuation v and prices ~p, we say that a set S ⊆ I belongs to the demand

set of v with respect to item prices ~p if S is a utility-maximizing bundle under these prices,

i.e., S = arg maxT⊆I(v(T )−
∑

i∈T pi).

Unit Demand with Uniform Budgets This is a special case of the general unit-demand

valuations, where each buyer i has valuations from the set {0, vi} for each of the goods

in I.

General Unit-Demand In a unit-demand valuation, there exists a set of values (vi)i∈I

such that for every T ⊆ I, v(T ) = maxi∈T vi.

Gross Substitutes A valuation satisfies the gross substitutes property if for every two

vectors of prices ~p1, ~p2 such that ~p2 ≥ ~p1, and every bundle S in the demand set of

v given ~p1, there exists a bundle T in the demand set of v with respect to ~p2 which

contains every good i ∈ S whose price in ~p2 is unchanged from its price in ~p1.

Submodular For any two sets S, T with T ⊆ S ⊆ I, and any item i ∈ I, v(S∪{i})−v(S) ≤

v(T ∪ {i})− v(T ).

XoS or Fractionally Subadditive ∃ a set of additive functions (a1, . . . , ar) such that for

any T ⊆ N , v(T ) = maxrj=1 aj(T ). These additive functions are referred to as clauses.

Recall that an additive function aj has a single value aj(i) for each i ∈ N so that for

a set T of agents, aj(T ) =
∑

i∈T aj(i).
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Subadditive A valuation is said to be subadditive if any two sets S, T ⊆ I, v(S ∪ T ) ≤

v(S) + v(T ).

Multi-Unit For any two sets S, T ⊆ I such that |S| = |T |, we have v(S) = v(T ).

Single-Minded A valuation is said to be single-minded if there exists a single set T and

value x such that v(S) = x if and only if T ⊆ S and v(S) = 0 otherwise.

Multi-Minded This is a generalization of unit-demand (with uniform budgets) and single-

minded valuations. Every buyer (say i) has some set of bundles, Si ⊆ 2I , so that for

each bundle in Si, her valuation is vi and for every other bundle, her valuation is zero

(save supersets of bundles in Si). This value vr is also referred to as the buyer’s budget

as self-interested agents would ever pay more than this amount in any solution.

Graph-Minded This is a special case of multi-minded valuations where the market struc-

ture is captured by a graph G, where each edge e denotes a single good in the market.

A market is said to consist of graph-minded buyers if given such a graph, every buyer

(and buyer type) desires a path between a source and a sink-node in the graph, and

is indifferent between the different paths.

The valuation functions defined above follow a nice hierarchy of complement-free val-

uations, namely: Unit-Demand ⊆ Gross Substitutes ⊆ Submodular ⊆ XoS ⊆ Subadditive.

On the other single-minded valuations are among the simplest class of valuations where

buyers exhibit complements.

Oracle Access The standard approach in the literature while dealing with set functions

(where the input representation is exponential in size) is to assume the presence of an oracle

that allows indirect query access to the valuation. In this work, unless mentioned otherwise,

we assume that the valuations are accessed via (i) a demand oracle that when queried with

a vector of payments ~p returns a set S that maximizes the quantity v(S) −
∑

i∈S pi, and

(ii) an XoS oracle that for an XoS function v and a set T ⊆ I returns the additive clause

al that maximizes al(T ). The reader is referred to [8] for comparisons of the different types

of oracles studied in this work.
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3.2 Pricing Mechanisms

In its full generality, a pricing mechanism M is a system for allocating goods to the

buyers and charging them payments. In the current work however, we restrict our attention

to two types of mechanisms based on non-discriminatory item pricing, where the seller fixes

a single price per good in advance, and buyers purchase utility-maximizing bundles at the

given prices. The price paid by each buyer equals the sum of item prices of the goods that

she receives.

1. Simultaneous Mechanism. In this mechanism, the seller posts a price pi per good,

buyers arrive simultaneously, and purchase a utility-maximizing subset Sj ⊆ I under

the given prices. A pair (~p, ~S) is said to be a valid outcome of the simultaneous

mechanism if the following constraints are satisfied: (i) for every buyer j ∈ N , Sj

maximizes vj(Sj) −
∑

i∈Sj pi} and thus the solution is envy-free, and (ii) at most ki

buyers are allocated a copy of good i.

2. Sequential Mechanism. The sequential mechanism is very similar to the previous

mechanism except that buyers arrive sequentially and once the supply of a good is

exhausted, it is no longer available to future buyers. Specifically, this mechanism

proceeds as follows:

(a) Initially, all of the goods are available.

(b) For each good i ∈ I, the seller posts a single price pi and decides on the quantity

qi of this good to supply.

(c) The buyers arrive in some order, and each buyer purchases her utility maximizing

bundle from the set of available goods.

(d) At any stage of the mechanism, if qi copies of good i are sold (i.e, the good is

sold out), then it is marked as unavailable.

A triple (~p, ~q, ~S) is said to be a valid outcome of the sequential mechanism if by

setting the prices pi and supply constraints qi, the above mechanism can result in the

allocation ~S for some arrival order of the buyers. In fact, we will usually omit ~q from

this and simply denote an outcome by (~p, ~S), since if such an outcome is possible,

then we can always set qi = ki(~S) to obtain the same outcome.
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The sequential mechanism is a relaxation of the simultaneous one since any valid

outcome of the latter mechanism is also a valid outcome for the sequential mechanism.

That, is (~p, ~S) is a valid outcome of the simultaneous mechanism for a given instance, then,

(~p, ~q, ~S) with qi = ki(~S) is also a valid outcome outcome of the sequential mechanism.

We consider three arrival models for buyers in the sequential mechanism: (i) partially

adversarial, where the buyer arrival order comes from a polynomially bounded set of arrival

orders, (ii) random arrival, where buyers arrive according a distribution Dπ, and finally

(iii) fully adversarial, where any of the N ! arrival orders are possible. For the objective of

revenue maximization, we are able to provide efficient computational mechanisms for the

first two arrival models, and an exponential time algorithm for the fully adversarial case

that serves as an existence result.

Envy-Freeness The outcome of the simultaneous mechanism is always envy-free as

each buyer receives her utility-maximizing bundle and cannot envy other buyers, whereas

this may not be the case for the sequential mechanism. We now formally define the notion

of an envy-free pricing outcome.

Definition 3. (Envy-Free) An outcome (~p, ~S) of an item pricing mechanism is said to be

envy-free if for any two buyers i, j, we have that vi(Si)−
∑

i∈Si pi ≥ vi(Sj)−
∑

i∈Sj pi.

In the computer science literature, it is often common to consider a stronger notion

of envy-freeness where each user receives a utility-maximizing bundle [2], [13] under prices.

We conclude by pointing out that utility-maximization for buyers is a sufficient condition

for envy-freeness as per Definition 3.

Objective: Profit and Social Welfare

We now formally define the various objectives considered for maximization in this

work. All these are defined with respect to a specific instance and outcome (~p, ~S) of some

item pricing mechanism.

Social Welfare The social welfare of an aggregation is simply the aggregate utility of all

the agents in the market including the seller and is defined as SW (~S) =
∑

j∈N vj(Sj)−∑
i∈I Ci(ki(~S)). We remark that the social welfare is independent of the market prices

and depends only on the realized allocation.
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Revenue The revenue denotes the total income made by the seller once buyers purchase

goods. We define Rev(~p, ~S) :=
∑

i∈I piki(~S) =
∑

j∈N
∑

i∈Sj pi to be the resulting

revenue of some item pricing outcome.

Profit The profit is defined to be the revenue made by the seller minus the production cost

incurred. Mathematically, we use π(~p, ~S) = Rev(~p, ~S) −
∑

i∈I Ci(ki(~S)) to denote

profit.

Buyer Surplus The surplus or the buyer welfare is defined to be the aggregate utility of all

of the buyers in the market. Mathematically, we define Surp(~p, ~S) :=
∑

j∈N {vj(Sj)−∑
i∈Sj pi} to be the aggregate surplus or buyer utility.

It is not hard to see that SW (~S) = π(~p, ~S) + Surp(~p, ~S).

3.3 Large Markets, Buyer Types, and Aggregate Demand Functions

In the second half of the thesis, specifically Chapters 7, 8, 9, we will focus exclu-

sively on large markets: these are marketplaces where the number of buyers is rather large

and therefore, each individual buyer has an almost negligible effect on the overall market

outcome. Indeed, when looking to model the behavior of the market, one often strives to

understand the response of the ‘market as a whole’ and not of any one individual buyer in

market. Typically, sellers are also agnostic to the identify of the individual buyers. From

a design perspective, however, studying large markets introduces several novel constraints.

Given the size of the market, it is not feasible to explicitly specify and store the demand

of each and every buyer in the market and therefore, it is an important modeling issue

to capture and express the demand structure in the market succinctly. We now provide a

framework for expressing large markets without explicitly listing out the valuation functions

for all N buyers as N →∞.

We model large markets using the notion of a buyer type. Specifically, consider multi-

minded valuations, where each buyer can be uniquely specified by her budget vi and the set

of bundles for which she has non-zero valutions. It is therefore likely (especially in markets

where buyers desire the same type of good) that buyers may desire the same set of bundles

but have different budgets. For example, two buyers who both wish to purchase a set of

parts to obtain a computer but the first buyer is willing to pay 10 more than the second
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buyer. We model such a setting by combining all the buyers who desire the same set of

goods into a single buyer type.

Formally, suppose that the market consists of a finite set of buyer types B; each buyer

type Bj ∈ B consists of a large number of buyers all of whom have the same desired set of

bundles Sj ⊆ 2I . However, these buyers may have different budgets. Instead of specifying

the budgets of all the buyers having the same type, we use an inverse demand function to

model the aggregate demand of a given type. That is, type Bj is specified by an inverse

demand function λj(x); v = λj(xj) means that xj of these buyers have a value of v or more

for the items in Sj . As an example, consider λj(x) = 1− x for x ∈ [0, 1]. This means that

the total population of buyers with type Bj is one; λj(0.25) = 0.75 implies that one-fourth

of these buyers have a valuation of 0.75 or more.

Large markets also impose other types of restrictions. The sheer volume of the market

makes it totally infeasible for sellers to discriminate between buyers as they cannot keep

track of every buyer in the market. In such markets, the fixed item pricing mechanism that

we employ is useful not just for its simplicity but for its fundamental compatbility with the

notion of a large market. Finally, while designing approximation algorithms, it is desirable

that the approximation factor be independent of N , the number of buyers as N →∞ and

preferably even |B|, the number of buyer types. We remark that the approximation factors

in all of the algorithms in this work are indepenent of N and |B|.

We make the following assumptions on the inverse demand and cost functions.

1. λj(x) cannot increase with x. This is by definition: if x1 buyers hold a value of v1 or

more and x2 < x1, then the value of these x2 buyers is at least v1.

2. We also assume that λj(x) is continuously differentiable on (0, Tj) (here Tj is the

population of buyers in Bj). Notice that λ′j = (x) cannot be positive since λj is

non-increasing.

3. For all i ∈ I, we take the production costs Ci(y) to be convex, which is the norm in

the literature. In addition, we assume that Ci(y) is continuously differentiable and

define ci(y) to be its derivative. All our results also hold if an item i has a limited

supply of Yi, and Ct(y) is only differentiable until y = Yt, at which point it becomes

infinite.
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Simultaneous Mechanisms for Large Markets

We also slightly different notation while referring to allocations and pricing outcomes

in large markets. A complete solution consists of prices and an allocation, and is specified

by three vectors (~p, ~x, ~y). Here, ~p is the vector of item prices, vecx is be the buyer demand

vector such that xj is the vector of allocations to the buyers from type Bj , i.e., for each

bundle in Bj , xj(T ) includes the amount of T ∈ Bj allocated to buyers from Bj . Finally,

yi = ki(~x) is the total amount of good i allocated to buyers.

Social Welfare Given any solution (~p, ~x, ~y) its social welfare is defined to be the aggregate

utility of all the agents in the market. Mathematically, this is equal to
∑

Bj∈B
∫ xj
t=0 λj(t)dt−∑

i∈I Ci(yi).

Classes of Inverse Demand Functions

In the literature, it is typical to consider inverse demand functions that, apart from

continuity and differentiability, also possesses some kind of structure. This structure usually

captures how the demand in the market changes as the price changes, for example, in

markets that deal is essential commodities such as electricity, we expect λ(x) to reflect the

fact that when price fluctuates, the demand remains mostly stable. We define a hierarchy

of demand functions that capture such properties in the market.

Uniform Demand: λ(x) = λ0 > 0 for x ≤ T . In other words, a population of T buyers

all have the same value λ0 for the bundles.

Polynomial Demand: λ(x) = λ0(a − xα) for α ≥ 1. Polynomial demand functions are

quite popular [91], especially linear inverse demand (λ(x) = a− x).

Concave Demand: λ′(x) is a non-increasing function of x.

Monotone Hazard Rate (MHR) Demand: λ′(x)
λ(x) is non-increasing or h(x) = |λ′(x)|

λ(x) is

non-decreasing in x. This is equivalent to the class of log-concave functions [92] where

log(λ(x)) is concave. Example function: λ(x) = e−x.

It is not hard to see that Uniform2 ⊂ Polynomial ⊂ Concave ⊂ MHR. We remark that the

MHR and Concave classes are quite general whereas Uniform or Polynomial demand are

more common due their tractability.

2Uniform = limα→∞ λ0(1− xα)
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General Black-Box Reductions Pertaining to Profit and Welfare

4.1 Overview of Chapter

Before diving into the world of item pricing, we take a step back and develop some

general techniques pertaining to the design of pricing mechanisms, with the overarching aim

of developing black reductions from item pricing to item allocations. Specifically, we will

present results corresponding to two general frameworks here.

1. We present what is termed as the charging framework, which correspond to claims

that are sufficient conditions for revenue maximization. The framework unifies many

of the previous results in the item pricing literature and can be viewed as a guide

towards revenue maximization in future work.

2. How bad is the social welfare of a profit maximizing solution? To answer this question,

we present a series of results that tie profit and social welfare. Specifically, we consider

solutions whose revenue is comparable to the optimum social welfare and use this to

bound the social welfare of other approximately revenue maximizing solutions.

4.2 Charging Framework: Guide for Revenue Maximization

We now present a general framework for revenue maximization that helps us to iden-

tify solutions with good revenue and welfare properties. Specifically, we present results

pertaining to a general sequence of pricing solutions that obey certain desirable properties

that we term as charging properties. The claims proved in this section are not technically

difficult. The computationally challenging aspect is to actually design algorithms that com-

pute a sequence of solutions obeying the properties spelled out below, as we do in Sections

6-8. Once these solutions are computed, our lemmas simply help in showing that it is

possible to leverage them to obtain good revenue.

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, K. Kar, and S. Sekar, “Pricing to maximize revenue and welfare simultaneously in large

markets”, in Proc. 12th Int. Conf. Web Internet Econ., 2016, pp. 145–159

E. Anshelevich and S. Sekar, “Price doubling and item halving: Robust revenue guarantees for item pricing”,

2016. [Online]. Available: https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.02442, Accessed on: Mar. 27, 2017
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Simple Charging Property

Definition 4. A sequence of pricing solutions (~p(t), ~S(t))γt=1 is said to satisfy the charging

property if for all t ∈ [1, γ−1], SW (~S(t))−SW (~S(t+1)) ≤ αRev(~p(t), ~S(t)), and SW (~S(γ)) ≤

αRev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)) for some α ≥ 1.

The essence of Definition 4 is that the ‘loss in welfare’ as we traverse the solutions in

a top-down manner can be charged to the solution’s revenue. Below we also define a similar

notion that we refer to as the generalized charging property, which is a strict generalization

of Definition 4. It is, however, useful to make explicit the simpler charging property for

two reasons: (i) despite its apparent simplicity, this property is at the heart of a number

of revenue maximization algorithms in the literature, and (ii) we are able to show strong

bicriteria guarantees for this model, which fail to hold upon generalization.

Claim 1. Consider a sequence of pricing solutions (~p(t), ~S(t))γt=1 that satisfy the charging

property. Then, there exists ` ∈ [0, γ] such that Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) ≥ SW ( ~S(1))
γα . Moreover, for

any target welfare parameter c ∈ [1, γα], there exists an 1 ≤ `2 ≤ γ such that SW (~S(`2)) ≥
SW ( ~S(1))

c and Rev(~p(`2), ~S(`2)) ≥ (1− 1
c )
SW ( ~S(1))

γα .

Proof. Suppose that ` is the index that maximizes revenue, i.e., for all 1 ≤ t ≤ γ,

Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) ≥ Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)). Performing the telescoping summation on the following

system of inequalities SW (~S(t)) − SW (~S(t+1)) ≤ αRev(~p(t), ~S(t)), from t = 1 to t = γ − 1

and adding the inequality SW (~S(γ)) ≤ αRev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)) to the result of the summation, we

get:

SW ( ~S(1)) ≤ α
γ∑
t=1

Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)) ≤ α
γ∑
t=1

Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) = γαRev(~p(`), ~S(`)). (4.1)

The revenue bound follows.

Proof of Bicriteria Bound Suppose that `2 is the smallest index at which

Rev(~p(`2), ~S(`2)) ≥ (1 − 1
c )
SW ( ~S(1))

γα . Since c ≥ 1, we know from the first part of this claim

that there must always exist an `2 satisfying the above inequality. Now, we can directly

use the charging property to bound SW (~S(`2)). Let us add up the inequality SW (~S(t)) −

SW (~S(t+1)) ≤ αRev(~p(t), ~S(t)), from t = 1 to t = `2 − 1. We get that
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SW ( ~S(1))− SW ( ~S(`2)) ≤ α
`2−1∑
t=1

Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)) (4.2)

≤ α
`2−1∑
t=1

(1− 1

c
)
SW ( ~S(1))

γα
(4.3)

≤ γα(1− 1

c
)
SW ( ~S(1))

γα
(4.4)

= (1− 1

c
)SW ( ~S(1)). (4.5)

The second inequality comes from the definition of `2 according to which

Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)) < (1− 1
c )
SW ( ~S(1))

γα for all t ≤ `2 − 1. This completes the proof. �

For the purposes of intuition, SW ( ~S(1)) is typically close to the optimum welfare and

α is a small constant, whereas γ is logarithmic in one of the market parameters such as N

or m.

Generalized Revenue-Welfare Charging Property

Although the simple charging property presented above captures a number of revenue

maximization algorithms in the item pricing literature, it is not enough to provide good

algorithms for XoS valuations in the sequential setting, as we do in this work. To do this,

we provide a strict generalization of this property in a manner that makes it ideal to design

pricing mechanisms which have black-box access to an allocation algorithm.

Definition 5. Consider a sequence of benchmark allocations ~B(1), ~B(2), . . . , ~B(γ), and pric-

ing solutions (~p(t), ~S(t))γt=1. The sequence of solutions is said to satisfy the generalized charg-

ing property if (i) for all t ∈ [1, γ−1], SW ( ~B(t))−SW ( ~B(t+1)) ≤ αRev(~p(t), ~S(t))+ SW ( ~B(t))
β ,

for α, β ≥ 1; (ii) SW ( ~B(γ)) ≤ αRev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)).

When ~S(t) = ~B(t) and β is large, this property implies the simpler charging property

above. Note that in the above definition, the benchmark allocations ( ~B(t))γt=1 are completely

arbitrary, and may not actually be obtainable by any pricing mechanism.

Claim 2. Consider a sequence of benchmark allocations ~B(1), . . . , ~B(γ), and pricing solu-

tions (~p(t), ~S(t))γt=1 that satisfy the generalized charging property as per Definition 5. Then,

there exists ` ∈ [1, γ] such that
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Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) ≥ 1

γα
SW ( ~B(1)){1− γ − 1

β
}. (4.6)

Proof. Suppose that for some r ≥ 1, ~B(r) represents the allocation with the maximum

social welfare among the sequence of benchmark allocations, i.e., r = arg maxγt=1 SW ( ~B(t)).

Define ` to be the index in the range [1, γ] at which the pricing solution obtains the maximum

revenue. So, for all 1 ≤ t ≤ γ, Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) ≥ Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)). As per Definition 5, we

know that for any r ≤ t ≤ γ − 1, the following property holds,

SW ( ~B(t))− SW ( ~B(t+1)) ≤ αRev(~p(t), ~S(t)) +
SW ( ~B(t))

β
. (4.7)

Summing up the above sequence of inequalities from t = r to t = γ − 1 along with

the inequality SW ( ~B(γ)) ≤ αRev(~p(γ), we get that

SW ( ~B(r)) ≤ α
γ∑
t=1

Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)) +

γ−1∑
t=1

SW ( ~B(t))

β
(4.8)

≤ γαRev(~p(`), ~S(`)) + (γ − 1)
SW ( ~B(r))

β
(4.9)

Therefore, after transposition, we have that Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) ≥ 1
γαSW ( ~B(r)){1 − γ−1

β } ≥
1
γαSW ( ~B(1)){1− γ−1

β }. �

4.3 Implications of the Charging Property

We present a few fundamental results for revenue and welfare maximization that

illustrate the power of our unifying framework. The algorithm that we apply in this sec-

tion, henceforth referred to as price doubling, is based on generating a sequence of pricing

solutions such that the prices across successive solutions differ by a multiplicative factor

(usually two), and then applying the charging property from Definition 5 to these solutions.

Somewhat surprisingly, we observe that our framework is found lurking beneath the hood

of a number of revenue maximization algorithms in the literature. These include item pric-

ing algorithms for environments such as unit-demand [2] and single-minded valuations [40],

unlimited supply markets [20] but also mechanisms based on more general pricing schemes

such as envy-free bundle pricing [27] and non envy-free item pricing [93]. Our simple obser-
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vation allows us to immediately extend all of these algorithms to bicriteria (revenue,welfare)

approximations without any loss in the asymptotic factors for revenue.

4.3.1 Reduction from Welfare to Revenue for Simultaneous Mechanisms

Our first, and most general result in this section involves a reduction from revenue to

welfare maximization based on price doubling, which yields not just the bicriteria algorithms

mentioned previously, but also new revenue approximations for other settings (see Theo-

rem 2). Informally, the result indicates that in order to design item pricing mechanisms with

good revenue, it is sufficient to focus our attentions on mechanisms that maximize social

welfare. Our algorithm can be viewed as a generalization of a similar black-box transfor-

mation from revenue to Walrasian equilibrium for unit-demand buyers in [2]. However, the

extension is quite non-trivial owing to the generality of our result, as it holds for settings

with ‘arbitrary combinatorial valuations’ under some small assumptions.

We now define some notions that are pertinent to our result. We say that a buyer

has a (monotone) single-item valuation if and only if v({i}) > 0 for at most one good

i ∈ I. Secondly, an allocation, and by extension an algorithm, is said to be locally welfare

maximizing if for any buyer j who is not allocated any goods, and any set of goods T that

are not sold out, v(T ) = 0. For instance, observe that any mechanism that always outputs

a socially optimal solution trivially satisfies this property. The following theorem takes as

input a black-box algorithm for a simultaneous item pricing mechanism whose social welfare

is an α-approximation to SW (OPT ) and creates an item pricing algorithm for revenue with

a log factor increase in the approximation factor. Moreover, the resulting solution will still

have good welfare at the same time.

Theorem 1. Let V be a class of buyer valuations that includes single-item valuations.

Suppose that we are given black-box access to a locally welfare maximizing algorithm Alg,

that provides an α-approximate pricing solution for the problem of designing a simulta-

neous mechanism for welfare maximization for instances where buyer valuations belong to

V. Then, we can efficiently compute prices such that the simultaneous mechanism with

these prices provides a O(α(log(α) + log(m) + log(k)))-approximation to revenue and a

(3α)-approximation to social welfare.

We remark that the logarithmic gap between welfare and revenue is known to be tight
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even when all buyers have single item valuations [2], [27].

Black-box Reduction Before constructing our black-box reduction, we require some per-

tinent notation. Given an instance G of our problem and a fixed ‘reserve price’ r ≥ 0, define

a new instance G(r) consisting of the same set of goods as G and an augmented set of buy-

ers comprising of the original buyer set N and a new set N ′ of (m + 1)k dummy buyers.

Specifically for each good i ∈ I, we define ki+1 dummy buyers all of whom have single item

valuations with v({i}) = r (and so v({i′}) = 0 ∀i′ 6= i). Assuming that the original instance

G is clear from the context, we define (~p(r), ~S(r)) to be the outcome of the algorithm Alg

for the instance G(r) without any of the dummy buyers, i.e., we run Alg for input G(r) and

set ~p(r) to be the prices output by this algorithm and ~S(r) to be sub-allocation output by

this algorithm consisting only of the original set of buyers N . Now, we define our black-box

reduction as follows for γ = 1 + log(αmk), and SW 0 = SW (Alg(G)), which is the social

welfare of the allocation returned by Alg for the original instance.

1. For t = 1 to t = γ

2. Set reserve price rt = 2t−1 SW 0

2mk .

3. Define (~p(t), ~S(t)) = (~p(rt), ~S(rt)), i.e. the outcome of Alg with the reserve price rt.

4. Return the smallest index ` ∈ [1, γ] at which Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)) ≥ SW (~S(1))
6γ .

The proof proceeds by showing that the sequence of solutions (~p(t), ~S(t))γt=1 satisfies

the simple charging property, and therefore, the bicriteria result follows from Claim 1 with

c = 3
2 . Note that we could have presented this theorem in the form of a continuous trade-off

(by varying the value of c) quantifying the amount of revenue that the seller has to sacrifice

in order to obtain the target welfare guarantee.

Proof. In order to keep the notation consistent, we define (~p(0), ~S(0)) to be the outcome of the

algorithm on the original instance (or equivalently with reserve price r = 0). Without loss

of generality, we assume that γ is an integer. We begin some easy propositions concerning

the solutions returned by the algorithm in the face of reserve prices.

Proposition 1. Given an instance G and reserve price r, consider the outcome (~p(r), ~S(r))

of Alg for the instance G(r) minus the dummy buyers. For every good i ∈ I, pi(r) ≥ r.
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that pi(r) < r for some i ∈ I. We know that at this price,

all ki+1 dummy buyers corresponding to this good would receive strictly positive utility by

purchasing the good but only ki units of the good are available to be consumed. Therefore,

the solution returned by Alg would not be a valid outcome of the simultaneous mechanism

for instance G(r), which is a contradiction. �

Proposition 2. Given an instance G and reserve price r, consider the outcome (~p(r), ~S(r))

of Alg for the instance G(r) minus the dummy buyers. Suppose that for some good i ∈ I,

pi(r) > r. Then, the good is sold out in ~S(r), i.e., ki(~S(r)) = ki.

Proof. First of all observe that since pi(r) > r, the algorithm would not allocate this good

to any of the dummy buyers. However, since the algorithm is locally welfare maximizing, we

know that if there is some good i′ that is not sold out, then the algorithm cannot improve

its welfare by greedily allocating this good to some buyer with a null allocation. Therefore,

the contrapositive of this property implies that if the algorithm has not allocated good i to

any of the dummy buyers (who have null allocations), then it is sold out. �

Suppose that (~p(r), ~S(r)) represents the outcome of the augmented problem for some

instance G and reserve r. With respect to this outcome, we say that a good i is saturated if

its price pi(r) > r. We define Sat(r) ⊆ I, to define the set of saturated goods in the pricing

solution (~p(r), ~S(r)).

Proposition 3. Given an instance G and price r, consider the outcome

(~p(r), ~S(r)) of Alg for the instance G(r) minus the dummy buyers. Then, Rev(~p(r), ~S(r)) ≥∑
i∈Sat(r) piki(~S((r))) =

∑
i∈Sat(r) piki.

The proposition follows from the fact that all of the saturated goods are sold out. Our

final proposition concerns the sequence of solutions generated by our algorithm, specifically

the ratio of prices of goods at successive values of t.

Proposition 4. Consider the sequence of solutions (~p(t), ~S(t))γt=1. For a given 1 ≤ t ≤ γ−1,

suppose that some good i ∈ I is not saturated with respect to (~p(t+1), ~S(t+1)). Then, we have

that p
(t+1)
i ≤ 2p

(t)
i .

Proof. The proof is not hard to see. Since this good is unsaturated with respect to index

t+1, we know that p
(t+1)
i = rt+1. However, from Proposition 1, we also know that p

(t)
i ≥ rt.
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The claim follows since rt+1 = 2rt. �

Now, we are ready to prove the charging property, namely (i) for all t ∈ [1, γ − 1],

SW (S(t))−SW (~S(t+1)) ≤ 2Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)), and (ii) SW (S(γ)) ≤ 2Rev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)). Fix some

value of t < γ and consider some buyer j. At prices ~p(t+1), this buyer receives her maximum

utility from bundle S
(t+1)
j as opposed to any other bundle including S

(t)
j . That is, we have

that vj(S
(t+1)
j )−

∑
i∈S(t+1)

j

p
(t+1)
i ≥ vj(S(t)

j )−
∑

i∈S(t)
j

p
(t+1)
i . Rearranging the inequality, and

adding up the difference in welfare over all of the buyers, we get that

SW (~S(t))− SW (~S(t+1)) ≤
∑
j∈N

[
∑
i∈S(t)

j

p
(t+1)
i −

∑
i∈S(t+1)

j

p
(t+1)
i ] (4.10)

=
∑
i∈I

p
(t+1)
i ki(~S

(t))−Rev(~p(t+1), ~S(t+1)) (4.11)

=
[ ∑
i∈I\Sat(rt+1)

p
(t+1)
i ki(~S

(t)) +
∑

i∈Sat(rt+1)

p
(t+1)
i ki(~S

(t))

−Rev(~p(t+1), ~S(t+1))
]

(4.12)

≤
[ ∑
i∈I\Sat(rt+1)

2p
(t)
i ki(

~S(t)) +Rev(~p(t+1), ~S(t+1))

−Rev(~p(t+1), ~S(t+1))
]

(4.13)

≤ 2Rev(~p(t), ~S(t)). (4.14)

Recall that Sat(rt+1) refers to the set of saturated goods in the solution (~p(t+1), ~S(t+1)).

Look at the penultimate step in the above set of inequalities. The upper bound for the goods

in I \ Sat(rt+1) comes from Proposition 4, which highlights the price doubling aspect of

our reserve prices. The upper bound for the saturated goods is a bit more subtle. We know

from Proposition 2 that these goods are fully sold out in (~p(t+1), ~S(t+1)). Using this in con-

junction with Proposition 3, we get that
∑

i∈Sat(rt+1) p
(t+1)
i ki(~S

(t)) ≤
∑

i∈Sat(rt+1) p
(t+1)
i ki ≤

Rev(~p(t+1), ~S(t+1)).

We have proved the first of the charging properties. Consider the t = γ case, where

the reserve price rγ = 2log(mkα) SW (~S(0))
2mk ≥ SW (OPT )

2 since SW (~S(0)) is an α-approximation

to SW (OPT ) by definition of Alg. For this case, we need to prove that SW (~S(γ)) ≤

2Rev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)). Without loss of generality, suppose that ~S(γ) is not a null allocation. Since
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at least one good (say good i) is purchased by the buyers, we have that Rev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)) ≥

p
(γ)
i ≥ rγ ≥

SW (OPT )
2 ≥ SW (~S(γ))

2 . The charging property follows.

Now, we can directly apply Claim 1 with c = 3
2 to get the following lower bounds

on the social welfare of the solution returned by our black-box algorithm, Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) ≥
SW (~S(1))

6γ and SW (~S(`)) ≥ 2SW (~S(1))
3 .

In order to complete the theorem, we only need to show a lower bound on SW (~S(1))

in terms of the optimum social welfare, which we show in the next lemma.

Lemma 1.

SW (OPT ) ≤ 2αSW (~S(1)). (4.15)

Proof. Recall that (~p(0), ~S(0)) is the solution returned by Alg on the original instance.

Since the algorithm returns an α-approximation to OPT, we also know that SW (~S(0)) ≥
SW (OPT )

α . Now, consider the prices ~p(1). At these prices, each buyer j receives more utility

from the bundle S
(1)
j than she would from any other bundle including S

(0)
j . Also, recall that

the reserve price corresponding to the solution (~p(1), ~S(1)) is r1 = SW (~S(0))
2mk . Using the same

upper bound for the difference in welfare in terms of prices as we did before, we get that

SW (~S(0))− SW (~S(1)) ≤
∑
j∈N

[
∑
i∈S(0)

j

p
(1)
i −

∑
i∈S(1)

j

p
(1)
i ] (4.16)

=
[ ∑
i∈I\Sat(r1)

p
(1)
i ki(~S

(0)) +
∑

i∈Sat(r1)

p
(1)
i ki(~S

(0))

−Rev(~p(1), ~S(1))
]

(4.17)

≤
∑

i∈I\Sat(r1)

r1ki(~S
(0)) +Rev(~p(1), ~S(1))−Rev(~p(1), ~S(1)) (4.18)

≤ SW (~S(0))

2mk
mk =

SW (~S(0))

2
. (4.19)

Since SW (~S(0))−SW (~S(1)) ≤ SW (~S(0))
2 , we get that SW (~S(1)) ≥ SW (~S(0))

2 ≥ SW (OPT )
2α .

Note that in the above series of inequalities, we used the fact that for all of the unsatu-

rated goods, p
(1)
i = r1 = SW (~S(0))

2mk . The upper bound for the saturated goods comes from

Proposition 3. �

The theorem follows.
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4.3.2 Implications of the Black-Box Reduction and Charging Property

The next theorem of this thesis is a collection of bicriteria approximation algorithms

that simultaneously maximize both revenue and welfare for a number of settings, not just

restricted to item pricing. Some of these results are a consequence of Theorem 1, whereas

others follow from previous papers [20], [39], [40], [93], where the algorithms implicitly

used the charging property to obtain the revenue bounds. Before presenting the theorem,

we define two mechanisms that strictly generalize (relax) the simultaneous item pricing

mechanism.

Simultaneous bundle pricing [39], [74] The seller partitions the set of goods into bun-

dles, posts one price per bundle, and each buyer purchases the bundle of bundles that

maximize her utility under the given prices.

Non Envy-Free Item Pricing [93] The seller still posts a single price per good, but has

the power to allocate non utility maximizing bundles to users as long as the total

amount paid by any buyer is no larger than her valuation for the bundle received.

Theorem 2. We can compute the following {revenue, welfare} bicriteria approximations

in poly-time for limited supply settings

1. A {O(logm+ log k), 3}-approximation when buyers have gross substitutes valuation.

2. A {O(
√
m log(kmax)), O(

√
m)}-approximation for single-minded valuations based on

the algorithm of [40].

3. A {O(α∗ log(N)), 6α∗}-approximation for arbitrary combinatorial valuations based on

simultaneous bundle pricing [39] and a {O(log(kmax)), 6}-approximation algorithm

based on non envy-free item pricing [93] when buyers have subadditive valuations.

Here kmax refers to the maximum available supply of any good, and α∗ denotes the ap-

proximation factor corresponding to the best known algorithm for the welfare maximizing

allocation problem for the given class of valuations3 .

3For example α∗ = e
e−1

for submodular, XoS valuations [8] and α∗ =
√
m for general valuations [94]
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The definitions of all of these classes of valuations are provided in Section 3. In

addition, for settings with unlimited supply, it is not hard to see that one can obtain a

O(log(N) + log(m)), O(1))-bicriteria approximation either by observing that the results

in [20] satisfy the charging property or by leveraging Theorem 1 with a forced supply

constraint of N on each good. To the best of our knowledge, our results are the first such

approximation algorithms for settings having gross substitutes valuations. The proof follows

almost directly from Claim 1 and Theorem 1.

Finally, we make the following critical point. Any c-approximation algorithm for

revenue obtained in terms of the optimum social welfare is trivially a (c, c)-bicriteria ap-

proximation. What makes Theorem 2 appealing is that the bound for welfare is much better

than c, and in most cases, only a constant factor away from the optimum social welfare.

4.4 Intrinsic Connections between Profit and Social Welfare

In Chapter 8, we give efficient pricing mechanisms which simultaneously achieve good

approximations for both profit and welfare. Consider, however, a seller whose main priority

is to simply maximize profits. This seller may choose to use a different pricing mechanism

with better revenue guarantees than the ones offered in this chapter. For example, the

seller may choose prices which are guaranteed to come closer to achieving optimum revenue

(these are efficiently computable for unit-demand settings [78] under certain additional

assumptions), or even use a large amount of resources to solve the intractable problem of

actually computing prices popt which yield the highest possible revenue. How do we quantify

the social welfare of these other solutions?

In this section, we present a framework that allows us to quantify the social welfare

of any solution with ‘reasonable guarantees’ irrespective of the algorithm used. We use

a simple albeit highly general framework to derive results of this form. Although this

framework is defined in terms of our model, it is actually general and applies across a wide

variety of markets.

Recall that SW ∗ denotes the optimum social welfare and πopt denotes the maximum

achievable profit. Given a pricing algorithm Alg, we will refer to the social welfare of the

solution returned by Alg using SW (Alg), and its profit by π(Alg). Consider an arbitrary

profit maximization algorithm Alg that achieves a good approximation with respect to

πopt. How do we go about characterizing the social welfare at these solutions? The following
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theorem uses an existing profit-maximization algorithm whose guarantees hold with respect

to the optimum welfare as a black-box to bound the welfare due to Alg.

Theorem 3. Consider a benchmark profit maximization algorithm Algb whose profit π(Algb)

is always within a c factor of SW ∗ for some c ≥ 1. Consider any other pricing algorithm

Alg for the same class of valuations that obtains at least as much profit as guaranteed by

Algb on all instances. Then the social welfare obtained by Alg is at least a factor 1
c times

that of the optimum welfare.

The proof simply follows from the fact that SW (Alg) ≥ π(Alg) ≥ π(Algb) ≥ SW ∗
c .

Implications for Multi-Minded Markets

We now apply the framework provided by Theorem 3 for multi-minded using our

result from Theorem 12 from Section 8 as a black-box.

Claim 3. Let Alg be any algorithm that obtains at least as much profit as guaranteed by

the algorithm of Theorem 12 on all instances. Then the social welfare obtained by Alg is at

most a factor Θ( log(∆)
1−α ) away from the optimum welfare.

Thus, consider the case when a seller is using any arbitrary pricing mechanism Alg,

with the main goal being to maximize profit. By simply computing the revenue given by our

pricing schemes from Section 8, and then choosing the one which guarantees better revenue

(i.e., choosing between Alg and our pricing scheme), we form a new pricing algorithm

which does not sacrifice any revenue compared to Alg, and due to the above theorem, is

also guaranteed to have good social welfare. Moreover, for sellers who are able to compute

the prices which result in absolute maximum revenue, the following is a trivial consequence

of the above theorem:

For example, for MHR demand functions (α = 0), and equal sized bundles (∆ = 1)

this implies that even for sellers who only care about profits, there is essentially no excuse

not to also guarantee at least 1/2e of the optimum social welfare. Thus, for the settings we

consider, one can strive for truly high revenue, without sacrificing much in welfare.



Chapter 5

Pricing under Uncertainty: Sequential Mechanisms for Welfare

Maximization

5.1 Overview of Section

In this section, we consider the problem of designing sequential item pricing mecha-

nisms for the problem of social welfare maximization in markets with fractionally subaddi-

tive buyer valuations and convex production cost functions. The assumption here is that

the seller only has access to distributional information regarding buyer valuations.

Our main result is a 4-approximation to the optimum social welfare when buyers

do not have to produce goods in advance and an instance-dependent approximation factor

when the seller has to commit to producing goods in advance. At a high level, our contribu-

tions are enabled by a very general black-box reduction that transforms any approximation

algorithm Alg for the allocation problem: the problem of allocating goods to XoS buyers

to maximize social welfare, into a non-discriminatory posted price mechanism that ensures

a social welfare of 1
2E~v∼F [SW (Alg(~v))], where SW (Alg(~v)) is the social welfare guaran-

teed by Alg on input valuations ~v. All of the reults from this section hold for arbitrary

adversarial arrival orders.

5.1.1 Specific Model

We provide a brief overview of the model considered here. We assume a Bayesian

setting with prior F = F1×F2 . . .×FN : buyer i’s private valuation is drawn independently

from distribution Fi, which is known to the seller. We introduce two types of sequential

posted pricing mechanisms in this work. In both of these, the seller fixes a single price per

good, and buyers arrive sequentially in some arbitrary, possibly adversarial order and each

buyer purchases a subset of the available goods that maximizes her utility at the originally

fixed prices.

1. On the Fly Mechanisms (OTF): The seller fixes an upper bound on the number

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

S. Sekar, “Posted pricing sans discrimination”, 2016. [Online]. Available: http://arxiv.org/abs/1609.

06844, Accessed on: Mar. 27, 2017
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of copies of each good that he is willing to produce and incurs a production cost only

for the items that are actually sold. Once the number of copies of a good sold reaches

the upper bound, the item becomes unavailable for future buyers.

We present a 4-approximation algorithm (the approximation ratio is in expectation)

for the problem of social welfare maximization with OTF mechanisms.

2. Commitment Mechanisms: The seller commits to producing a certain quantity

of each good and incurs the production cost for that quantity whether or not those

items are sold.

For the challenging class of commitment mechanisms, we provide a slightly modified

mechanism whose welfare guarantees are sensitive to the structure of the allocation

returned by the algorithm. Formally, we define an instance to be α-bounded with

respect to an algorithm Alg, if in the solution returned by the algorithm, the expected

value derived by the buyers is at least a factor α times the expected production cost

incurred by the seller. For α-bounded instances, we present a posted price mechanism

whose approximation factor is 4α−1
α−2 with respect to the optimum welfare.

5.2 On the Fly Mechanism for XoS Buyers

We begin by designing a general framework for posted pricing in the presence of

production and present it as a sequence of simple ideas. The black-box reduction functions

as an existence result. Following this, we present an actual 2-approximation algorithm for

the problem of allocating goods to XoS buyers when faced with production costs. Together,

these yield a posted pricing mechanism that provides a 4-approximation to the optimum

solution. We first state the main reduction below.

Theorem 4. Given a product distribution F , an algorithm Alg, demand and XoS oracles,

we can compute in poly-time a price vector ~p∗ so that the on the fly mechanism with this

price vector provides a welfare guarantee (in expectation) of 1
2E~v∼F [SW (Alg(~v))].

In order to not detract from main ideas involved in the proof, we assume that the dis-

tribution F can be represented using a polynomial number of valuation profiles. When

this is not the case, one can use standard sampling techniques as in [27] to compute

prices in time polynomial in 1
ε so that the mechanism provides a welfare guarantee of
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1
2E~v∼F [SW (Alg(~v))]−ε. Before proving the theorem, we state the concomitant results that

lead to an actual computational mechanism.

Combinatorial Algorithm for Allocating Goods to XoS buyers

The secondary algorithmic contribution of this chapter is a 2-approximation algo-

rithm for the ‘welfare maximizing allocation’ problem that complements (and in some sense,

enables) the black-box transformation in Theorem 4. Our algorithm generalizes the deter-

ministic 2-approximation algorithm for XoS buyers and unit-supply first studied in [8] to

settings with production costs. Formally, the allocation problem consists of a set I of goods

and a profile ~v = (v1, v2, . . . , vN ) of XoS functions along with production costs for each

good; the objective is to allocate a set of goods to each buyer in order to maximize the

resulting social welfare.

We now state the claim corresponding to our algorithm that in conjunction with

Theorem 4 yields a 4-approximate posted price mechanism.

Claim 4. (2-Approximation Algorithm) Given a valuation profile of XoS functions, and

access to demand, and XoS oracles, we can compute in poly-time an allocation of goods to

the buyers whose social welfare is at least half of that of the welfare maximizing allocation.

Algorithm 1 Combinatorial Algorithm for allocating goods to XoS buyers

Initialization Phase

1: S0 ← I; S1, S2, . . . , SN ← ∅ // Initial Allocation
2: Set pi = ci(1) for all i ∈ I, // Initial Prices
3: Set Xi = {0} for all i ∈ I // Xi: set of buyers to whom good i has been allocated.
4: Set qj(i) = 0 for all goods i, buyers j // qj(i): price assigned to item i by buyer j
5: Set yi = 0 for all i ∈ I // yi: identity of buyer offering good i at the cheapest price
6: Set initial prices on the items, pt = p∗t .

Allocation Phase: For each buyer i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N

7: Let S′i be the bundle demanded by buyer i at prices ~p; set Si = S′i
8: Let (xij)j∈S′i denote the maximizing XoS clause for buyer i and set S′i.
9: Updation: For all j ∈ S′i:

10: If yj 6= 0, Syj = Syj \ {j}, Xj = Xj ∪ {i} \ {yj}.
11: qi(j) = xij and q0(j) = cj(|Xj |).
12: Set pj = mini∈Xj qi(j); set xj = arg mini∈Xj qi(j).

The obvious similarities between the algorithm and a (dynamic) posted-price mech-

anism are hard to miss. The functioning of Algorithm 2 can interpreted as follows: the
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market consists of N + 1 buyers (buyer 0 is the seller) who arrive sequentially. Each new

buyer can acquire their maximum utility bundle by purchasing each item from either the

seller (at the current marginal production) or from other buyers (at a price derived from

the XoS clause corresponding to their original bundle). We defer the proof of the above

algorithm to the end of this section.

The main implication of Theorem 4 and Claim 4 is a computationally efficient posted

pricing mechanism whose welfare guarantee is one-fourth that of the optimum allocation.

Corollary 1. We can compute in poly-time a price vector ~p∗ and supply vector ~k∗ such that

for any arrival order, the expected welfare of the posted price mechanism with these prices

is at least one-fourth of the optimum social welfare.

Proof of Theorem 4

Proof. Before delving into the actual proof, we derive our framework for posted pricing in

the presence of production. The framework consists of two ingredients: first, we provide

a black-box technique to derive prices for a single good that lead to high welfare in the

presence of production. Second, we provide some sufficient conditions on the posted prices

that result in good mechanisms even for general combinatorial valuations. Later on, we

show how to bridge these two components to get a good mechanism as well as extend it to

the Bayesian setting.

Framework - Part 1: How to price a single item when there are k copies

Consider a full information market with a single good i. Suppose we allocate k units

of this goods to buyers whose valuations for the good are v1 ≥ v2 ≥ . . . ≥ vk. The total

welfare due to this particular allocation is
∑k

n=1[vn − ci(n)]. We are not interested in

negative welfare, so we assume that
∑k

n=1 vn ≥
∑k

n=1 ci(n). Define the following functions:

fi(p) =
k∑

n=1

[vn − p], and πi(p) = pk −
k∑

n=1

ci(n). (5.1)

fi(p) is the buyer surplus that can be obtained at a price of p if the same k buyers as above

decide to purchase the good, and πi(p), the profit (revenue minus cost) if all k copies are

sold (to any buyers). Next, we observe that both the functions are continuous, monotone,

and fi(0) ≥ πi(0) whereas fi(v1) ≤ πi(v1). So, there must exist some price p∗i ∈ [0, v1]
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satisfying the following condition.

(Profit-Surplus Equivalence)fi(p
∗
i ) = πi(p

∗
i ). (5.2)

We now mention the simple yet crucial lemma that characterizes this price p∗i .

Lemma 2. The total profit if all k items are sold at price p∗i is exactly half the social welfare

due to i, i.e., πi(p
∗
i ) = kp∗i −

∑k
n=1 ci(n) = 1

2

(∑k
n=1[vn − ci(n)]

)
.

Proof. The social welfare due to i (taking the allocation for granted) is SW (i) =
∑k

n=1[vn−

ci(n)]. Therefore,

SW (i) =

k∑
n=1

[vn − p∗i ] +

k∑
n=1

[p∗i − ci(n)] = fi(p
∗
i ) + kp∗i −

k∑
n=1

ci(n) = πi(p
∗
i ) + πi(p

∗
i ) (5.3)

The final equation comes from the Profit-Surplus Equivalence at p∗i . �

The next lemma states that even if we don’t sell all k items, the seller’s profit at this

price cannot be negative.

Lemma 3. For all t ≤ k, the profit that the seller makes by selling t copies of good i at

price p∗i is at least the cost of producing these t copies, i.e., tp∗i ≥
∑t

n=1 ci(n).

Proof. From the previous lemma, we know that
∑k

n=1[p∗i − ci(n)] is exactly half the social

welfare due to good i. Since we assumed that the overall welfare is non-negative, this means

that
∑k

n=1[p∗i − ci(n)] ≥ 0. Now, remember that the cost function is convex, therefore,

p∗i − ci(n1) ≥ p∗i − ci(n2) for n1 ≤ n2.

Suppose that by contradiction, the lemma statement is false. So,
∑t

n=1[p∗i−ci(n)] < 0.

By the convexity of the production cost function, it has to be true that p∗i − ci(t) < 0, and

therefore for all n > t, p∗i−ci(n) < 0. Summing up over all n > t, we get
∑k

n=t+1[p∗i−ci(n)] <

0. By our initial assumption,
∑t

n=1[p∗i − ci(n)] < 0, giving us a total negative profit which

contradicts Lemma 2. �

Framework - Part 2: Sufficient Conditions for Good Mechanisms

Previously, we derived a simple procedure for computing prices that satisfy certain

‘nice’ conditions. Setting aside the problem of price computation, we now try to understand

how one can utilize these prices to design mechanisms with high social welfare for XoS buyer
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valuations. Suppose that Alg is some given algorithm for the allocation problem and that

Alg(~v) = (A1(~v), A2(~v), . . . , AN (~v)) denotes the output allocation for valuation profile ~v.

Moreover, suppose that under this allocation, Ni(~v) represents the set of buyers to whom

good i is allocated, and ki(~v) = |Ni(~v)|. Fixing ~v, let oj be the (maximizing) XoS clause

for buyer j in the allocation Alg(~v), i.e., oj is the additive clause that maximizes oj(Aj(~v)).

Then, we can define the total value derived from good i, Vi(~v) =
∑

j∈Ni(~v) oj(i), and also

Vi = E~v∼F [Vi(~v)]. Similarly, we can also define the quantity representative of social welfare

SWi(~v) =
∑

j∈Ni(~v) oj(i) −
∑ki(~v)

n=1 ci(n), and its expected value SWi. The following is our

main structural lemma that holds for XoS combinatorial valuations derived from production

distribution F .

Lemma 4. Given an approximation algorithm Alg, suppose that ∃ a price vector ~p∗ and a

supply vector ~k∗, satisfying the following conditions

1. for every good i, p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ) ≥ 0.

2. for every good i, Vi − p∗iE~v∼F [ki(~v)] ≥ 1
αSW (i)

3. for every good i, p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ) ≥ 1

αSW (i)

Then, an on the fly mechanism with prices (p∗1, p
∗
2, . . . , p

∗
M ) and supply (k∗1, . . . , k

∗
M ) on the

goods results in a welfare of E~v∼F [SW (Alg(~v))]
α .

Proof. Fix some valuation profile ~v ∼ F , and a buyer j. Suppose that for this valuation,

Soldj(~v) is the set of goods that are sold out (supply limit reached) when buyer j arrives.

Finally, consider another valuation profile ~a−j for buyers other than j, so that this valuation

is independent of ~v. Define ~a = (vj , a−j), and let Aj(~a) be the set of goods allocated to j

by Alg for ~a with the corresponding (maximizing) XoS clause being oj , i.e., vj(Aj(~a)) =

oj(Aj(~a)).

Under the fixed valuation ~v and for each ~a−j , the buyer j could have purchased the set

of goods inAj(~a)\Soldj(~v). Therefore, the utility of this buyer under the fixed valuation is at

least E~a−j [
∑

i∈Aj(~a)\Soldj(~v) oj(i)−p∗i ] = E~a−j [
∑

i∈I 1(j ∈ Ni(~a)).1(i /∈ Soldj(~v)).oj(i)−p∗i ].

Adding up this quantity for all buyers and taking the expectation under F , we get

that the expected total surplus (buyer utility) is
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E~v∼F [
N∑
j=1

uj(~v)] ≥
∑
i∈I

N∑
j=1

E~v,~a−j [1(j ∈ Ni(~a)).1(i /∈ Soldj(~v)).oj(i)− p∗i ] (5.4)

=
∑
i∈I

N∑
j=1

E~v[1(i /∈ Soldj(~v))]E~a[1(j ∈ Ni(~a)).oj(i)− p∗i ] (5.5)

≥
∑
i∈I

Pr(i is not sold out)E~v[Vi(~v)− ki(~v)p∗i ] (5.6)

=
∑
i∈I

Pr(i is not sold out)(E~v[Vi(~v)]− p∗iE~v[ki(~v)]) (5.7)

≥ 1

α

∑
i∈I

Pr(i is not sold out)SW (i). (5.8)

The second line comes from the observation that Soldj(~v) does not depend on vj or

~a−j whereas the other terms such as Ni(~a) and oj(i) depend only on ~a. The final equality

follows from condition (2) of the lemma statement.

Moving on to the profit, for any fixed valuation ~v, let S(~v) and U(~v) be the set of

items that are sold out (all k∗i copies), and the ones that are not respectively. Suppose

that for any ~v, ti(~v) is the number of copies of good i sold by the mechanism. Then, the

expected profit is at least Ev[
∑

i∈S(~v)(k
∗
i p
∗
i −
∑k∗i

n=1 ci(n)) +
∑

i∈U(~v) ti(~v)p∗i −
∑ti(~v)

n=1 ci(n))].

We claim that for every ~v, the profit due to the unsold goods is non-negative. This

is a consequence of the first condition of the lemma statement according to which for every

good i, p∗i ≥
Ci(k

∗
i )

k∗i
. Moreover, as per the workings of on the fly mechanisms, ti(~v) is always

smaller than or equal to k∗i . Finally, using the convexity of the cost function, we have that

for all 1 ≤ t ≤ k∗i , p∗i ≥
Ci(k

∗
i )

k∗i
≥ Ci(t)

t .

Therefore, we can safely ignore the profit due to the unsold items. The expected

profit is then bounded from below by
∑

i∈I Ev[1(i is sold out)k∗i p
∗
i −

∑k∗i
n=1 ci(n)] =∑

i∈I Pr(i is sold out)(k∗i p
∗
i − Ci(k

∗
i )). Making use of the third condition in the lemma

statement, we get that

∑
i∈I

Pr(i is sold out)(k∗i p
∗
i − Ci(k∗i )) ≥

1

α

∑
i∈I

Pr(i is sold out)SW (i). (5.9)

Now, we can add up our lower bounds on the expected surplus and expected profit
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to obtain an aggregate lower bound on the expected social welfare of

1

α
(
∑
i∈I

Pr(i not sold out)SW (i) +
∑
i∈I

Pr(i sold out)SW (i)) =
E~v∼F [SW (Alg(~v))]

α
. (5.10)

Using the final condition in the lemma statement allows us to complete the proof. �

Final leg: Showing the Black-Box Result

Armed with our framework from the previous sections, we are now ready to prove our

black-box result that takes as input a distribution F and an allocation algorithm Alg, and

shows how to compute prices that result in an OTF mechanism with desirable guarantees.

Specifically, we will compute prices based on the first part of the framework and then show

that a mechanism with those prices satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4. We use the same

notation as defined previously.

Fix a valuation profile ~v: for any good i, we can compute the price p∗i (~v) that results

in profit-surplus equivalence with respect to Alg(~v). Explicitly solving for Equation 5.2, we

get that p∗i (~v) = 1
2ki(~v)){Vi(~v) +Ci(ki(~v))}. Taking the expectation over F yields the actual

parameters for our mechanism.

k∗i = E~v∼F [ki(~v)] and p∗i =
Vi

2k∗i
+
E~v∼F [Ci(ki(~v)]

2k∗i
∀i ∈ I (5.11)

We also make the simplifying assumption that for every good i, Vi−E~v∼F [Ci(ki(~v))] =

SW (i) ≥ 0. This is without loss of generality since one could always drop goods for which

SW (i) < 0 without any loss in social welfare. Now, we have formally defined the supply

constraints ((k∗i )i∈I) and per-good prices ((p∗i )i∈I) for our on the fly mechanism. We remark

here on the integrality of k∗i . In the event that k∗i is not integral, we can set the supply

of good i to be a random variable drawn independently according to the distribution of

ki(~v). In order to keep the notation from becoming messy, we prove the theorem for the

deterministic supply case although the proof extends to the case where the supply is a

random variable. Note that p∗i is still deterministic.

It only remains to prove that these prices and supply constraints satisfy the conditions

of Lemma 4 with α = 2.
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1. Condition (1): p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ) ≥ 0.

By definition, p∗i k
∗
i −Ci(k∗i ) = Vi

2 + 1
2E~v∼F [Ci(ki(~v)]−Ci(k∗i ). Since the cost functions

are convex, we can apply a form of Jensen’s inequality (see Lemma 44) and get that

E~v∼F [Ci(ki(~v)] ≥ Ci(E~v∼F [ki(~v)]) = Ci(k
∗
i ). Therefore, we get that p∗i k

∗
i − Ci(k∗i ) ≥

Vi
2 −

E~v∼F [Ci(ki(~v)]
2 = 1

2SW (i) ≥ 0.

2. Condition (2): Vi − p∗iE~v∼F [ki(~v)] ≥ 1
αSW (i).

As per the definition of p∗i , we have that p∗i k
∗
i = 1

2(Vi +E~v∼F [Ci(ki(~v))]). Taking the

negative of this equation and adding Vi to both sides gives us Vi − p∗i k∗i = Vi − Vi
2 −

1
2E~v∼F [Ci(ki(~v))]) = 1

2(Vi − E~v∼F [Ci(ki(~v))])) = 1
2SW (i).

3. Condition (3): p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ) ≥ 1

αSW (i).

From the proof of Condition (1), we have that p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ) ≥ 1

2SW (i).

�

Proof of Claim 4

Proof. Notation. Naturally, we assume that the algorithm proceeds in rounds wherein

buyer i is allocated some set of goods in round i (some of these goods may later be reallocated

to later buyers). As mentioned in the algorithm, let S′i denote the set first allocated to buyer

i (in round i), S
(t)
i ⊆ S′i are the goods still present in the hands on buyer i at the end of

round t and Si is the final allocation to this buyer, i.e., Si = S
(N)
i . Next, suppose that p

(t)
j

denotes the price of good j at the beginning of round r, and qi(j) is the value of good j in

the XoS clause of buyer i corresponding to S′i (as mentioned in the algorithm). Finally, let

Xj and X∗j denote the set of buyers to whom good j is allocated by our algorithm and in

the optimum solution respectively, and x∗j = |X∗j |, and xj = |Xj |. Similarly, let X
(r)
j denote

the set of buyers to whom item j is assigned at the end of round r (not including the zero

buyer), and x
(r)
j = |X(r)

j |.

We begin by stating a few simple observations regarding our algorithm.

Claim 5. 1. The price of any good is non-decreasing during the course of the algorithm.

2. The set of goods allocated to each buyer is monotonically non-increasing.

3. For any good j, round r and buyer i ∈ Xj, p
(r)
j ≤ qi(j).
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4. For any good j, suppose that xj units of this good are sold in total by our algorithm.

Then, for any r ≤ N , we have that p
(r)
j ≤ cj(xj + 1).

For any set T of goods, round r, we abuse notation and define p(r)(T ) :=
∑

j∈T p
(r)(j).

Suppose that (O1, O2, . . . , ON ) denotes the optimum allocation to the buyers.

Lemma 5.
N∑
i=1

[vi(Oi)− p(i)(Oi)] ≤
N∑
i=1

vi(Si)−
∑
j∈I

Cj(xj). (5.12)

Proof. We prove a slightly stronger claim by induction. For every 1 ≤ k ≤ N , we claim

that

k∑
i=1

[vi(Oi)− p(i)(Oi)] ≤
k∑
i=1

∑
j∈S(k)

i

qi(j)−
∑
j∈I

Cj(x
(k)
j ). (5.13)

The base case for k = 1 is rather straightforward. Recall that for every j ∈ I, p
(1)
j = cj(1).

Since buyer 1 purchased the set S′1 during round 1 (it is her utility maximizer at these

prices), we have that v1(O1)− p(1)(O1) ≤ v1(S′1)− p(1)(S′1) ≤
∑

j∈S′1 q1(j)−
∑

j∈S′1 cj(1).

Suppose that the claim holds up to k − 1. Recall that S′k is the bundled purchased

by buyer k under the prices ~p(k). Suppose that we divide S′k into two subsets, T1 and T2

such that T1 refers to the items for which yj = 0 at the beginning of round k, i.e., buyer k

steals these goods from the dummy buyer while T2 := S′k \T2 and this represents the goods

stolen from actual buyers. For every j ∈ T1, we have that p(k)(j) = cj(x
(k)
j + 1). Now, for

j ∈ T2, let ij := arg max
i′∈X(k)

j

qi′(j). Then, we have that p(k)(j) = qij (j).

Therefore, the quantity p(k)(S′k) =
∑

j∈T1
cj(x

(k)
j + 1) +

∑
j∈T2

qij (j). We are now

ready to show the base claim. Observe that since buyer k chose her best bundle in round

k, vk(Ok)− p(k)(Ok) ≤ vk(S′k)− p(k)(S′k) =
∑

j∈S′k qi(j)−
∑

j∈T1
cj(x

(k)
j + 1)−

∑
j∈T2

qij (j).

Therefore, we have that,

k∑
i=1

[vi(Oi)− p(i)(Oi)] =
[ k−1∑
i=1

∑
j∈S(k−1)

i

qi(j)−
∑
j∈I

Cj(x
(k−1)
j ) +

∑
j∈S′k

qi(j)

−
∑
j∈T1

cj(x
(k)
j + 1)−

∑
j∈T2

qij (j)
]

(5.14)
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≤
k−1∑
i=1

∑
j∈S(k−1)

i

qi(j)−
∑
j∈I

Cj(x
(k)
j ) +

∑
j∈S′k

qi(j)−
∑
j∈T2

qij (j) (5.15)

=

k∑
i=1

∑
j∈S(k)

i

qi(j)−
∑
j∈I

Cj(x
(k)
j ). (5.16)

We now explain the last line of the above proof sequence. For every good j ∈ T2,

the term qij (j) appears as a positive term once in the beginning since j ∈ S(k−1)
ij

and once

as a negative term, and both of these terms cancel out. This completes the proof of the

lemma. �

Lemma 6.

N∑
i=1

p(i)(Oi) ≤ C(OPT ) +

N∑
i=1

vi(Si)−
∑
j∈I

Cj(xj). (5.17)

Proof. The inequality in the lemma statement can be expanded as

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Oi

p(i)(j) ≤
∑
j∈I

Cj(x
∗
j ) +

N∑
i=1

vi(Si)−
∑
j∈I

Cj(xj). (5.18)

We now prove that for any j ∈ I,
∑

i∈X∗j p
(i)(j) ≤ Cj(x∗j ) +

∑
i∈Xj qi(j)− Cj(xj).

Summing this up over all j, and using the fact that for any buyer i,
∑

j∈Si qi(j) ≤

vi(Si) gives us the lemma. Now, we prove the sub-claim in two cases.

Case I: xj < x∗j .

That is, buyers consume more of good j in the optimum solution than in that returned

by our algorithm. Arbitrarily partition X∗j into two sets of buyers X1 and X2 with the only

condition being |X1| = |Xj |. Moreover, as per Claim 5 (statement 4), for every i ∈ X∗j ,

p
(i)
j ≤ ck(xj + 1). So, we have that

∑
i∈X∗j

p(i)(j) ≤
∑
i∈X1

p(i)(j) +
∑
i∈X2

p(i)(j) ≤
∑
i∈Xj

qi(j) +

x∗j∑
r=xj+1

cj(r). (5.19)

Adding and subtracting Cj(xj), we get the desired inequality.
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∑
i∈Xj

qi(j) +

x∗j∑
r=xj+1

cj(r) + Cj(xj)− Cj(xj) ≤ Cj(x∗j ) +
∑
i∈Xj

qi(j)− Cj(xj). (5.20)

Case II: x∗j ≤ xj .

We make a small observation before proving this case. Let i be any buyer belonging

to Xj , then we claim that qi(j) ≥ cj(xj). This is a rather fundamental requirement for any

algorithm attempting to maximize social welfare. To see why this is true, observe that since

xj units of the good are sold, at some round r ≤ N , the price of good j must have been

cj(xj). Moreover, since the price of the good is non-decreasing, p(N)(j) ≥ cj(xj). Now,

applying Claim 5, we get the desired result.

Moving on, this time we partition Xj into two subsets X1 and X2 with |X1| = |X∗j |.

Therefore, we have that

∑
i∈X∗j

p(i)(j) ≤
∑
i∈X1

qi(j) + Cj(xj)− Cj(xj) (5.21)

= Cj(x
∗
j ) +

∑
i∈X1

qi(j) +

xj∑
r=x∗j+1

cj(r)− Cj(xj). (5.22)

Using the observation that for all r ≤ xj , cj(r) ≤ qi(j) for any i ∈ X2, allows us to

complete the claim.

�

�

5.3 Commitment Mechanisms and XoS Valuations

We move on to the much harder class of mechanisms, where the seller has to ini-

tially commit to producing a fixed amount of each good, and therefore, incurs a loss on

every item that is not sold. Before showing our result, we formally define the notion of

an α-bounded solution Given an instance of our problem and an algorithm Alg, using the

same notation as in the proof of Theorem 4, the expected social welfare provided by the

algorithm is E~v∼F [SW (Alg(~v))] = E~v∼F [
∑N

j=1 vj(Aj(~v)) −
∑

i∈I Ci(ki(~v))]. Then, the in-
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stance is said to be α-bounded with respect to Alg for α ≥ 1 ifE~v∼F [
∑N

j=1 vj(Aj(~v))] ≥

E~v∼F [
∑

i∈I Ci(ki(~v))].

α-boundedness captures the ratio of the social value in the computed allocation with

respect to the cost of production, or equivalently, the recoverable welfare in terms of the ini-

tial investment. In previous work [96], α-boundedness was defined in terms of the optimum

solution for a given instance; on the contrary, our definition depends both on the instance

and the benchmark algorithm.

Theorem 5. 1. Given an allocation algorithm Alg, for every instance with fractionally

subadditive buyers that is α-bounded with respect to Alg for α ∈ [2,∞], there exists a

commitment mechanism that extracts a welfare of E~v∼F [SW (Alg)
2 ]α−2

α−1

2. For any given instance with fractionally subadditive buyers, we can compute posted

prices in poly-time such that the resulting commitment mechanisms always guarantees

a social welfare within factor 4α−1
α−2 of the optimum allocation, as long as the instance

is α-bounded with respect to the algorithm from Claim 4.

Discussion: Essentially the parameter α allows us to distinguish between good and bad

instances of our problem. The performance of our commitment mechanism improves as α

increases, and for large enough values of α, approaches that of the on the fly mechanism. In

many markets, it is reasonable to expect that the cost of producing the goods is not too large

in comparison to the social value or recovered welfare [96]. Alternatively, if the production

cost function is sufficiently non-linear, then the solution returned by our algorithm from

Claim 4 is always α-bounded for a large enough value of α to ensure good welfare. We

formally prove this in the Appendix. For example, if ci(n) = n2 and Alg allocates at least

3-copies of every good, then the resulting allocation is α-bounded for α = 2.5 and posted

pricing mechanism provides a welfare guarantee of 1
6E~v[SW (Alg))].

Proof. The proof is somewhat similar to that of the on the fly mechanism for XoS buyers

where we defined profit and surplus functions for every item and selected a price p so that

the profit due to the sold items is exactly the welfare due to the unsold items. However, this

idea is no longer true for commitment mechanisms because even when items are not sold

out, welfare may be low due to the production costs. To compensate for the negative cost

when items are unsold, the main idea is to reduce prices so that the higher surplus offsets
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the increased production costs when the items are unsold. Once we select the correct price

per good to compensate for production loss, the rest of the proof follows almost similar

to that of Theorem 4. We use the same notation as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.

Suppose that Alg is some given algorithm for the allocation problem and that Alg(~v) =

(A1(~v), A2(~v), . . . , AN (~v)) denotes the output allocation for valuation profile ~v. Moreover,

suppose that under this allocation, Ni(~v) represents the set of buyers to whom good i is

allocated, and ki(~v) = |Ni(~v)|. We also define the following quantities for each good i as we

did in that proof: Vi(~v)) (for all ~v ∼ F), Vi and SWi, the latter two are in expectation.

Let us begin the proof by defining a reduced surplus function for each good i,

hi(p) = E~v∼F [Vi(~v)− pki(~v)− Ci(ki(~v))] = Vi − pk∗i − E~v[Ci(ki(~v))], (5.23)

where k∗i = E~v∼F [ki(~v)]. Recall the profit function, πi(p) = pk∗i − E~v[Ci(ki(~v))]. For

every good i ∈ I, we select its price p∗i to be the point where hi(p) = πi(p), i.e., where

reduced surplus and profit meet. Therefore,

p∗i =
1

2k∗i
Vi. (5.24)

For the same valuations, our commitment mechanism has a smaller price for each good

than the OTF mechanism in order to limit the possibility of unsold items. Our commitment

mechanism works as follows: the seller commits to producing k∗i units of good i for a price

of p∗i per unit.

Using the same sequence of ideas as in the proof of Lemma 4, we can bound the

expected surplus as,

E~v∼F [

N∑
j=1

uj(~v)] ≥
∑
i∈I

Pr(i is not sold out)(E~v[Vi(~v)]− p∗iE~v[ki(~v)]) (5.25)

=
∑
i∈I

Pr(i is not sold out)(Vi − p∗i k∗i ). (5.26)

Moving on to the profit, for any fixed valuation ~v, let S(~v) and U(~v) be the set of

items that are sold out (all k∗i copies), and the ones that are not respectively. Suppose

that for any ~v, ti(~v) is the number of copies of good i sold by the mechanism. Then, the
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expected profit is at least

= E~v[
∑
i∈S(~v)

(k∗i p
∗
i −

k∗i∑
n=1

ci(n)) +
∑
i∈U(~v)

ti(~v)p∗i −
ti(~v)∑
n=1

ci(n))] (5.27)

≥
∑
i∈I
{Pr(i is sold out)(p∗i k

∗
i − Ci(k∗i ))− Pr(i is not sold out)Ci(k

∗
i )}. (5.28)

Adding the profit and surplus gives a lower bound on the expected welfare due to our

mechanism. Also recall that due to our choice of p∗i, k∗i , the following is true Vi − p∗i k∗i −

Ci(k
∗
i ) = p∗i k

∗
i −Ci(k∗i ). So, we get that the expected social welfare of our mechanismM is

at least,

E[SW (M)] ≥
[∑
i∈I

Pr(i not sold out)(Vi − p∗i k∗i − Ci(k∗i ))

+
∑
i∈I

Pr(i sold out)(p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ))

]
(5.29)

=
[∑
i∈I

Pr(i not sold out)(p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ))

+
∑
i∈I

Pr(i sold out)(p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ))

]
(5.30)

=
∑
i∈I

(p∗i k
∗
i − Ci(k∗i )). (5.31)

How does this compare to the E~v[SW (Alg)] =
∑

i∈I(Vi−E~v[Ci(ki(~v))]? Observe that

by Jensen’s inequality (Lemma 44), we know that E~v[Ci(ki(~v))] ≥ Ci(k
∗
i ) and therefore,

E~v[SW (Alg)] ≤
∑

i∈I(Vi −Ci(k∗i )). The ratio of welfare of Alg with respect to that of our

mechanism is therefore at most,

∑
i∈I(Vi − Ci(k∗i ))∑

i∈I(k
∗
i p
∗
i − Ci(k∗i ))

=

∑
i∈I(Vi − Ci(k∗i ))∑
i∈I(

Vi
2 − Ci(k

∗
i ))

. (5.32)

The second expression comes from the fact that p∗i = 1
2k∗i

.

Since the solution provided by the algorithm is α-bounded, we know that
∑

i Vi ≥

α
∑

iE~v[Ci(ki(~v))] ≥ α
∑

iCi(k
∗
i ) for some α ∈ [2,∞]. Therefore, the ratio of the expected

welfare is at most
∑
i∈I(αCi(k

∗
i )−Ci(k∗i ))∑

i∈I(α
2
Ci(k∗i )−Ci(k∗i )) .

After some elementary algebra, we get that
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E~v[SW (Alg)]

E~v[SW (M]
≤ 2

α− 1

α− 2
. (5.33)

The second part of the theorem follows directly from the algorithm in Claim 4.

�



Chapter 6

Sequential Mechanisms for Revenue Maximization

6.1 Overview of Section

In this section, we consider the problem of designing sequential item pricing mecha-

nisms for the problem of maximizing revenue in markets with fractionally subadditive buyer

valuations and limited supply. We assume that the seller is fully aware of buyer valuations.

Note that the revenue and profit coincide without production costs.

Our central result is a computationally efficient, sequential posted pricing mechanism

that achieves a O((logm + log k)2)-approximation to the optimum revenue. In fact our

approximation factor is obtained with respect to the social welfare maximizing allocation.

Depending on the arrival order, our O((logm + log k)2) sequential mechanism comes in

two flavors: the partially adversarial model, where the arrival order is adversarial within

a bounded set of arrival orders, and the random model, where the buyers arrive according

to an arbitrary distribution DΠ. The approximation is achieved by a new technique for

pricing, that we refer to as item halving ; this is described below. Recall that m is the

number of goods and k is the average supply over all goods.

6.1.1 Revenue Maximization for XoS Buyers: Challenges and Techniques

How does one go about pricing items in unit supply for buyers having complex valua-

tions? The state of the art in item pricing is based on what is referred to as the multiplicative

pricing technique. Specifically, powerful approximation algorithms have resulted from the

simple observation made in [20] that offering a ‘single buyer’ a random price (on all goods)

from the set {2t H
m2 }1+log2m

t=1 , for a suitable choice of H, is sufficient to ensure good revenue in

expectation. For instance, Chakraborty et al. [24] successfully leveraged this idea to design

a dynamic pricing algorithm that obtains a polylog-approximation for revenue by resetting

the price uniformly at random for every single buyer. Unfortunately, it is known that static

pricing based on this technique could be rather sub-optimal (2Ω(
√

logm)) even for two buyers,

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich and S. Sekar, “Price doubling and item halving: Robust revenue guarantees for item pricing”,

2016. [Online]. Available: https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.02442, Accessed on: Mar. 27, 2017
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since the earlier buyer could have large valuations for low revenue goods intended for the

later buyer. The natural next step is to then consider pricing items differently based on the

value they generate for buyers in some allocation, for e.g., as was done in [27]. However, this

need not result in good revenue either for similar reasons. Therefore, we are forced to infer

that current pricing techniques including price doubling are ineffectual in a static setting

since they do not take into account the dependencies introduced by limited supply [24].

The crucial observation that powers our centerpiece result is that in order to obtain

good revenue, not only should the pricing be sensitive to the valuations, but it should also

be sensitive to specific types of allocations whose sub-allocations are strongly undesirable to

the buyers. Pricing items based on the value that it gives buyers in such ‘special allocations’

forces the buyers to steer clear of sub-optimal purchases, thereby ensuring good revenue.

Concretely, we reduce the problem of designing sequential mechanisms with good revenue

to that of computing an allocation ~A such that for every sub-allocation ~S that only allocates

half the number of items as ~A (i.e., θ( ~A) ≥ 2θ(~S)), its social welfare is at least a α factor

smaller than that of ~A.

How do we compute such a ‘special allocation’? For this, we turn to the item halv-

ing technique that takes some allocation as input and computes a sequence of benchmark

allocations ( ~B(t))γt=1 such that in successive allocations, the number of items assigned to

the buyers is halved and yet, the two allocations are close in terms of social welfare. The

technique allows us to discard ‘large bundles’ that generate low welfare, and in some senses

is a multi-item generalization of the popular notion of supply limiting [40], [97]. Eventually,

the framework must hit an impasse, either we compute the desired special allocation or

we simply end up with one good, for which revenue maximization is trivial. At a more

fundamental level, we couple our benchmark solutions with item prices and show that the

sequence of solutions must satisfy the charging property from Definition 5. This allows us

to efficiently identify a pricing solution (~p(`), ~S(`)) such that the sequential mechanism with

these prices yields a good approximation to the input allocation. Finally, looking beyond

the unit-supply setting, our algorithm must also handle the fact that different copies of a

good must be given the same price even though they may generate vastly different values

for different buyers.
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6.2 Main Algorithm: Item Halving

Notation We will implicitly assume that we are dealing with XoS valuations for the

rest of the section. Given an allocation ~S = (S1, S2, . . . , SN ), we use x
Sj
j to denote the XoS

clause that maximizes buyer j’s valuation for the set Sj of goods, i.e., x
Sj
j (Sj) = vj(Sj).

Then, we can define the total value derived by buyers from any given good i ∈ I with respect

to an allocation ~S as Ui(~S) =
∑

j∈Ni(~S) x
Sj
j (i). Additionally, for any integer 1 ≤ r ≤ ki(~S),

we define Topi(r, ~S) ⊆ Ni(~S) to be the set of r buyers in Ni(~S) with the highest values of

x
Sj
j (i).

Now, we are ready to define our first black-box algorithm that takes as input an

allocation ~A and a parameter γ ≥ 1, and computes a series of benchmark allocations

( ~B(1), . . . , ~B(γ)) as well as pricing solutions ((~p(1), ~S(1)) . . . , (~p(γ), ~S(γ))) that are in accor-

dance with Definition 5. We present our black-box reduction (the core algorithm) in two

parts, where the first part handles the main reduction and the computation of successive

benchmark allocations, and the second part handles the boundary or tail condition, where

a buyer has a large valuation for a single item. Note that the purpose of our core algorithm

is to simply compute prices (and supply limits) for our eventual poly-logarithmic sequential

mechanism.

1. Input: Allocation ~A, parameter γ ≥ 1.

2. Define ~B(1) = ~A.

3. For t = 1 to t = γ − 1

4. Set ~p(t) = Prices( ~B(t), γ). [See Figure 6.3]

5. Let π be an arrival order chosen by an arbitrary function Γ(~p(t), ~B(t)) (to be fixed
later)

6. Let ~S(t) be an allocation obtained upon running the sequential mechanism with
prices ~p(t), supply ~k( ~B(t)), and buyer arrival order π.

7. (Case I) if 2θ(~S(t)) ≤ θ( ~B(t)), i.e., less than half the allocated goods from ~B(t) are
sold in ~S(t): set ~B(t+1) = ~S(t).

8. (Case II) else:
set ~B(t+1) = Alloc-Unsold( ~B(t), ~S(t)). [See Figure 6.4]

Figure 6.1: Description of the core algorithm: Part I
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1. Define j∗, i∗ to be a buyer, good pair that maximizes vj({i}).

2. Set ~p
(γ)
i∗ = vj∗({i∗})− ε, for some sufficiently small ε > 0, and ~p

(γ)
i =∞, for i 6= i∗.

3. Let ~S(γ) be the allocation in which j∗ receives the item i∗, and no one else receives
anything.

Figure 6.2: Description of the tail conditions of the core algorithm

Description of Core Algorithm The core algorithm presented here (Figures 6.1, 6.2)

is the main workhorse behind all of our results. The algorithm makes use of three separate

functions. Prices(~S, γ) computes the next set of prices for each stage of our mechanism. Γ

selects an arbitrary arrival order, and thus determines the next allocation ~S(t): everything

we prove in this section will hold for arbitrary Γ, while in Section 6.3 we will show how

to formulate Γ in order to create solutions with good revenue for adversarial and random

arrival orders. For example, in the adversarial case Γ should choose the arrival order that

will result in the worst possible revenue; in this case when we show that some solution S(`)

has high revenue this will also be true for all other allocations that could be created by other

arrival orders. Finally, Alloc-Unsold( ~B, ~S) allocates the unsold goods from the mechanism

to the original buyers. The modular form of our black-box reduction provides us with the

flexibility to define different variants based on the specific setting at hand. Beginning with

the input solution as the first benchmark allocation, the algorithm computes prices ~p(t) for

each t and then executes the sequential posted pricing mechanism with these prices and

supply limits that equal the number of copies of each good allocated in the corresponding

benchmark solution. A crucial decision is made in each iteration based on the number

of items sold by the sequential mechanism. If this number is small, i.e., less than half of

the items allocated in the benchmark allocation, the solution returned by the mechanism

is carried over to the following round as the next benchmark solution, i.e., ~B(t+1) = ~S(t).

Otherwise, we instead allocate all the items which were sold in ~B(t) but unsold in ~S(t) using

the Alloc-Unsold function to form the next benchmark solution. Thus, at each iteration

the number of items allocated in the benchmark solution reduces by at least a factor of

two. Finally, in the second half of the core algorithm (tail condition), we return a solution
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maximizing revenue subject to the fact that exactly one item is sold. We remark that our

algorithm requires access to a demand oracle and XoS oracle for each buyer’s valuation

function, which are standard assumptions when dealing with XoS valuations.

Return ~p such that:

pi =
Ui(~S)

2γki(~S)
if ki(~S) 6= 0 (6.1)

pi =∞ otherwise. (6.2)

Figure 6.3: Function Prices(~S, γ)

Construct an allocation ~C as follows:

1. For each good i ∈ I:

2. Define qi := ki( ~B)− ki(~S).

3. if qi > 0:

4. Allocate item i to each of the buyers in Topi(qi, ~B).

Return the allocation ~C.

Figure 6.4: Function Alloc-Unsold( ~B, ~S)

We now prove the main theorem of this section, which allows us to use the charging

property for the allocations generated by the above algorithm. In Section 6.3, we show how

to apply this algorithm and the charging property to actually produce mechanisms with

high revenue.

Theorem 6. For γ = logm + log k, the benchmark allocations { ~B(t)}t=γt=1 and pricing so-

lutions {(~p(t), ~S(t))}t=γt=1 generated by the above algorithm satisfy the generalized charging

property (Definition 5) with α = β = 2γ, and thus for some ` we have that

SW ( ~A) ≤ 4(logm+ log k)2Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)). (6.3)
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Note that although this theorem immediately implies that at least one solution

(~p(`), ~S(`)) has high revenue compared to the welfare of the starting allocation ~A, this does

not yet give us the result we need since the allocation ~S(`) is specific to one particular arrival

order of buyers, whereas the actual arrival order is either random or adversarial.

Proof of Theorem 6

Fix γ = logm+ log k. By Claim 2, it suffices if we show that for every 1 ≤ t ≤ γ − 1,

SW ( ~B(t))− SW ( ~B(t+1)) ≤ 2γRev(~p(t), ~S(t)) +
SW ( ~B(t))

2γ
(6.4)

and that,

SW ( ~B(γ)) ≤ 2γRev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)). (6.5)

Before actually proving these claims, we provide an outline of the proof.

1. Consider some iteration t of our core algorithm where the benchmark solution is ~B(t).

As mentioned in the algorithm, let ~S(t) denote the allocation obtained upon running

the sequential posted pricing mechanism with prices that are a scaled down version of

each good’s average utility in ~B(t), (as in Prices( ~B(t), γ)). Then, we claim and prove

that SW ( ~B(t)) − SW (~S(t)) can be bounded in terms of the mechanism’s revenue

and the welfare of ~B(t), analogous to Definition 5. This has obvious implications in

showing that our solutions satisfy Equation 6.4 for a given value of t as long as the

core algorithm chooses ~B(t+1) to be the output of the sequential mechanism (Case I).

2. Given a benchmark allocation vector ~B(t), once again consider running the sequen-

tial mechanism with scaled down prices, and let ~T denote a sub-allocation of ~B(t)

obtained by allocating the ‘unsold’ items back to the original buyers (as in Alloc-

Unsold( ~B(t), ~S(t))). Then, SW ( ~B(t))−SW (~T ) can be bounded purely in terms of the

revenue of the above sequential mechanism. Therefore, our solutions satisfy Equa-

tion 6.4 in the second case where ~B(t+1) is defined to be the output of Alloc-Unsold.

3. In the final act, we prove that for each t, ~B(t+1) allocates at most half the total number

of items as ~B(t), and so at most two items are allocated in ~B(γ). In this case, the tail

part of our core algorithm, where exactly one good is sold, results in a revenue that

is only a constant factor away from the social welfare of ~B(γ).
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General Claims

We begin with our first, somewhat general claim that connects the social welfare

of the benchmark allocation to the revenue and welfare of the solution returned by the

sequential posted pricing mechanism for a certain type of ‘scaled-down’ pricing scheme. As

we will show later, this can be used to bound the difference in welfare of any two consecutive

benchmark solutions (in our core algorithm) as long as the second solution is defined to be

the output of the sequential mechanism.

Claim 6. Given any allocation ~B and some parameter α ≥ 1, consider the sequential posted

pricing mechanism with arbitrary buyer arrival order for supply constraint qi = ki( ~B),

and price pi = Ui( ~B)
αqi

for all i ∈ I. Suppose that ~S denotes the output allocation of this

mechanism. Then,

SW ( ~B)− Surp(~p, ~S) ≤ αRev(~p, ~S) +
SW ( ~B)

α
. (6.6)

Recall that Surp(~p, ~S) is the total surplus or utility derived by the buyers under the

given prices. Since, we know that social welfare equals the sum of revenue and surplus, we

can use the above claim to obtain an upper bound on SW ( ~B)− SW (~S), which we state as

a corollary after proving the claim.

Proof. By definition, the social welfare of the allocation ~B is
∑

i∈I Ui( ~B). We will show

lower bounds on both the revenue and buyer surplus achieved by the sequential posted

pricing mechanism defined in the statement of this claim. Suppose that Sold denotes the

set of goods that are sold out during the course of the mechanism, i.e., ki(~S) = qi. The

total revenue obtained by this mechanism is at least the revenue due to the goods in Sold,

and so we have that

Rev(~p, ~S) ≥
∑
i∈Sold

piqi =
∑
i∈Sold

Ui( ~B)

αqi
qi =

∑
i∈Sold

Ui( ~B)

α
. (6.7)

Moving on to buyer utility, consider any buyer j. We know that this buyer purchases

a utility-maximizing bundle from the set of goods available in the round where she arrives.

Clearly, this buyer’s surplus (call it Surpj(~p, ~S)) cannot be smaller than the utility that she

could have derived by purchasing any other subset of goods offered to her by the mechanism.

Specifically, we know that at least one copy of each of the goods in I \ Sold is available
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during every round of the mechanism including that where buyer j arrives. Therefore, this

buyer’s surplus is at least her utility for the goods in B′j := (I \ Sold) ∩ Bj . So, we have

that Surpj(~p, ~S) ≥ vj(B′j)−
∑

i∈B′j pi ≥
∑

i∈B′j [x
Bj
j (i)−pi]. Here we used the XoS property

that vj(B
′
j) ≥ x

Bj
j (B′j) =

∑
i∈B′j x

Bj
j (i). Summing this quantity over all buyers, we get that

Surp(~p, ~S) ≥
∑
j∈N

∑
i∈(I\Sold)∩Bj

[x
Bj
j (i)− pi] (6.8)

=
∑
i/∈Sold

[
∑

j∈Ni( ~B)

x
Bj
j (i)− piqi] (6.9)

=
∑
i/∈Sold

Ui( ~B)− Ui( ~B)

α
(6.10)

=
∑
i/∈Sold

Ui( ~B)(1− 1

α
). (6.11)

Combining our lower bounds for revenue and surplus, we are now ready to complete

our proof.

SW ( ~B)− SW ( ~B)

α
=
∑
i∈I

Ui( ~B)(1− 1

α
) (6.12)

=
∑
i∈Sold

Ui( ~B)(1− 1

α
) +

∑
i/∈Sold

Ui( ~B)(1− 1

α
). (6.13)

≤ αRev(~p, ~S) + Surp(~p, ~S). (6.14)

After some mild re-arranging, we get the claim. �

Corollary 2. Given any allocation ~B and some parameter α ≥ 1, consider the sequential

posted pricing mechanism with arbitrary buyer arrival order for supply constraint qi = ki( ~B),

and price pi = Ui( ~B)
αqi

for all i ∈ I. Suppose that ~S denotes the output allocation of this

mechanism. Then,

SW ( ~B)− SW (~S) ≤ αRev(~p, ~S) +
SW ( ~B)

α
. (6.15)

Our next series of lemmas are useful in showing that Equation 6.4 holds in the (second)

case when our core algorithm uses the function Alloc-Unsold( ~B(t), ~S(t)) to select the next

benchmark allocation. We begin with an obvious claim on the average of n numbers that
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we state here without proof.

Lemma 7. Consider a sequence of non-negative real numbers v1 ≥ v2 ≥ . . . ≥ vn and let

V =
∑n

i=1 vi. Then, for any 0 ≤ r ≤ n, we have that V
n r +

∑n−r
i=1 vi ≥ V .

Claim 7. Given any allocation ~B and some parameter α ≥ 1, consider the sequential posted

pricing mechanism with arbitrary buyer arrival order for supply constraint qi = ki( ~B), and

price pi = Ui( ~B)
αqi

for all i ∈ I. Suppose that ~SM denotes the output allocation of this

mechanism, and ~S is the allocation returned by Alloc-Unsold( ~B, ~SM ). Then,

SW ( ~B)− SW (~S) ≤ αRev(~p, ~SM ). (6.16)

Proof. For each good i ∈ I, define ri := ki(~S
M ). By definition, ri ≤ qi since the mechanism

cannot sell more than qi copies of good i. The revenue provided by the mechanism is given

by

Rev(~p, ~SM ) =
∑
i∈I

piki(~S
M ) =

∑
i∈I

Ui( ~B)

αqi
ri. (6.17)

We know that in the allocation ~S, each good i is allocated to the buyers in Topi(qi−

ri, ~B), where we take Topi(0, ~B) to be the null set. Therefore, for each buyer j, we have

that Sj ⊆ Bj . We now derive a lower bound on the social welfare of the allocation ~S using

the XoS property.

SW (~S) =
∑
j∈N

vj(Sj) (6.18)

≥
∑
j∈N

x
Bj
j (Sj) (6.19)

=
∑
j∈N

∑
i∈Sj

x
Bj
j (i) (6.20)

=
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Topi(qi−ri, ~B)

x
Bj
j (i). (6.21)

Combining our lower bound for the social welfare of ~S with the exact expression for
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the mechanism’s revenue, we get that

αRev(~p, ~SM ) + SW (~S) ≥
∑
i∈I

Ui( ~B)

qi
ri +

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈Topi(qi−ri, ~B)

x
Bj
j (i) (6.22)

=
∑
i∈I
{Ui(

~B)

qi
ri +

∑
j∈Topi(qi−ri, ~B)

x
Bj
j (i)}. (6.23)

We now resort to Lemma 7 to bound the RHS in terms of Ui( ~B). Specifically, we

know that Ui( ~B) =
∑

j∈Ni( ~B) x
Bj
j (i) and that Topi(qi−ri, ~B) ⊆ Ni( ~B) represents the qi−ri

buyers who contribute the most to Ui( ~B). Therefore, applying Lemma 7 with n = ki( ~B)4

and r = ri, V = Ui( ~B), we get that for every i ∈ I,

Ui( ~B)

qi
ri +

∑
j∈Topi(qi−ri, ~B)

x
Bj
j (i) ≥ Ui( ~B). (6.24)

In conclusion, we have that αRev(~p, ~SM ) +SW (~S) ≥
∑

i∈I Ui( ~B) = SW ( ~B) and the

claim follows. �

Specific Lemmas Pertaining to Core Algorithm

Applying Claims 6 and 7 in the context of our core algorithm, we will later prove

that SW ( ~B(t)) − SW ( ~B(t+1)) ≤ 2γRev(~p(t), ~S(t)) + SW ( ~B(t))
2γ for all t ≤ γ − 1. In order to

show that the charging property is obeyed, it only remains for us to show that SW ( ~B(γ)) ≤

αRev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)). We will begin with the lemma that highlights the ‘item halving’ nature of

our algorithm.

Lemma 8. During the course of our algorithm, the total number of items allocated in

successive benchmark solutions is at least halved, i.e., for any t ≤ γ − 1,

θ( ~B(t)) ≥ 2θ( ~B(t+1)). (6.25)

Proof. The proof is not hard to see, and we show this in two cases. Recall that at the

end of round t of our core algorithm, the choice of ~B(t+1) depends on whether or not

θ( ~B(t)) ≥ 2θ(~S(t)). If the condition holds, ~B(t+1) := ~S(t) and the lemma follows directly.

4We simply ignore goods for which ki( ~B) = 0 since they do not contribute to the welfare of any of the

solutions that we consider here
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Suppose that this is not the case, and that θ( ~B(t)) < 2θ(~S(t)). In this case, our

algorithm chooses ~B(t+1) to be the output of Alloc-Unsold( ~B(t), ~S(t)). We know that for

the given choice of inputs, the function Alloc-Unsold allocates exactly ki( ~B
(t)) − ki(~S(t))

copies of good i ∈ I to the buyers. Summing this up over all the goods, we get that

θ( ~B(t+1)) + θ(~S(t)) = θ( ~B(t)) in the case that θ( ~B(t)) < 2θ(~S(t)). And so, we get that

2θ( ~B(t+1)) < θ( ~B(t)). �

We know that in the initial allocation to our core algorithm ~A (and hence ~B(1)),

at most mk copies of goods are allocated since k denotes the average supply. In every

successive round, the number of items in the (next) benchmark solution is at least halved.

Therefore, after log(mk)−1 rounds, i.e., in ~B(γ), at most 2 items are allocated to the buyers.

Corollary 3. The total number of items allocated in the solution ~B(γ) is at most two.

Lemma 9. Define (i∗, j∗) := arg maxi∈I,j∈N vj(i). The social welfare of the allocation ~B(γ)

is at most 2vj∗(i
∗).

Proof. Suppose that i1 and i2 are the identities of the two (not necessarily distinct) goods

allocated to the buyers in ~B(γ), and j1, j2 refer to the (not necessarily distinct) buyers

receiving these goods. Reducing the social welfare in terms of the XoS clauses, we have

that

SW ( ~B(γ)) = x
~B

(γ)
j1

j1
(i1) + x

~B
(γ)
j2

j2
(i2). (6.26)

However, it is not particularly hard to reason that for any buyer j, item i, and

XoS clause xj corresponding to this buyer, xj(i) ≤ vj∗(i
∗). Thus, x

~B
(γ)
j1

j1
(i1) + x

~B
(γ)
j2

j2
(i2) ≤

vj∗(i
∗) + vj∗(i

∗). The lemma follows. �

Thus, since the revenue obtained by (~p(γ), ~S(γ)) is vj∗(i
∗)−ε, we know that for a small

enough epsilon it must be that SW ( ~B(γ)) ≤ 2γRev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)), as desired.

SW ( ~B(γ)) ≤ 2γRev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)). (6.27)

SW ( ~B(γ)) ≤ 2vj∗(i
∗) = (2 + δ)Rev(γ) ≤ 2 log(3)Rev(γ) ≤ 2 log(mk)Rev(γ). (6.28)
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Wrapping up the Proof

Equipped with the various pieces, we can now complete the proof of our black-box

reduction by showing that our solutions obey the conditions outlined in Equation 6.4 and

hence Definition 5. Fix the input to the core algorithm, i.e., allocation ~A, and γ as defined

previously. Consider any iteration t ≤ γ − 1 of our algorithm. Let us proceed in two cases

depending on the algorithm’s choice of ~B(t+1).

In the first case, suppose that our algorithm identifies θ( ~B(t)) ≥ 2θ(~S(t)) and defines

~B(t+1) = ~S(t). Then, we apply Corollary 2 with ~B = ~B(t), ~S = ~S(t) = ~B(t+1), and α = 2γ

and get that

SW ( ~B(t))− SW ( ~B(t+1)) ≤ 2γRev(~p(t), ~S(t)) +
SW ( ~B(t))

2γ
. (6.29)

In the second case, we have that θ( ~B(t)) < 2θ(~S(t)) and so, we set

~B(t+1) = Alloc-Unsold( ~B(t), ~S(t)). For this case, we refer to Claim 7 with ~B = ~B(t), ~SM =

~S(t), and α = 2γ to obtain

SW ( ~B(t))− SW ( ~B(t+1)) ≤ 2γRev(~p(t), ~S(t)) ≤ 2γRev(~p(t), ~S(t)) +
SW ( ~B(t))

2γ
. (6.30)

Finally, the last condition that SW ( ~B(γ)) ≤ 2Rev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)) was proven above.

Therefore, our solutions satisfy Definition 5 and as a consequence, we can apply Claim 2 with

α = β = 2γ. According to the claim, there exists some ` ∈ [1, γ] such that Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) ≥
SW ( ~A)

2(logm+log k)2 (1− γ−1
2γ ) ≥ SW ( ~A)

4(logm+log k)2 . This completes the proof. �

6.3 Applying the Item Halving Framework to Form Pricing with High

Revenue

We are now in a position to leverage Theorem 6 as a black-box mechanism to obtain

computationally efficient posted price mechanisms with good revenue guarantees. Specifi-

cally, for instances having XoS valuations, we can use the e
e−1 -approximation algorithm for

the allocation problem [8] to form an initial allocation ~A with high welfare. The item-halving

algorithm gives us a pricing and allocation (p, S) whose revenue is a O((logm + log k)2)-

approximation to the optimum social welfare, and therefore to the revenue obtained by any

other pricing mechanism. However, S is a specific allocation and only arises for some buyer

arrival orders. By choosing the function Γ appropriately, we can make sure that the revenue
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resulting from all other arrival orders is no worse than that of S.

Adversarial Buyer Arrival

Theorem 7. (Main Computational Result) Given a set of arrival orders Π, we can

compute in time polynomial in N , m, and |Π| a set of prices ~p and supply constraints

~q such that the revenue guaranteed by the sequential posted pricing mechanism with these

parameters for all π ∈ Π is a 4e
e−1(logm + log k)2-approximation to the optimum social

welfare, and thus to the optimum revenue as well.

For the case where the buyer arrival order is adversarial with |Π| being of polynomial

size, Theorem 7 immediately gives us an efficient algorithm for forming a sequential pricing

mechanism which achieves a O((logm+ log k)2) approximation for maximum revenue. For

the case where Π consists of all possible arrival orders (truly adversarial), this still gives us

an interesting existence result: for every instance of XOS valuations, there exist fixed prices

and supply constraints such that, no matter what order the buyers arrive, the revenue of

the outcome is a O((logm+ log k)2) approximation to the maximum possible welfare.

Proof. Set ~A to be the allocation which yields a e
e−1 -approximation to maximum social

welfare; this can be obtained from [8]. Set Γ(~p, ~B) to be as follows. For each π ∈ Π, run

the sequential posted price mechanism with prices ~p and supply constraints ~q = k( ~B), and

choose π to be the arrival order that results in the smallest revenue. Set Γ(~p, ~B) to be this

arrival order π.

Due to Theorem 6, using the Item-Halving framework with this function Γ and start-

ing allocation ~A gives us prices and allocation (~p(`), ~S(`)) so that SW ( ~A) ≤ 4(logm +

log k)2Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)). However, note that ~S(`) is the allocation that was obtained by run-

ning the sequential mechanism with prices ~p(`), supply constraints k( ~B(`)), and arrival order

π = Γ(~p(`), ~B(`)); thus by our choice of Γ any other arrival order with prices ~p(`) and supply

k( ~B(`)) should only result in better revenue than Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)). Therefore, running the

sequential posted price mechanism with parameters ~p(`) and k( ~B(`)) will always result in

revenue which is at most a factor 4(logm + log k)2 away from SW ( ~A), no matter what

arrival order from Π is chosen by the adversary. Since SW ( ~A) is a e
e−1 approximation to

the maximum social welfare, and since the maximum social welfare is always at least the

maximum possible revenue, this gives us the desired result.
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We must still argue that the above holds when ` = γ, since the last allocation ~S(`) is

generated using the special tail condition, instead of using Γ. Notice, however, that with

prices as defined in Figure 6.2, and supply constraints qi∗ = 1, qi = 0 for all i 6= i∗, all arrival

orders will result in the same revenue, and thus if Rev(~p(γ), ~S(γ)) is a good approximation

to maximum welfare, then so is the revenue achieved by any arrival order with prices ~p(γ)

and supply constraints ~q. �

Random Arrival Orders

We now consider a more realistic model [98] of buyer arrival that is determined by an

arbitrary distribution DΠ over the set of arrival orders. We make the standard assumption

that we have access to an oracle from which we can draw samples corresponding to the dis-

tribution DΠ. Building on the extensive machinery developed in the previous sections, we

design a mechanism that with high probability achieves a O((logm+log k)2)-approximation

for revenue, which is the same asymptotic factor that was obtained for the partially ad-

versarial model. On the surface, it may seem surprising that our approximation factors

are completely independent of the nature of the distribution and unlike some other works,

our algorithm is not finely tuned to the properties underlying the distribution. At a high

level, the generality of our result for the random arrival model comes from the fact that, as

argued above, there always exist prices that obtain the same poly-logarithmic approxima-

tion factors even for the more general fully adversarial arrival model, even if these prices

are difficult to compute. In some senses, what we show in this section is that with high

probability, we are able to compute prices that work well for fully adversarial arrivals or at

least a significant portion of the set of all buyer arrival orders.

Theorem 8. Given oracle access to a distribution DΠ over the buyer arrival orders, we can

design in poly-time a sequential posted pricing mechanismM such that with high probability,

SW (OPT ) ≤ 8e

e− 1
(logm+ log k)2Eπ∼DΠ [Rev(M, π)], (6.31)

where Rev(M, π) is the revenue achieved by the mechanismM when the buyer arrival

order is given by π.

We remark here that while the revenue achieved by our mechanism is in expectation

over the arrival orders, the ‘high probability’ refers to the randomization of the algorithm
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itself. The core algorithm that achieves the desired approximation guarantee is the same

as before; the only difference is in the function Γ, which is shown in figure 6.5.

Set T = log{(logm+ log k)Nm}

1. For r = 1 to T

2. Draw a sample πr independently from DΠ

3. Suppose that ~S(πr) is the allocation obtained by the sequential posted price mech-
anism with prices ~p and supply constraints k( ~B) when the buyer arrival order is
πr.

4. Let Rev(πr) be the revenue of the same mechanism.

Return the arrival order πr with the smallest revenue Rev(πr).

Figure 6.5: Function Γ(~p, ~B) for random arrival orders

Instead of iterating over a finite set of arrival orders Π as we did previously, the new

sequential mechanism function draws a polynomial number of arrival orders according to

the input distribution, and for each of these orders simulates the sequential posted pricing

mechanism with the same set of prices and supply constraints. Finally, the function returns

the outcome of the posted pricing mechanism (corresponding to some arrival order), which

has the worst revenue.

Proof. By once again using the initial allocation ~A to be the same as for the adversarial

arrival case, we know that the Item-Halving Framework once again results in a solution

(~p(`), ~S(`)) so that Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) is a 4e
e−1(logm + log k)2 approximation to the optimum

welfare.

Of course, it is not sufficient to just prove that Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)) is a good approximation

to the optimum welfare. We actually need to show that for our choice of price and supply,

i.e., ~p(`), k( ~B(`)), the mechanismM with these parameters results in the following guarantee:

SW ( ~A) ≤ 8(logm + log k)2Eπ∼DΠ [Rev(M, π)]. Towards this end, we define Rev
(t)

to be

the expected revenue of the sequential mechanism with parameters ~p(t), k( ~B(t)), where the

expectation is taken over the entire distribution DΠ. Note that ideally, we would like to

identify the index that maximizes Rev
(t)

; however, we do not have access to this statistic and

therefore, will settle for ‘a strong estimator’ Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)), which is actually the minimum
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revenue over several samples.

Lemma 10. Suppose that x1, x2, . . . , xn are n samples that are drawn i.i.d from some

distribution D. Then for any arbitrary function f ,

Pr{
n

min
i=1

f(xi) > 2Ex∼D[f(x)]} ≤ 1

2n
. (6.32)

Proof. By Markov’s inequality, we know that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Pr(f(xi) ≥ 2E[f(x)]) ≤ 1
2 .

Therefore, the total probability is at most 1
2n . �

Thus, we actually need to show that SW ( ~A) ≤ O(logm + log k)2Rev
(`)

. We claim

that this holds with high probability. Specifically, if ~p(`), k( ~B(`)) denote the prices and

supply constraints computed by our core algorithm, then with high probability, the expected

revenue generated by the sequential posted pricing mechanism with these parameters is

within a O(γ2)-factor of the social welfare of ~A.

Consider Rev
(`)

and how well is this statistic estimated by Rev(`) = Rev(~p(`), ~S(`)).

We claim that with high probability Rev
(`) ≥ Rev(`)

2 . Consider some iteration t, applying

Lemma 10 with n = T and the function f denoting the revenue of the mechanism, we get the

following bound on the minimum revenue taken over T sample arrival orders: Pr{Rev(t) >

2Rev
(t)} ≤ 1

2T
= 1

Nm log(mk) .

Therefore, we can apply the union bound to finish off the proof,

Pr{Rev(`)
<
Rev(`)

2
} ≤ Pr{

γ⋃
t=1

Rev
(t)
<
Rev(t)

2
} (6.33)

≤
γ∑
t=1

Pr{Rev(t)
<
Rev(t)

2
} ≤

γ∑
t=1

1

Nm log(mk)
=

1

Nm
. (6.34)

So, with probability (1− 1
Nm), Rev(`) is a 8(logm+log k)2 approximation to the social

welfare of ~A, which in turn is a e
e−1 -approximation to the optimum welfare, if one takes ~A

to be the allocation output by the algorithm in [8]. �



Chapter 7

Revenue Maximization in Large Markets

7.1 Overview of Section

In previous sections, we considered general valuations in markets with a finite number

of buyers and provided sequential mechanisms for social welfare and revenue maximization.

Now, we will move on to a stronger class of mechanisms, namely simultaneous mechanisms

where each unconditionally receives a utility maximizing bundle. We consider the problem of

profit maximization with unit-demand buyers having uniform budgets5 and provide constant

factor approximations to revenue. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first constant

factor approximation for item pricing with unit demand buyers that does not make any

‘structural assumptions’ on the combinatorial nature of the market.

Our central result in this chapter is a 1.88-approximation algorithm in large markets

with log-concave buyer inverse demand satisfying the uniform peak property (see 2. In the

process we introduce new techniques for revenue maximization via the theory of min-cost

flows in bipartite networks and also develop new lower bounds for the optimum revenue.

Recall that simultaneous mechanisms are also envy-free, and therefore, we will occasionally

lapse into using the term envy-free pricing in this section.

7.2 Specific Model

As with our previous chapters, we assume that all of the goods are controlled by

a single seller and the buyers are unit-demand. Specifically, suppose that S is the set of

goods and for each for every buyer type Bi, Si ⊆ S is simply a set of items such that each

buyer receives a valuation equal to her budget for getting any of the items in Si and has no

value for items that do not belong to Si. In such unit-demand markets, we can concisely

capture buyer demand sets using a bipartite graph G = (B,S,E′) where there is an edge

between buyer type Bi ∈ B and item j ∈ S, if j ∈ Si, i.e., buyers in type Bi desire item j.

Finally, for the rest of this section, we assume that all inverse demand functions λi(x) have

This chapter is to appear in:

E. Anshelevich, K. Kar, and S. Sekar, “Envy-free pricing in large markets: Approximating revenue and

welfare”, ACM Trans. Econ. and Comput., to be published
5henceforth, referred to as unit-demand buyers without ambiguity

75
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a monotone hazard rate.

Note that as long as the instance is clear, we will use C(~y) to denote the total cost of

all items when the allocation is ~y.

Optimal Solutions

We use the notation ( ~popt, ~xopt, ~yopt) to denote an envy-free solution maximizing rev-

enue, and ( ~x∗, ~y∗) to denote an allocation that maximizes welfare (since welfare depends

only on the allocation, not the prices). Given a graph G, functions λi and Ct, it is easy to see

that the solution maximizing social welfare can be computed using a convex program. We

also remark here that once the welfare maximizing solution is computed, there exist prices

~p∗ so that ( ~x∗, ~y∗) is an envy-free allocation to these prices. The more challenging task

is to compute prices that (approximately) maximize revenue and perhaps, simultaneously

welfare.

Proposition 5. Consider the optimum solution ~x∗, ~y∗ for a given instance. Define the

price vector ~p∗ as p∗t = ct(y
∗
t ) for item t. Then (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗) is an envy-free solution to the

prices.

Proof. Look at the optimum solution and the prices p∗t = ct(y
∗
t ). Every buyer has to

necessarily send flow on the cheapest items available to her. Indeed, assume by contradiction

that some buyer i has non-zero flow on item t′ and access to item t such that p∗t < p∗t′ . Then

ct(y
∗
t ) < ct′(y

∗
t′). Therefore, one can shift some infinitesimal flow corresponding to buyer i

from t′ to t and reduce the cost of the optimal solution, a contradiction. Also, notice if ∃

another flow satisfying the same buyer demand but with a smaller cost, then we can use

that flow and reduce the cost of the optimal solution. So ~y∗ is a min-cost flow. �

Lemma 11. Let ( ~popt, ~xopt, ~yopt) be the revenue-maximizing solution. Then for every t,

poptt ≥ p∗t . That is, the prices at the welfare maximizing solution provide a weak lower

bound for optimal prices.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that in the optimal solution some items have a price strictly

smaller than their price in ~p∗. Let Smin be the subset of such items with the smallest price

(call it pmin). As per Lemma 46, ∃ tmin ∈ Smin, such that ct(y
∗
t ) ≤ ct(y

opt
t ).

Construct a directed graph G′ whose vertices are the same as in G but with the

following edges E′
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1. (t, i) ∈ E′ if i is receiving non-zero amounts of item t in ~yopt.

2. (i, t) ∈ E′ if (i, t) ∈ E and poptt = p̄opti , i.e., t’s price coincides with the price of the

cheapest item available to i

Let S+
min be the set of items that are reachable from tmin and B+

min be the set of

buyers reachable from tmin in this graph G′. We make two simple observations here: first,

for every item t ∈ S+
min, its price must equal pmin. Second, every buyer in B+

min is only

receiving allocations of the items in S+
min and has no edge in E to any item outside of S+

min

priced at pmin.

We know that in the welfare maximizer, for every item t, p∗t = ct(y
∗
t ). But we know

that for tmin, pmin < p∗tmin . Therefore for every item t ∈ S+
min, poptt = pmin < p∗tmin =

ctmin(y∗tmin) ≤ ct(y
opt
t ). This cannot be a good sign for any profit maximizing solution

because the price has to be at least the marginal cost, otherwise the seller can increase his

price, lower the marginal cost and improve profits. We show this more formally.

Let x(p) be the total demand from the buyers in B+
min at a price of p. Look at

the revenue-maximizing solution and increase the price of only the items in S+
min by a

sufficiently small ε. Clearly, for a small enough ε, the best response of all buyers in B+
min is

to still send a flow on S+
min. Moreover, for a small enough increase in price, buyer demand

can only decrease by a small amount.

Recall that in the allocation ~yopt, we showed that for all t ∈ S+
min, we have ct(y

opt
t ) >

pmin. Since the marginal costs on all items are continuous with the allocation, it is not

hard to reason that for a sufficiently small increase in price, for every t, the marginal cost

on every item t ∈ S+
min after the price increase still cannot be smaller than pmin + ε. Let

the new allocation on every item be y2
t . Then, the difference in profit from OPT is due to

only these items and buyers and is,

=(pmin + ε)(x(pmin + ε))− pminx(pmin)−
∑

t∈S+
min

(Ct(y
2
t )− Ct(y

opt
t ) (7.1)

≥(pmin + ε)(x(pmin + ε))− pminx(pmin)−
∑

t∈S+
min

(
ct(y

2
t )(y

opt
t − y2

t ))
)

(7.2)

≥(pmin + ε)(x(pmin + ε))− pminx(pmin)− (pmin + ε)(x(pmin + ε)− x(pmin)) (7.3)

≥εx(pmin) > 0. (7.4)
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This is in contradiction with the fact that OPT maximizes the profit. �

Min-cost Flows and their Properties

We can view a feasible allocation ~y as a flow from the items S to the buyers with

a demand of ~x, assuming that G is fixed. Notice that there are several feasible flows for

a given demand ~x. We will be most interested in min-cost flows: the feasible allocation ~y

that also minimizes the total production cost
∑

tCt(yt). The min-cost flow is independent

of the prices and, given ~x, can be computed efficiently using a convex program.

It is easy to see that ~y∗ is a min-cost flow, but general envy-free solutions, including

( ~popt, ~xopt, ~yopt), may not use min-cost flows, since envy-freeness constrains the buyers to

use only the items with cheapest price, while min-cost flows form allocations to optimize

production costs. We reiterate that given a price vector ~p, the best-response buyer demand

~x can be computed using pi = λi(xi), and given (~p, ~x), we can always determine an envy-free

allocation ~y. Interestingly, the solutions returned by our algorithms are not only envy-free,

but also will use min-cost flows for the corresponding buyer demand ~x.

Notation We now show some nice properties of min-cost flows that we will use extensively

in the following sections. For a flow ~y, we define ri(~y) to be the minimum marginal cost

ct(yt) of all items received by buyer i (i.e., with yt(i) > 0). Due to KKT conditions, if ~y

is a min-cost flow, then i is only allocated items with marginal cost equal to the minimum

marginal cost of any item available to i, i.e., for a min-cost flow ri(~y) = min(i,t)∈E ct(yt).

Finally, for the rest of this section, we are only concerned about solutions where the prices

are at least ~p∗. This is for obvious reasons since we know by Lemma 11 that the revenue

maximizing prices cannot be smaller than ~p∗. We call this the weak price lower bound

assumption.

Assumption 1. (Weak Price Lower Bound Assumption for given ~p)

~p ≥ ~p∗. (7.5)

Lemma 12. Consider buyer demand vectors ~x1 and ~x2 such that ~x2 dominates ~x1, i.e.,

~x2 ≥ ~x1 componentwise. Let ~z1 and ~z2 be the min-cost flows corresponding to the two

demands respectively. Then for all items t, ct(z
1
t ) ≤ ct(z

2
t ). Moreover, for every buyer i,

ri(~z1) ≤ ri(~z2).
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Proof. We only need to prove the first part of the lemma, i.e., for all t, ct(z
1
t ) ≤ ct(z

2
t ).

Once we show this, the second part follows almost directly. Indeed, suppose that a buyer i

received some quantity of item t in ~z2, then whatever item she receives in ~z1 has to have a

marginal that is smaller or equal to that of t. We know that the marginal cost of t in ~z1 is

not larger than that in ~z2.

We now proceed to prove our main claim by contradiction, suppose for some item

t, ct(z
1
t ) > ct(z

2
t ). Since the marginal cost function is monotone non-decreasing, this must

mean that z1
t > z2

t .

Now let us construct the following graph G′ = (S,E′) where S is the set of all items.

We say that there is a directed edge from item t1 to t2 if ∃ some buyer i such that

z1
t1(i) > z2

t1(i) and z1
t2(i) < z2

t2(i). (7.6)

In simple terms, this means that i is receiving more amount of t2 and less of t1 in ~z2

than what she received in ~z1. This also means that i is receiving non-zero amounts of t1 in

~z1 and t2 in ~z2. Now, look at item t. Since the total allocation of this item is smaller in

~z2, this must mean that there is at least one buyer i who is sending less flow on t in ~z2 as

compared to before. However, the total demand of i is only larger in ~x2, which means there

must be some other item t1 to which she is sending more flow than before. This implies

that (t, t1) ∈ E′.

Suppose that St represents the set of items that are reachable from t in G′ including t

itself. We have already shown that St has at least one item other than t. Our first claim is

that all the nodes in St have a marginal cost in ~z2 that is no larger than the marginal cost of

t in the same allocation. To show this consider an edge (t1, t2) where both the items belong

to St. By definition, there must be some buyer who has access to both these items and

is sending non-zero flow on t2 in ~z2. Since is a min-cost allocation, it means the marginal

cost of t2 in ~z2 cannot be larger than that of t1. Applying this transitively from t, all nodes

reachable from t must have a marginal cost smaller than or equal to ct(z
2
t ).

Similarly, for (t1, t2) ∈ E′, both belonging to St, some buyer has non-zero flow on t1

in ~z1 and this must imply that ct(z
1
t ) ≤ ct1(z1

t1) for all t1 ∈ St. Using these inequalities
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regarding the marginal costs in ~z1 and ~z2, we get for all t1 ∈ St,

ct1(z2
t1) ≤ ct(z2

t ) < ct(z
1
t ) ≤ ct1(z1

t1). (7.7)

What this means is that for all the items in St, the incoming flow is larger in ~z1

as compared to ~z2. Suppose that B1
t is the complete set of buyers who receive non-zero

amounts of the items in St in ~z1. Our final claim is that every buyer in B1
t receives more

or equal amount of the items in St in ~z2 as compared to ~z1. That is for buyers in B1
t ,

∑
t1∈St

z1
t1(i) ≤

∑
t1∈St

z2
t1(i). (7.8)

Notice that for any buyer i if this is not true, then there must exist at least one t1 ∈ St

which she receives more in ~z1 than ~z2. However buyer i’s total demand has increased in ~x2

but the consumption from St has decreased and so there must be some t3 outside of St to

which she sends more flow in ~z2 than ~z1. But this means that there must be an edge from

t1 to t3 and so t3 ∈ St, a contradiction.

Now, we are ready to prove our main result. Recall that ∀t1 ∈ St, z1
t1 > z2

t1 . Since for

all t1 ∈ St, the incoming flow in ~z1 can only come from the buyers in B1
t .

∑
t1∈St

z1
t1 =

∑
i∈B1

t

∑
t1∈St

z1
t1(i) (7.9)

≤
∑
i∈B1

t

∑
t1∈St

z2
t1(i) (7.10)

≤
∑
t1∈St

z2
t1 (7.11)

<
∑
t1∈St

z1
t1 . (7.12)

This is a contradiction. �

Corollary 4. Consider two price vectors ~p and ~p′ such that ~p′ ≥ ~p for every component.

Let (~p, ~x, ~y) be a solution in which x is a best-response demand vector to prices ~p, and ~y is

a min-cost flow with demand ~x. Let (~p′, ~x′, ~y′) be the similar solution for prices ~p′. Then,

for every t, either y′t < yt or ct(yt) = ct(y
′
t).

Proof. Higher prices imply that the demand vector is smaller. This allows us to apply
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Lemma 12, and the rest follows due to these being min-cost flows. �

Corollary 5. Consider an instance (B1∪S,E1) where the buyers have a demand vector ~x1

and the corresponding min-cost flow is ~z1. Let (B2 ∪ S,E1 ∪ E2) be another instance with

B1 ⊆ B2 and E2 only has edges between B2 \B1 and S. Let ~x2 be some demand vector for

this instance and ~z2 is the min-cost flow for this demand such that ~x2 dominates ~x1, i.e.,

∀i ∈ B1, x
2
i ≥ x1

i . Then for all t ∈ S, ct(x
1
t ) ≤ ct(x2

t ).

Proof. We can simply reduce the first instance to another instance where the set of buyers

is B2, edges E1 ∪ E2 but the demand for the additional buyers is zero. Now, the corollary

reduces to Lemma 12. �

Lemma 13. (Flow Partition Lemma) Consider an instance (B,S) with buyer demand ~x

and corresponding min-cost flow ~y. Suppose that BH ⊆ B and let ~x(BH) denote the demand

sub-vector for this subset and ~y(BH) be the min-cost flow for this demand sub-vector alone

(i.e., when the buyer set is BH). Then, we can partition the total cost as

C(~y) = C(~y(BH)) +
(
C(~y)− C(~y(BH))

)
. (7.13)

Moreover, the following must be true

1. ∀t, either yt(B
H) ≤ yt or ct(yt(B

H)) = ct(yt).

2.
∑

i∈B\BH ri(~y)xi ≥
∑

t∈S ct(yt)(yt − yt(BH)) ≥
∑

t∈S
(
Ct(yt)− Ct(yt(BH))

)
.

Proof. The partitioning of the cost is a trivial result (just add and subtract Ct(yt(B
H))

for all t). Moreover, Point 1 in the second part of the lemma follows almost directly from

Corollaries 5 and 4. So, we only focus on proving point 2.

Now for any given t, suppose that yt ≥ yt(B
H). Then, by the convexity of Ct it

follows that Ct(yt) − Ct(yt(B
H)) ≤ ct(yt)(yt − yt(B

H)). If yt < yt(B
H), then we know

that the marginal cost is the same at both these flows. Therefore, Ct(yt) − Ct(yt(BH)) =

ct(yt)(yt − yt(BH)). Summing this up over all t, we get one half of Result (Point) 2.
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Now,

∑
t

ct(yt)(yt − yt(BH)) =
∑
t

ct(yt)yt −
∑
t

ct(yt)yt(B
H) (7.14)

=
∑
i∈B

ri(~y)xi −
∑
t

ct(yt)
∑
i∈B

yt(B
H)(i). (7.15)

Note that yt(B
H)(i) > 0 only for i ∈ BH and only if i is receiving non-zero amount

of item t in ~y(BH). This means that i has an edge to t and therefore in ~y, ri(~y) ≤ ct(yt).

Therefore, some flow rearrangement gives us

∑
t

∑
i∈B

ct(yt)yt(B
H)(i) ≥

∑
t

∑
i∈B

ri(~y)yt(B
H)(i) =

∑
i∈BH

ri(~y)xi(B
H). (7.16)

And so we finally get

∑
t

ct(yt)(yt − yt(BH)) ≤
∑
i∈B

ri(~y)xi −
∑
i∈BH

ri(~y)xi, (7.17)

which gives us Point 2. �

Proposition 6. (Ignoring Profit Propostion) Consider any price vector ~p ≥ ~p∗ componen-

twise. Let ~x be the corresponding B-R buyer demand and let ~y be the min-cost flow for ~x.

Then, for any desired subset B1 of the buyers B,

π1 =
∑
i∈B

pixi − C(~y) ≥
∑
i∈B1

pixi − C(~y(B1)), (7.18)

where ~y(B1) is the min-cost flow for the reduced demand by only the buyers in B1.

That is, we set the demand to be zero for all buyers outside B1 and compute the

min-cost flow for the same instance.

Proof. Since the price dominates ~p∗, ~x∗ has to dominate ~x, i.e., increasing price on all

items can only lead to a drop in buyer demand. Applying Lemma 12, we get that for all i,

ct(yt) ≤ ct(y∗t ) = p∗t . Now applying the flow partition lemma (Lemma 13), we get,

π1 =
∑
i∈B1

pixi − C(~y(B1)) +
∑
i/∈B1

pixi −
∑
i/∈B1

ri(~y)xi. (7.19)
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But we know that ri(~y) ≤ ri( ~y∗) = p̄∗i ≤ pi. Therefore, the second term in the above

inequality is non-negative and the first term is a lower bound for π1. �

7.3 Large Markets with Uniform Peak Valuations

For markets with a large number of buyers it often makes sense to assume that the

inverse demand functions λi have the same support [λmin, λmax] for all i, which is what we

do in this section. In fact, all our results hold as long as the peak values for every λi are the

same, i.e., that λmax = λi(0) is the same for all i. This would occur, for example, when a

very large population of buyers is assigned to different buyer types in a random way. Not

too surprisingly, the problem of revenue maximization remains NP-Hard even when the

demand functions have uniform peak valuations.

Assumption 2. (Uniform Peak Markets) There exists some λmax > 0 such that for every

buyer i, λi(0) = λmax.

We refer to the problem of maximizing revenue in markets as the Unit Demand Pricing

problem.

Proposition 7. The Unit Demand Pricing problem in large markets with MHR Inverse

Demand and Uniform Peaks (λi(0) = λmax for all i) is NP-Hard even with unlimited supply.

Proof. We just sketch the proof here since the general idea is the same as the hardness

proof in [2]. Consider an instance of vertex cover. Reducing this to our problem, there is

one buyer for each vertex and r buyers for every edge e such that r = |V | = n. Moreover,

there is also one item in S for every vertex of the original instance All vertex buyers have

unit demand with valuation 2, i.e., λi(x) = 2 for x ≤ 1 and 0 otherwise. All the edge

buyers have the following MHR inverse demand function λi(x) = 2−x. The vertex buyers

have access only to the corresponding vertex item and the edge buyers have access to items

corresponding to its two end points.

First, it is not hard to see that the maximum profit from the set of r buyers for an

edge is r (each of these can give only a max profit of 1 when p = 1). Next, in any solution

of our problem, the items whose prices are less than 2 must form a vertex cover of the

original graph. Moreover, the price of these sellers is at most 1 + 1
2r . Say you are given

some solution where there are k nodes priced below 2, then the profit of this solution is at
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least 2(n − k) + k + mr, where m is the number of edges. This is obtained by pricing all

these nodes at 1. Next, the profit of this solution is at most, 2(n − k) + k(1 + 1
2r ) + mr.

Now, it is not hard to show that any optimal solution must be a minimal vertex cover. �

In this section we establish our main result: a 1.877 approximation algorithm for max-

imizing revenue, which works as long as the inverse demand functions are MHR and have

uniform peak values. We begin with a general, parameter-dependent procedure for generat-

ing prices, which will be a building block of both this algorithm, and the algorithms in later

sections. Although the algorithm is described here as a more intuitive continuous-time pro-

cedure, it can be efficiently implemented using O(|B| log λmax) min-cost flow computations,

as we argue later. To simplify discussion, henceforth we will use “buyer” interchangeably

with “buyer type” as long as the context is clear.

Algorithm 2 Ascending-Price Procedure with Stop Parameter k

1: Set initial prices on the items, pt = p∗t .
2: ACTIVE ← All minimally priced items and all buyers using these items.
3: INACTIVE ← B ∪ S \ ACTIVE; FINISH ← ∅
4: while FINISH 6= B ∪ S do
5: Increase the price of all ACTIVE items by an infinitesimal amount

{All ACTIVE items have the same price, the active price.}
6: Compute the min-cost flow for the sub-graph induced by ACTIVE {We prove later:

At every stage active buyers only receive allocations of active items}
7: if t ∈ INACTIVE s.t p∗t equals the active price then
8: Remove t, buyers using t from INACTIVE and add to ACTIVE
9: end if

10: if t ∈ ACTIVE meets the stopping criterion in the current solution then
11: Remove t, buyers using t from ACTIVE and add to FINISH.
12: end if
13: end while

Stopping Criterion(pt, yt, k) : pt − ct(yt) ≥
1

k
(λmax − ct(yt)) (7.20)

Algorithm 2 begins by pricing all the items at the price vector ~p∗, which as we men-

tioned makes (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗) an envy-free allocation. We gradually increase prices on the items

belonging to an ‘active set’, initialized to the set of cheapest items in ~p∗ and the buyers

receiving these items. At each stage, every item in the active set has the same price (active

price) allowing us to compute the min-cost flow for only the active buyers and items. As

we increase the active price, if it equals p∗t for some inactive t, we add t and buyers using
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t to the active set. An item t remains active until a stopping condition dependent on a

parameter k ≥ 1 is reached (Equation 7.20); once this happens the price of item t becomes

fixed, and item t is removed from the active set along with buyers using t. The simple

ascending-price algorithm stops once all the items have met the stopping criterion.

Notation We now prove some properties of this algorithm that hold for all k. For

a given parameter k ≥ 1, we will use ( ~pk, ~xk, ~yk) to denote the solution returned by our

algorithm. Every ‘stage’ of our algorithm corresponds to a unique value of the active

price (i.e., price of all the active items), so we can refer to the allocation formed by the

algorithm at some point as the allocation at active price p. Formally, we define ~x(p) to be

the buyer demand vector when the active price is p, and ~y(p) is the allocation of items at

that price. At any price p, for the inactive buyers xi(p) coincides with x∗i and for inactive

items yt(p) = y∗t . For finished items (or buyers), the allocation (demand) is the same as it

was when that item (buyer) met the stopping criterion and became finished. Finally, we

use BA(p) to denote the buyers and SA(p) for the items in the active set when the active

price is p; we define the analogous sets (BI(p), SI(p)), (BF (p), SF (p)) for the inactive and

finished blocks respectively.

We begin with an important observation regarding the stopping criterion: at any

stage of the algorithm, for any two active items, if the item with the higher marginal cost

(ct(yt)) meets the stopping criterion, then the item with the smaller marginal cost must

also satisfy the condition.

Proposition 8. Consider two items t, t′ at the same price p and let ~y be some min-cost

allocation such that ct(yt) ≤ ct′(yt′). If t′ satisfies the stopping criterion, then t must also

satisfy the stopping criterion.

Proof. The proof follows from a rearrangement of Equation 7.20. The stopping criterion

for t′ can also be written as

λmax ≤ kp− (k − 1)ct′(yt′). (7.21)

The term in the RHS is in turn no larger than kp− (k − 1)ct(yt), which implies that t also

satisfies the stopping criterion. �

Our second proposition compares the prices of items in the solution returned by our
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algorithm for two different values of k. We say that vector ~a ≥ ~b iff each element of ~a is not

smaller than its corresponding element of ~b.

Proposition 9. Suppose that k1, k2 ≥ 1 are two values of the stopping parameter with

k1 ≥ k2. Then, ~pk2 ≥ ~pk1 and ~xk1 ≥ ~xk2.

Proof. Notice that the initial prices ~p∗ are independent of k. This means that whatever

be the value of the stopping parameter k, an item enters the active set at the exact same

value of the active price. Also, note that when an item becomes finished, all the buyers

having an edge to this item must also be finished (or else why is it not using this item?).

Suppose that during Algorithm 2 for k = k2, the items become finished in the order O =

(t1, t2, t3, . . . , t|S|), breaking ties arbitrarily. Then, clearly pk2
t1
≤ pk2

t2
≤ . . . ≤ pk2

t|S| . Assume

by contradiction that t is the item with the smallest index in O such that pk2
t < pk1

t .

Consider the run of Algorithm 2 for k = k1 and let A(pk2
t ) be the buyers and items

in the active set when the active price is pk2
t . Clearly t belongs to the set but does not

meet the stopping criterion yet. We claim that for any buyer i ∈ A(pk2
t ), for the state of

Algorithm 2(k = k2) at active price pk2
t , i belonged to the active set. Moreover, all the

items in A(pk2
t ) must have been active for the same active price but k = k2. Therefore,

applying Corollary 5 comparing the contents of the active set at k = k1 and k = k2, we

conclude that the marginal cost of t at k = k1 cannot be larger than its marginal cost for

k = k2 at the same active price. Therefore, it is not hard to see that for k = k1, t must

satisfy the stopping condition at active price pk2
t . �

Figure 7.1 describes the natural hierarchy between the Active, Inactive, and Finished

sets at every value of the active price p. It is not difficult to show that the statement in

Figure 7.1 always holds, starting with the initial envy-free solution (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗).

The next proposition is a trivial observation from the definition of the algorithm,

which we state without proof. It states that at a given active price p, the price of items in

F (p) are no larger than p and the items in I(p) cannot be smaller than p.

Proposition 10. Suppose at some given active price p, t1, t2, t3 are three items such that

t1 ∈ A(p), t2 ∈ I(p) and t3 ∈ F (p). Then,

Pt3(p) ≤ Pt1(p) = p ≤ Pt2(p). (7.22)
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Buyer Types Items

Inactive Inactive

Active Active

Finished Finished

P
ri
ce

Figure 7.1: At any stage of Algorithm 2, the order of prices for the different
items is: Inactive > Active > Finished. Thick edges indicate that buyers in a
certain set (Active, Inactive or Finished) receive allocations only from the
items in the same set. Dotted edges between a buyer set and an item set
indicate although the buyers have access to the items in that set, they are not
currently receiving any allocation of that item.

We now establish some easy invariants that hold during the course of our algorithm.

In particular, we show that there can be no edges between buyers in BI(p) and items in

SA(p) or SF (p) and between buyers in BA(p) and items in SF (p).

Proposition 11. At any active price p, the following must be true

1. Suppose user i belongs to BI(p) and item t ∈ SA(p) or t ∈ SF (p). Then, there cannot

be an edge between user i and item t.

2. Suppose user i ∈ BA(p) and item t ∈ SF (p). Then, there cannot be an edge between

user i and item t.

The invariants indicate a natural hierarchy in the partitions as shown in Figure 7.1.

Users who are inactive can only have edges to items that are inactive. Users that are active

can only have edges to items that are active or inactive.

Proof. We prove these invariants by contradiction. First, suppose that for some i ∈ BI(p)

and t ∈ SA(p), (i, t) ∈ E. Since i is inactive, this must mean that every item t′ that i used

in the optimum solution must have an initial price ct′(y
∗
t′) > p, where p is the active price.

But since t ∈ SA(p), this must mean that at some p′ ≤ p, the active price must have been

equal to the initial price ct(y
∗
t ) of the item t. So, ct(y

∗
t ) is smaller than ct′(y

∗
t′) where t′ is

some item used by i in the optimum solution. Thus, if i had access to t, then we could have
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shifted an infinitesimal amount of flow to t and reduced the cost of the optimum solution,

which is a contradiction. The proof for the case when t ∈ SF (p) is similar since if a item is

finished, then it must have been active at some lower price.

For the second invariant, assume that there is some i ∈ BA(p) and item t ∈ SF (p)

such that i has access to item t. Let p′ be the price where t met the stopping criterion and

was transferred to the finished set. If at this price, i used t, then by definition, i would have

also been added to FINISH. This means that either i ∈ BI(p′) or i did not send any flow

on item t. i ∈ BI(p′) contradicts the first invariant. Now suppose, t′ is some item that was

allocated to user i at active price p′. Then since we computed a min-cost allocation inside

the active set, ct′(yt′(p
′)) ≤ ct(yt(p′)). However, by Proposition 8, t′ also meets the stopping

criterion and thus i would have also been transferred to FINISH, a contradiction. �

Lemma 14. Suppose that some item t belongs to the active set at two different active prices

p1 and p2 with p1 < p2, then ct(yt(p1)) ≥ ct(yt(p2)).

Proof. Let’s begin by considering the set of items and buyers in the active set at price p2,

i.e., buyers BA(p2) and items SA(p2). Suppose that the demand of only these buyers at

price p2 is ~x2 and their corresponding allocations from the items in SA(p2) are ~y2. By

definition, ~y2 is a min-cost flow for ~x2 for the sub-instance (BA(p2), SA(p2)). Moreover for

every item t ∈ SA(p2), y2
t = yt(p2) (same allocation as when the active price was p2).

Now, consider the same set of buyers and items as above but when the active price

was p1. Define a demand vector ~x1 such that for every buyer i in BA(p2), x1
i = xi(p1),

i.e., that buyer’s demand when the active price was p1. Let the corresponding min-cost

allocation for this demand using only the items in SA(p2) be ~y1.

In summary,

• ( ~x2, ~y2): For Active buyers at p2, their total demand when the active price is p2 and

allocation using only the items SA(p2).

• ( ~x1, ~y1): Same set of buyers and items as before, but with the corresponding buyer

demand when the active price was p1, i.e., xi(p1).

Clearly ~x1 dominates ~x2 and therefore from Lemma 12, it is clear that

ct(y
1
t ) ≥ ct(y2

t ) = ct(yt(p2)). (7.23)
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So all we need to show now in order to prove the lemma is ct(yt(p1)) ≥ ct(y1
t ).

Let the buyers in BA(p1) ∩BA(p2) be B1 and items in SA(p1) ∩ SA(p2) be S1. Now,

in ~y1, the flow from the items in S1 only reaches the buyers in B1 (other buyers in BA(p2)

were inactive at that price). But in the actual solution of our algorithm at active price p1,

the items in S1 may have flow to B1 and other buyers in BA(p1). We now define two new

demand vectors

• Let ~x1(B1, S1) be sub-demand of ~x1 from the buyers in B1 corresponding to their

allocations from S1 in ~y1. The allocation on t ∈ S1 is still y1
t .

• Let ~x3 be defined for every i as follows: x3
i is the total allocation for every buyer when

the active price was p1 but only from the items in S1. The allocation on t ∈ S1 is

yt(p1).

Since ~x3 ≥ ~x1 for all the common buyers, we can apply Corollary 5 and get ct(yt(p1)) ≥

ct(y
1
t ). This completes the proof. �

The next proposition gives us additional insight regarding the stopping condition. It

tells us that every item t actually meets the stopping criterion at equality and therefore,

the greater than or equal to sign in Equation 7.20 is redundant.

Proposition 12. For any given item t and fixed k, the stopping condition must be obeyed

at equality. Formally, suppose that t meets the stopping criterion at an active price of p,

then

p− ct(yt(p)) =
1

k
(λmax − ct(yt(p)). (7.24)

Proof. We first claim that for every item t in the active set at an active price of p,

limε→0 ct(yt(p − ε)) = ct(yt(p)). First assume that no new item joins the active set at

the price p. In a sufficiently small neighborhood around the price p, the contents of the

active set cannot change. Moreover, for the restricted instance consisting only of the items

and buyers in A(p − ε), ~y(p − ε) is always a min-cost flow since the algorithm specifically

computes a min-cost flow for the active set.

Applying Lemma 48 to the restricted instance provided by A(p) where all the active

items are priced at p, we have that limε→0 ct(yt(p− ε)) = ct(yt(p)). Now, we know that for
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all p− ε < p, item t does not meet the active criterion and therefore

p− ε− ct(yt(p− ε)) <
1

k
(λmax − ct(yt(p− ε))) . (7.25)

Applying the limit ε → 0 to both sides of the above inequality, we get the desired result.

Indeed, if instead of equality, we had a strict inequality, then that would imply a jump

discontinuity in ct(yt(p)).

Now, what if some new item t′ joins the active set at price pt? By definition, this

would imply that, ct′(yt′(p)) = p. Then, it is clear that we still have a min-cost flow at p

because for any other item t′′ in the active set, ct′′(yt′′(p)) = p. The same proof is therefore

still applicable. �

We also remark here that at every stage of the algorithm, for any buyer i, all the

items she uses at that stage must have the same marginal cost. Given an allocation ~y, we

will use ri(~y) to denote the (unique) marginal cost of the items being used by buyer i in

that allocation as long as all the items she uses have the same marginal. We are now ready

to prove our first main result regarding our algorithm. We show that for any value of k,

the stopping parameter, the solution returned by our algorithm is an envy-free allocation.

In addition, the allocation ~yk is also the minimum cost flow for the demand ~xk.

Theorem 9. For any given value of k, Algorithm 2 returns prices ~pk and an envy-free

allocation ~xk, ~yk. Moreover ~yk is also the minimum cost flow corresponding to the demand

~xk.

Proof. Recall that an allocation is envy-free if all buyers only purchase from the minimally

priced items available to them, i.e., ∀(i, t) ∈ E, p̄ki ≤ pkt . An allocation ~yk is a min-cost flow

for the demand ~xk if and only if ∀(i, t) ∈ E, ri(~y) ≤ ct(ykt ). That is, in addition to using the

minimally priced items buyers are also using the items with the smallest marginal costs.

Assume by contradiction that the allocation is not envy-free. Then, for some (i, t) ∈

E, p̄ki > pkt . This means that when t reached the stopping criterion at price pkt , i was

either active or inactive. Now consider some price p ∈ (pkt , p̄
k
i ). At this price t ∈ SF (p) and

i ∈ BA(p) ∪ BI(p). However, by Figure 7.1, there can be no edge between i and t which is

a contradiction. Therefore, the allocation returned by our algorithm is indeed envy-free.

Next, suppose that the allocation is not a minimum cost flow. Then ∃(i, t) ∈ E such
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that ct(y
k
t ) < ri(

~yk). We claim that this implies pkt < p̄ki . Rearranging the equation in the

statement of Proposition 12, we get that (remember p̄ki = pkt′ for some item t′ that i receives

and ri(
~yk) = ct′(y

k
t′))

p̄ki =
1

k
(λmax + (k − 1)ri(

~yk)) >
1

k
(λmax + (k − 1)ct(y

k
t )) = pkt . (7.26)

This means that ∃(i, t) ∈ E with pkt < p̄ki , which violates the envy-free condition.

Therefore, the allocation is also the minimum cost flow satisfying the given demand. �

The most crucial lemma that allows us to prove our approximation factor is the

following lower bound which we prove on the prices in the revenue maximizing solution

~popt. Unlike most existing work, this lower bound allows us to compare our solution directly

to the revenue-maximizing solution, instead of using the welfare-maximizing solution as a

proxy.

Lemma 15. For MHR inverse demand functions, the price of every item t in the profit-

maximizing solution ~popt is at least its price in ~pe, i.e., poptt ≥ pet .

Proof. The proof proceeds as follows. We first show that in any solution where some items

are priced below their price in ~pe, a few of these items do not meet the stopping criterion

at k = e. Then, we show that for any monotone hazard rate demand function that does

not satisfy the stopping criterion at k = e, we can always increase the price on the items

and improve the profits thereby contradicting the optimality of ~popt.

Assume by contradiction that in the optimal solution some items have a price smaller

than their price in ~pe. Let Smin be the subset of such items with the smallest price (call

it pmin). Since the optimum solution is envy-free and our solution is a min-cost flow,

we can apply Lemma 46. As per the lemma, there must exist some t ∈ Smin such that

ct(y
e
t ) ≤ ct(y

opt
t ). Call this item tmin.

Construct a directed graph G’ whose vertices are the same as in G but with the

following edges E′

1. (t, i) ∈ E′ if i is receiving non-zero amounts of item t in ~yopt.

2. (i, t) ∈ E′ if (i, t) ∈ E and poptt = p̄opti , i.e., t’s price coincides with the price of the

cheapest item available to i.
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Let S+
min be the set of items that reachable from tmin and B+

min be the set of buyers

reachable from tmin in this graph G’. We make three simple observations here: first, for

every item t ∈ S+
min, its price must equal pmin. Second, every buyer in B+

min is only receiving

allocations of the items in S+
min and has no edge in E to any item outside of S+

min also priced

at pmin. Finally, for every item t ∈ S+
min, its marginal cost in OPT is at least ctmin(yopttmin

).

These three observations imply that in a revenue maximizing solution, for the reduced

instance with only the buyers and sellers in B+
min and S+

min, for the corresponding demand

in OPT , the sub-allocation on these items must be a min-cost flow. Since petmin > pmin,

tmin cannot satisfy the stopping criterion (k = e) based on its price and allocation at OPT ,

i.e.,

pmin − ctmin(yopttmin
) <

1

e
(λmax − ctmin(yopttmin

)). (7.27)

Moreover, for every other t ∈ S+
min, its price in OPT is pmin and marginal cost is at

least as much as that of tmin. Therefore,

pmin − ct(yoptt ) <
1

e
(λmax − ct(yoptt )) (7.28)

Now, our idea is the following: we will uniformly increase the price on only the items

in S+
min by a sufficiently small amount so that the buyers from B+

min still use only these

items in an envy-free solution. Then we will use the stopping criterion to show that at

the new price, the seller’s profit strictly increases thereby violating the fact that OPT is a

revenue-maximizing solution.

We let p̂ denote the smallest price in ~pe ∪ ~popt that is strictly larger than pmin. It is

clear that as long as we increase the price of all t ∈ S+
min to some p ∈ [pmin, p̂), the cheapest

items for buyers in B+
min will only come from S+

min. Moreover, for any other buyer i /∈ B+
min,

the set of cheapest items will not change.

Now, gradually increase the price of only the items from S+
min, compute the min-

cost allocation for the buyers in B+
min using only these items. Retain the same price and

allocation for every other buyer and item. At any p ∈ [pmin, p̂), denote by c̃(p), the smallest

marginal cost of any item in S+
min at the new allocation at price p. Define a price p+ based

on one of two cases,

1. At some minimal p′ in the domain (pmin, p̂), the following condition is met: p′−c̃(p′) =
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1
e (λmax − c̃(p′)). Recall that the above condition is not met at p = pmin. Then, set

p+ = p′.

2. At no p ∈ [pmin, p̂) is the above condition met. Set p+ = 1
2(p̂+ pmin).

We remark that if some item meets the stopping condition above at price p+ at all,

then it must be the item(s) whose marginal cost equals c̃(p+) (See Propostion 8).

Define ~p+ as the price vector where items in S+
min are priced at p+ and the rest retain

their price in OPT . Let ~x+ and ~y+ be the corresponding buyer demand and envy-free

solution. Our main claim is the following: the profit π+ at ( ~p+, ~x+, ~y+) is larger than the

optimal profit π∗, which is a contradiction. Consider the difference between the two profits

(note that the payments and cost remains the same for buyers and items not in B+
min and

S+
min respectively).

π+ − π∗ =
∑

i∈B+
min

(p̄+
i x

+
i − p̄

opt
i xopti )− (C( ~y+)− C( ~yopt)) (7.29)

≥
∑

i∈B+
min

(p̄+
i x

+
i − p̄

opt
i xopti )−

∑
t∈S+

min

(ct(y
+
t )(y+

t − y
opt
t )) (7.30)

≥
∑

i∈B+
min

(p̄+
i x

+
i − p̄

opt
i xopti )−

∑
t∈S+

min

(c̃(p+)(y+
t − y

opt
t )) (7.31)

=
∑

i∈B+
min

(λi(x
+
i )− c̃(p+))x+

i −
∑

i∈B+
min

(λi(x
opt
i )− c̃(p+))xopti (7.32)

The first inequality comes from observing that ~p+ dominates ~popt and then applying

Corollary 4. The final equality is from rearranging the allocation from the items to the

buyers and using the fact p̄+
i and p̄opti are simply equal to the respective λi values.

Now we make a strong claim: that for all i ∈ B+
min, (λi(x

+
i )− c̃(p+))x+

i − (λi(x
opt
i )−

c̃(p+))xopti > 0. Clearly this would imply that π+ > π∗, thereby completing the contradic-

tion. So for the rest of the proof, we will focus on showing this claim.

Essentially the claim follows from the following two nice properties that hold for any

non-increasing MHR function fi(x).

1. (Lemma 53) If fi(0) ≥ efi(x) for some x, then
|f ′i(x)|
fi(x) ≥

1
x .

2. (Lemma 55) If
|f ′i(x1)|
fi(x1) ≥

1
x1

and x2 > x1, then f(x1)x1 > f(x2)x2.
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We show how the above two properties give us the desired claim. Define for all i,

fi(x) = λi(x) − c̃(p+). Clearly, this function still has a monotone hazard rate since λi

is MHR. Now, by definition of p+, we know that fi(0) ≥ fi(x
+
i ), i.e, 1

e (λmax − c̃(p+)) ≥

(p+ − c̃(p+)).

Therefore, from Lemma 53, we can conclude that
|f ′i(x+

i )|
fi(x

+
i )
≥ 1

x+
i

.

Now, we use this in the second lemma with x1 = x+
i and x2 = xopti . We know xopti >

x+
i . Therefore, we get, fi(x

+
i )x+

i > fi(x
opt
i )xopti . Replacing fi with the actual definition, we

get the desired result: (λi(x
+
i )− c̃(p+))x+

i > (λi(x
opt
i )− c̃(p+))xopti . �

We now describe our actual algorithm to approximately maximize profit that uses the

general procedure described in Algorithm 2. The algorithm is reasonably straightforward.

We make two calls to Procedure 2 for k = e and k =
√
e.

Algorithm 3 0.53-Approximate Algorithm to Maximize Profit

1: Let π1 be the profit of the solution returned by Algorithm 2 for k = e.
2: Let π2 be the profit of the solution returned by Algorithm 2 for k =

√
e.

3: Return max(π1, π2) and its corresponding prices and allocation.

Theorem 10. Algorithm 3 returns an envy-free allocation which is a (4
√
e−2−e) ≈ 1.877

approximation to the optimal profit.

Proof. Since we already argued that Algorithm 2 returns envy-free solutions, we only need

to establish the approximation bound. We also claim that ~p
√
e ≥ ~pe; this follows from

Proposition 9. First some notation: we partition the buyers into sets BH and BL such that

for the buyers in BH , the minimally priced item available to them in ~popt is not smaller

than that available to them in ~p
√
e, i.e., i such that p̄opti > p̄

√
e

i . We already know due to

Lemma 15 that all buyers in BL have p̄opti > p̄ei . We show that ~pe extracts a large fraction

of optimum profit from the buyers in BL and ~p
√
e from BH . A key lemma that completes

the bound is that for MHR functions, for an increase in price from ~pe to ~p
√
e, the profit loss

is at most a factor two. Therefore, ~p
√
e extracts at least half the profit from the buyers in

BL. The precise factor of 1.88 comes from carefully balancing these bounds; this leads to

the choice of ~p
√
e and ~pe.

We will now provide lower bounds on both π1 and π2 as returned by Algorithm 3 and

show that for any instance, one of these is close enough to the optimal profit π∗. Let us

denote by ~zopt the minimum-cost flow corresponding to the buyer demand ~xopt (since the
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optimum allocation ~yopt may not be a min-cost flow). Since the minimum cost flow always

costs lesser than or equal to any given allocation, it is okay to compare our solutions with

an upper bound on the optimum which is,

π∗ ≤
∑
i∈B

p̄opti xopti −
∑
t∈B

Ct(z
opt). (7.33)

Now we apply the partition lemma (Lemma 13) to the envy-free profit maximizing

solution with BH as the desired subset. Let ~zopt(BH) be the respective min-cost flow for

only the demand due to buyers in BH in the profit maximizing solution. We then have,

π∗ ≤
( ∑
i∈BH

p̄opti xopti − C( ~zopt(BH))
)

+
( ∑
i∈BL

p̄opti xopti −
(
C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH))

) )
(7.34)

As shown above, we have decomposed the profit into that due to BH and due to BL

respectively. For convenience, we will refer to the left term above as πopt(BH) and the right

term as πopt(BL), then we have shown that π∗ ≤ πopt(BH) + πopt(BL). We now show a

simple claim on the marginal costs of buyers in BH and BL.

Lemma 16. 1. For all i ∈ BH , ri( ~zopt(B
H)) ≤ ri( ~zopt) ≤ ri( ~y

√
e) ≤ ri(~ye).

2. For all i ∈ BL, ri( ~zopt) ≤ ri(~ye).

3.
∑

i∈BH ri(~y
e)xopti ≥ C( ~zopt(BH)).

4.
∑

i∈BL ri(~y
e)xopti ≥ (C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH))).

Proof. Define ~ye(BH) and ~y
√
e(BH) to be the min-cost flows for the demand corresponding

only to the buyers in BH in ~xe and ~x
√
e respectively. Since for i ∈ BH , p̄opti ≥ p̄

√
e

i ≥ p̄ei , we

have ~xopt ≤ ~x
√
e ≤ ~xe. Applying Lemma 12 gives us the last three terms of the first result.

Corollary 5 gives us that ri( ~zopt(B
H)) ≤ ri( ~zopt).

For all i including the buyers in BL, xopti ≤ xei since ~popt ≥ ~pe. So applying Lemma 12

to the optimum solution and ~xe, we get the second result.

Now for the third result. Consider
∑

i∈BH ri(~y
e)xopti . As per the first result, this is not

greater than
∑

i∈BH ri(
~zopt(BH))xopti = ct(z

opt
t (BH))zoptt (BH). By Convexity arguments,

the last term is clearly an upper bound for C( ~zopt(BH)).
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For the final result, we begin with the observation (from Point 2) that∑
i∈BL ri(~y

e)xopti ≥
∑

i∈BL ri(
~zopt)xopti .

From Lemma 13, we know that
∑

i∈BL ri(
~zopt)xopti ≥

∑
t∈S(Ct(z

opt
t )− Ct(zoptt (BH)),

which completes the result. �

Stopping Condition Related Properties

Finally, we rewrite the stopping conditions for all buyers i, for k = e and k =
√
e

respectively and show a simple lemma based on this.

p̄ei =
1

e
λmax + (1− 1

e
)ri(~ye). (7.35)

p̄
√
e

i =
1√
e
λmax + (1− 1√

e
)ri(

~y
√
e). (7.36)

Lemma 17. For all i, p̄ei ≥ 1√
e
p̄
√
e

i + (1− 1√
e
)ri(~ye).

Proof. Multiplying the rewritten stop condition for k =
√
e with 1√

e
, we get 1√

e
p̄
√
e

i =

1
eλ

max + ( 1√
e
− 1

e )ri(
~y
√
e). From Lemma 16, we get that this quantity is no more than

1
eλ

max + ( 1√
e
− 1

e )ri(~ye). Substituing 1
e (λmax − ri(~ye)) = p̄ei − ri(~ye) gives us the desired

result. �

Lower bound on π1: Profit at k = e

We now begin with the main proof by showing a lower bound on π1. Recall that π1

is the solution where all items are priced at pet . First, we apply Lemma 47 with (~pe, ~xe, ~ye)

as the first solution and the optimum solution as the second. Following this, we apply the

flow partition lemma to
∑

t∈S C(zoptt ) with BH as the subset.

π1 =
∑
i∈B

p̄eix
e
i − C(~ye) (7.37)

≥
∑
i∈B

p̄eix
opt
i − C( ~zopt) (7.38)

=
∑
i∈BH

p̄eix
opt
i − C( ~zopt(BH)) +

∑
i∈BL

p̄eix
opt
i − (C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH))). (7.39)

π1: Profit due to buyers in BH

Now consider the first term above corresponding to the buyers in BH . We apply the
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rewritten stopping condition to get the following lower bound,

∑
i∈BH

p̄eix
opt
i − C( ~zopt(BH)) ≥

∑
i∈BH

(
1

e
λmax + (1− 1

e
)ri( ~xe)

)
xopti − C( ~zopt(BH)). (7.40)

From Lemma 16 (Point 3), we get
∑

i∈BH (1 − 1
e )ri( ~xe)x

opt
i ≥ (1 − 1

e )(C( ~zopt(BH))).

And so, we get a final lower bound on the profit due to the buyers in BH .

∑
i∈BH

p̄eix
opt
i − C( ~zopt(BH)) ≥

∑
i∈BH

1

e
λmaxxopti −

1

e
C( ~zopt(BH)) (7.41)

≥ 1

e

∑
i∈BH

p̄opti xopti − C( ~zopt(BH))

 (7.42)

=
1

e
πopt(BH). (7.43)

π1: Profit due to buyers in BL

We move on to the profit due to the terms in BL and apply Lemma 17.

∑
i∈BL

p̄eix
opt
i − (C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH))) ≥

[ ∑
i∈BL

(
1√
e
p̄
√
e

i + (1− 1√
e

)ri(~ye)

)
xopti

− (C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH)))
]
. (7.44)

Applying the final claim in Lemma 16, we get that (1− 1√
e
)ri(~ye)x

opt
i ≥ (1− 1√

e
)(C( ~zopt)−

C( ~zopt(BH))). Now we are in a position to get a final lower bound for the profit due to the

terms in BL.

=
∑
i∈BL

p̄eix
opt
i − (C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH))). (7.45)

≥ 1√
e

∑
i∈BL

p̄
√
e

i xopti − (C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH)))

 (7.46)

≥ 1√
e

∑
i∈BL

p̄opti xopti − (C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH)))

 (7.47)

=
1√
e
πopt(BL). (7.48)
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Recall that πopt(BH) + πopt(BL) ≥ π∗. Our final bound for π1 reads as follows

π1 ≥
1

e
πopt(BH) +

1√
e
πopt(BL). (7.49)

Lower bound on π2: Profit at k =
√
e

Now we move on to π2 which is the profit due to the solution returned by our algorithm

for k =
√
e. Notice that for the buyers in BH , the demand in this solution is larger than

the demand in the optimum, whereas it is smaller for the buyers in BL. It may be possible

that by increasing the price from the optimum solution for some buyer in BL, we lose most

of her flow and thus we may not be extracting any profit at all from these buyers. Our

first main claim leverages a property of MHR functions to show that for every buyer in BL,

x
√
e

i ≥
1
2x

opt
i , i.e., due to the price increase, the drop in the buyer’s demand cannot be larger

than a factor of two.

Consider the function f(x) = λi(x)− ri( ~y
√
e) for any i ∈ BL. Recall that due to the

definition of best-response demand, we have that λi(x
√
e

i ) = p̄
√
e

i . Thus, we know from the

stopping condition that f(0) =
√
ef(x

√
e

i ). We also know from Lemma 17 that
√
ef(xei ) ≥

f(x
√
e

i ). This is true because ri(~ye) ≥ ri( ~y
√
e) for all i. Therefore, applying the property of

MHR functions from Lemma 54, we get the desired claim that x
√
e

i ≥ 1
2x

e
i ≥ 1

2x
opt
i . Now

apply Lemma 49 to the solutions ( ~p
√
e, ~x
√
e, ~y
√
e) and ( ~popt, ~xopt, ~zopt) with α = 1

2 . We get

the following lower bound for the profit when k =
√
e:

π2 ≥
( ∑
i∈BH

p̄
√
e

i xopti − C( ~zopt(BH))
)

+
1

2

( ∑
i∈BL

p̄opti xopti − (C( ~zopt)− C( ~zopt(BH)))
)

(7.50)

We will refer to the above two terms as π2(BH) and π2(BL).

π2: Profit due to buyers in BL:

Clearly since α = 0.5, we immediately have that π2(BL) = 0.5πopt(BL). Therefore, we only

need to focus on bounding π2(BH) in terms of πopt(BH), which we do below.

π2: Profit due to buyers in BH :

We now exclusively focus on the profit due to the terms in BH .
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Using the rewritten stopping condition, we see that for all i ∈ BH , p̄
√
e

i ≥
1√
e
λmax +

(1 − 1√
e
)ri(

~y
√
e). But we also know that ri(

~y
√
e) ≥ ri( ~zopt) ≥ ri( ~zopt(B

H)) due to Lemma

16. Getting back to π2, we have

π2(BH) =
∑
i∈BH

p̄
√
e

i xopti − C( ~zopt(BH)) (7.51)

≥
∑
i∈BH

(
1√
e
λmax + (1− 1√

e
)ri( ~zopt(B

H))

)
xopti − C( ~zopt(BH)). (7.52)

Notice that
∑

i∈BH ri(
~zopt(BH))xopti =

∑
t ct(z

opt
t (BH))zoptt (BH) ≥

∑
t∈S Ct(z

opt
t (BH)).

So cancelling (1− 1√
e
) from the costs, we get

π2(BH) ≥ 1√
e

(
∑
i∈BH

λmaxxopti − C( ~zopt(BH))) (7.53)

≥ 1√
e

(πopt(BH)). (7.54)

Therefore, our lower bound on π2 is 1√
e
(πopt(BH)) + 1

2(πopt(BL)). Recall that

πopt(BH) + πopt(BL) ≥ π∗ and π1 ≥ 1
e (πopt(BH)) + 1√

e
(πopt(BL)).

Some basic algebra gives us that

min(π1, π2) ≥ 1

4
√
e− (2 + e)

π∗ ≥ 1

1.877
π∗ ≈ 0.53π∗. (7.55)

This completes the proof.

It is important to note that ~p
√
e is not simply a scaled version of the prices in ~pe; its

construction crucially depends on the stopping condition, which in turn depends on both

the price and the production cost. The presence of production costs means that previous

approaches (e.g., scale prices uniformly, choose a single price for all items) do not work well,

as they can end up with solutions with high production cost and thus low overall profit. �

7.4 Efficient Implementation of the Ascending-Price Procedure

We now describe how to implement Algorithm 2 efficiently. The following algorithm

uses O(|B| log(λmax)) min-cost computations, where |B| is the number of buyer types and

λmax is the peak of the buyer valuation functions. The efficient implementation depends

crucially on the following fact: Fix any active set (B1, S1) and an active price range [p1, p2].
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Look at only min-cost allocations. Suppose that at p1 (all active items have this price),

none of the items in the active set meet the stopping criterion (for some k) and at some

p ∈ (p1, p2], an item t meets the stopping criterion. Then, if we compute the minimum cost

allocation/flow when all the active items are priced at p2, t must still meet the stopping

criterion. This property hints at a ‘binary search’-like approach to identify the exact price

at which an item meets the stopping criterion. We first prove the property and then provide

the algorithm.

Lemma 18. Consider some set of (active) buyers and items (B1, S1) and suppose that

when all items are priced at p, some item t meets the stopping criterion in Equation 7.20

for the corresponding min-cost allocation ( ~xa, ~ya). For any p2 ≥ p, let ~xb, ~yb be the min-cost

best-response solution when all of the items in S1 are priced at p2. Then t must meet the

stopping criterion at this new allocation, i.e.,

p2 − ct(ybt ) ≥
1

k
(λmax − ct(ybt )). (7.56)

Proof. The proof is straightforward and follows from an application of Lemma 12. Since ~xa

dominates ~xb, by the lemma, we know that ct(y
b
t ) ≤ ct(yat ). We also know from the stopping

criterion at p that

p ≥ 1

k
(λmax + (k − 1)ct(y

a
t )) ≥ 1

k
(λmax + (k − 1)ct(y

b
t )). (7.57)

p is smaller than p2 and therefore, t also meets the stopping criterion for the flow ~yb. �

We need some additional notation before we define the algorithm. Consider the set of

prices ~p∗ given by marginal cost pricing at the optimum solution. This is the starting point

for Algorithm 2. Define the boundary price vector P = {p0, p1, · · · , pm}, such that p0 is the

unique smallest price in ~p∗, p1 is the unique second smallest price in ~p∗ and so on. Finally

set pm = λmax. For all j < m, when the active price is P (j) = pj−1, some new items and

buyers enter the active set because their initial price was also P (j). We first describe the

algorithm semi-formally and then show correctness.

1. Initialize the active set to be the same as the initial active set in Algorithm 2.

2. Iterate for j = 0 to m.
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3. Set the price of active items to be P (j) and compute a min-cost best-response alloca-

tion for the active buyers, (~x(j), ~y(j)).

4. Let SF (j) be the set of items that meet the stopping condition at this allocation.

5. Run a binary search for the items in SF (j) in the interval [P (j−1), P (j)] and remove

them at the exact price at which they become finished along with the buyers using

them.

6. Add items to the active set whose price in ~p∗ is P (j) and the buyers using them in

~y∗.

7. Let BA(j) be the new set of active buyers and SA(j), the active items.

8. Repeat the process.

Before showing correctness of the above algorithm and elucidating upon the ‘binary

search’ in Step 6, we show some simple invariants of the above algorithm that prove that

the above algorithm ‘simulates’ Algorithm 2.

Lemma 19. The following invariants hold during the course of the above Algorithm.

1. For any j, BA(j) ∪ SA(j) = BA(P (j)) ∪ SA(P (j)).

2. For any j, all the items in SF (j) meet the stopping criterion in the interval [P (j −

1), P (j)] during the course of Algorithm 2.

Recall that BA(P (j))∪SA(P (j)) denote the contents of the active set in Algorithm 2

when the active price was P (j). We already know any item that meets the stopping criterion

in the interval should show up in SF (j). The above lemma complements this result by saying

all items that show up in SF (j) must meet the stopping criterion.

Proof. We show this by induction on j. Clearly at j = 1, no item meets the stopping

criterion since since P (1) = ct(y
∗
t ). This means that the first invariant is also true trivially.

Suppose that the invariants are true up to iteration j − 1. Notice that at the beginning of

iteration j, we compute a min-cost flow for the items and buyers in BA(j − 1) ∪ SA(j − 1).

Assume by contradiction that at j, ∃t ∈ SF (j) that does not meet the stopping

criterion in the interval [P (j − 1), P (j)] in the algorithm. We carefully introduce more

notation,
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• Let S′F (j) be the subset of SF (j) of all the items that do meet the stopping criterion

in the interval during the course of the algorithm.

• Consider the set of buyers and items belonging to the active set at both P (j− 1) and

P (j), i.e., they did not meet the stopping criterion in the desired interval. Let Balg(j)

be the set of such buyers and Salg(j) be the set of such items. It is not hard to see that

Balg(j) ⊆ BA(j − 1) and Salg(j) ⊆ SA(j − 1). Moreover, Salg(j)∪S′F (j) = SA(j − 1).

• Let xalg(j) be the demand of the buyers in Balg(j) at price P (j) and let ~yalg(j) be the

corresponding min-cost flow using only the items in Salg(j). Indeed, in algorithm 2,

the buyers in Balg(j) are only using the items in Salg(j) at active price P (j).

Now, it is not hard to see that no buyer in Balg(j) has an edge to any item in S′F (j)

(Recall Figure 7.1). Define the demand vector ~x′(j) as ~x(j) but counting only the flow sent

to items in Salg(j). For all buyers in Balg(j), x′i(j) = xi(j). Now apply Corollary 5 for the

following two instances:

1. (Balg(j), Salg(j)) with demand xalg(j) and flow ~yalg(j)

2. (BA(j − 1), Salg(j)) with demand ~x′(j) with flow being ~y(j) but only for the items in

Salg(j).

Since t ∈ Salg(j), this means that ct(y
alg
t ) ≤ ct(yt(j)). But we already know that t did not

meet the stopping criteria at P (j), i.e.,

P (j)− ct(yalgt ) <
1

k
(λmax − ct(yalgt )). (7.58)

And so, t could have not met the stopping criteria in ~y(j), which is a contradiction.

The second invariant follows almost immediately. We know that the items that

reached the stopping criterion in Algorithm 2 in (P (j − 1), P (j)] constitute SF (j). Let

BF (j) be the corresponding buyers who also became finished along with the items in the

same interval but in the original algorithm. Clearly, BF (j) ⊆ BA(j − 1) as per definition.

Clearly, these buyers have edges to at least one item in SF (j). Now suppose that the binary

search algorithm has found a price p where item t exactly meets the stopping criterion and

suppose that some buyer i ∈ BF (j) who has an edge to this item has not been removed

yet. Since we only compute min-cost flows, either this buyer is using t or some item with a
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marginal cost equal to that of t, say t′. Indeed, t′’s marginal cost cannot be smaller than

that of t because that means that t′ would have been removed first. Therefore, we also

remove t′ and along with it buyer i. �

Conditional upon Invariant 1 holding up to some iteration j − 1 and invariant 2

holding up to iteration j, we now explain the binary search procedure before proving the

invariants.

Binary Search: Consider SF (j) and let t ∈ SF (j) be the item that reaches the

stopping condition first in [P (j − 1), P (j)] in the original algorithm. Clearly for all p′ > p

in that interval, it must meet the stopping criterion and for p′ < p, no item in SF (j) could

have met the stopping criterion. Therefore, we can effectively use binary search to identify

p. Now we can repeat this for all t′ ∈ SF (j) in the reduced interval [p, P (j)].

Theorem 11. The algorithm in Section 7.4 returns the same solution as Algorithm 2 for

any value of k.

Proof. We just need to show that every item t has the same price in the efficient algorithm

as it does in ~pk. We show this inductively on the set of distinct prices in ~pk. Let Sp be

some set of items priced at p in that vector and let Bp be the buyers using these items. We

only have to show that in the efficient algorithm, these items have the same price and these

buyers are also using only the items in Sp. Suppose that p ∈ (P (j − 1), P (j)] for some j.

We know that Bp ⊆ BA(j − 1) and Sp ⊆ SA(j − 1) as per Lemma 19.

Now as per the binary search algorithm, we would be searching in an interval (p′, P (j)]

such that for the active price strictly between p′ and p, no item would meet the stopping

criterion. Also note that the buyers in Bp have not been removed at this stage of the binary

search because they do not have edges to any items that finished before price p. Therefore,

we know that the binary search converges up on price p and at this point we have to remove

both item Bp and Sp, items not in Sp cannot meet the stopping criterion and have to have

a marginal cost larger than those in Sp. So buyers in Bp must only be using items in Sp

because this is a min-cost flow. �



Chapter 8

Bicriteria (Profit, Welfare)-Approximation

8.1 Overview of Section

So far, we have only looked at mechanisms that maximize either profit (revenue)

or social welfare exclusively. In this section, we will still consider a large market model

with multi-minded buyers (a strict generalization of unit-demand settings) and design si-

multaneous item pricing mechanisms that maximize both revenue and welfare at the same

time. When buyer inverse demand functions are log-concave and satisfy the uniform peak

assumption from the previous chapter, and bundles desired by the buyers are of approxi-

mately the same size, our algorithm results in simultaneous constant factor approximations

for both the objectives.

Specifically, we develop a new convex optimization based algorithm that computes

prices in poly-time, such that the simultaneous mechanism with these prices guarantees a

(Θ( log ∆
1−α ))-approximation to the optimum profit, and a Θ( 1

1−α)-approximation for welfare,

where ∆ is the ratio of the size of the largest bundle desired by any buyer to the smallest one.

α denotes the degree of regularity of the inverse demand function and is defined formally

in Definition 6. We give the first known bicriteria approximation for such general markets

with multi-minded buyer valuations and production costs.

8.2 Discussion and Model

While the significance of profit and social welfare is undisputed, it is easy to overlook

the fact the two objectives do not exist in a vacuum. For instance, although a monopolistic

seller may only be interested in profits, myopically increasing prices while compromising on

buyer welfare can lead to poor long-term revenue. This is distinctly true for large markets

with repeated engagement where singularly optimizing for one objective while ignoring the

other (as in the existing literature) could adversely affect the health of the marketplace [70].

Therefore, not only is it desirable to promote the design of holistic pricing solutions that

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, K. Kar, and S. Sekar, “Pricing to maximize revenue and welfare simultaneously in large

markets”, in Proc. 12th Int. Conf. Web Internet Econ., 2016, pp. 145–159
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of bicriteria results for specific cases

optimize on both counts simultaneously, it is also crucial to gain a better understanding of

how existing algorithms perform in a bicriteria sense. Against this backdrop, we seek to

address the question of whether there exist envy-free pricing mechanisms which achieve both

good revenue and good welfare simultaneously? Our main result in this chapter provides an

affirmative answer to this question for large markets with rather general buyer valuations.

There are several exciting aspects to this result: (i) Not only do we present the

only-known bi-criteria approximation algorithm for such general markets, but ours is also

the first non-trivial profit-maximization algorithm for multi-minded buyers in the envy-free

literature. (ii) Our welfare guarantees are completely independent of the bundle size (∆).

(iii) When buyers desire small bundles (e.g., for unit-demand valuations where all bundles

are unit-size), our solution extracts a constant portion of the social welfare as revenue,

as illustrated in Figure 8.1a. Moreover, for the important special case of unit-demand

valuations, we provide a much simpler pricing mechanism with slightly better constant

approximation factors than in the theorem statement. (iv) Finally, even when buyers desire

large bundles, it is reasonable to expect that in markets with similar types of goods, the

various bundles are of approximately the same size, i.e., ∆ is small.

Profit-Welfare Trade-Offs: The approximation guarantees in the theorem state-

ment are only the worst-case bounds derived independently for each objective. In fact,

as illustrated in Figure 8.1b, we prove that the two worst-case factors never occur simul-
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taneously and the actual bicriteria bound lies on a trade-off curve, resulting in improved

approximations for at least one objective, i.e., if the actual welfare is close to the worst-case

guarantee, then the profit is much better than in the theorem and vice-versa.

Model

Our market model comprises of a single seller controlling a set T of goods and a large

number of infinitesimal buyers. The buyers can be concisely represented using a finite set of

multi-minded buyer types B: for a given type i ∈ B, all the buyers having this type desire

the same set of item bundles Bi ⊆ 2T , and each buyer is indifferent between the bundles in

Bi.

Since we are interested in studying markets with many, many buyers and therefore,

correspondingly we take both the inverse demand and production cost functions to be

continuously differentiable. In addition, we also make the standard assumption that the

utility function ui(x) is concave for all i ∈ B and therefore its derivative λi(x) is non-

increasing with x. Finally, we consider production cost functions that are doubly convex

i.e, both Ct and its derivative ct(x) = d
dxCt(x) are convex and non-decreasing for all t ∈ T

and further, Ct(0) = ct(0) = 0. A number of well studied cost functions fall within our

framework [17].

As we did in the previous chapter, we assume that the inverse demand function also

obeys the Uniform Peak Assumption (see 2).

α-Strong Regularity

A first stab at the problem reveals that the above framework is too coarse to obtain

meaningful trade-offs between social welfare and profit. Indeed, it is not hard to reason

that a precise characterization of the revenue-welfare trade-offs would depend heavily on

the distributions of the buyer valuations. To better understand this dependence, we study

a class of inverse demand functions parameterized by a single parameter α ∈ [0, 1] known

as α-strongly regular distributions.

Definition 6. (α-Strong Regularity[100]) A buyer type i is said to have an α-Strongly

regular demand function (α-SR) for α ∈ [0, 1] if for any x1 < x2, we have λi(x2)
|λ′i(x2)|−

λi(x1)
|λ′i(x1)| ≤

α(x2 − x1).
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α-Strongly regular distributions were introduced in [100] as a strict generalization of mono-

tone hazard rate (MHR) distributions that smoothly interpolate between MHR (α = 0)

and regular distributions (α = 1). Our main contribution is the design of mechanisms that

simultaneously obtain good revenue and welfare for small α, and degrade gracefully as α

increases. Note that even the set of α-SR functions with α = 0, for which we obtain the

strongest results, contains a large class of important distributions, including exponential

(e.g., e−x), polynomial (e.g., 1− x2), and all log-concave functions.

We will use ( ~popt, ~xopt, ~yopt) to denote the maximum profit solution, and (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗) to

denote the solution maximizing welfare. Sometimes we will also use SW ∗ = SW (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)

and πopt = π( ~popt, ~xopt, ~yopt). Thus the quantity we are interested in is SW ( ~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)
SW ( ~popt, ~xopt, ~yopt)

.

We remark that the maximum social welfare solution should ideally be represented

as ( ~x∗, ~y∗). However, due to the following simple claim, we will define p∗t as below, and

let (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗) denote this specific welfare-maximizing solution. More importantly, as we

show in the Appendix, such a welfare maximizing solution can be computed efficiently via

a simple convex program.

Claim 8. There exists a welfare-maximizing solution (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗) where for every good t ∈ T ,

p∗t = ct(y
∗
t ). (Here ct is the derivative of Ct.)

8.3 Bicriteria Approximation Algorithm for Multi-Minded Buyers

We now consider simultaneous mechanisms for multi-minded buyers, wherein every

buyer wishes to purchase one bundle from a desired set (of bundles). We use `max to

denote the cardinality of the maximum sized bundle desired by any buyer type, and `min

for the minimum sized bundle. The main result in this section is a bicriteria approximation

algorithm that achieves a Θ( 1
1−α)-approximation to the optimum welfare; as for profit, we

obtain a Θ( 1
1−α) bound further discounted by a log(∆) factor, where ∆ = `max

`min
. Note that

as in Chapter 6, our profit bound is obtained in terms of the optimum social welfare.

Theorem 12. For any given instance with multi-minded buyers, there exists a poly-time(
Θ( log(∆)

1−α ),Θ( 1
1−α)

)
-bicriteria approximation algorithm for profit and welfare respectively.

Proof Sketch: The proof for the general case with multi-minded buyers is quite involved

and so we begin by providing a high level overview of the various ingredients that combine

to form the proof. The first step involves defining a benchmark solution (~xb, ~yb) whose
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social welfare, as in the unit-demand case, is at most a 2−α
1−α factor away from SW ∗. In the

unit-demand case, we were able to identify a suitable price vector to actually implement

this benchmark solution and extract a good fraction of its welfare as revenue. However,

this may no longer be possible for the general case as an analogous pricing solution would

involve personalized payments for each buyer and thus may not be realizable using simple

item pricing. In other words, the benchmark solution is only realizable by charging different

prices to different buyers for the same good, instead of item pricing in which a good has a

single price for all buyers. Charging such discriminatory prices would change the problem

completely and give the seller much more power (for example, maximizing revenue becomes

almost trivial, instead of NP-Complete). Our goal in this proof is therefore to compute

item prices which approximate this benchmark solution in both revenue and welfare.

The rest of the proof does not really use the benchmark solution directly; instead our

goal will be to use (~xb, ~yb) as a guide to design a sequence of (item) pricing solutions that

together behave like the benchmark solution, and return the ‘best approximation’ among

these solutions. Towards this end, we introduce the notion of an Augmented Walrasian

Equilibrium with dummy price p, which is a social welfare maximizing solution for an aug-

mented problem, consisting of the original instance plus |T | dummy buyers having constant

valuation p, one for each good t ∈ T . One way to think about this is as a Walrasian equi-

librium with a reserve price p for each good, so that the prices are required to be above p.

We show that these augmented equilibria have several desirable properties once the dummy

buyers are removed from the final solution.

The starting point for our algorithm is the identification of a carefully chosen dummy

price (see Claim 11) so that the ensuing augmented equilibrium (minus the dummy buyers)

captures the welfare of the benchmark solution to a large extent. Of course, the solution

may not extract the required profit, and to correct this (Claim 12), we show that simply

scaling the dummy price by a factor of two yields a solution whose welfare still approximates

the original solution. The repeated scaling gives us a sequence of log(∆) different pricing

solutions. Finally, we show that at least one solution in this sequence has profit and welfare

which both approximate that of the benchmark solution.

Both of the above claims make use of a charging argument that may be of indepen-

dent interest, wherein the lost welfare (due to a buyer facing high prices compared to her

personalized payment in the benchmark solution) is charged to a special class of goods,
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referred to as saturated goods, which always yield high revenue.

Proof. Benchmark Solution

Recall that (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗) denotes the pricing solution achieving the optimum social

welfare. Define p̃ = λmax(1 − α)
1
α . Now, the benchmark demand vector ~xb is defined as

follows: for each buyer i, xbi = min{x∗i , λ−1(p̃)}. The allocation vector ~yb is simply a scaled-

down version of the optimum allocation vector, i.e., suppose that x∗i (S) is amount of bundle

S consumed by buyer type i in (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗). Then, the amount of bundle S consumed by i

in the benchmark solution xbi(S) :=
xbi
x∗i
x∗i (S). This consumption pattern gives rise to the

allocation vector ~yb on the goods. Let SW b denote the social welfare of this benchmark

solution.

Does there exist a pricing solution ~pb with a single price per good that implements the

above benchmark solution? Unfortunately, one can easily define instances where this is not

the case. That said, a trivial way to implement the benchmark solution is via a personalized

payment scheme, i.e., each buyer i is charged a price of λi(x
b
i) that is completely independent

of other buyers. For convenience, we define πb =
∑

i∈B λi(x
b
i)x

b
i − C(~yb) to be the profit

due to the personalized payments. We begin by highlighting an obvious property of the

benchmark solution that will come in handy later on.

Proposition 13. The benchmark solution vectors are dominated by the optimum solution

vectors, i.e., ~x∗ ≥ ~xb and ~y∗ ≥ ~yb. Therefore for every good t, ct(y
b
t ) ≤ ct(y∗t ).

Despite its lack of implementability, the benchmark solution’s appeal lies in the fact

that both SW b and πb approximate SW ∗ up to a Θ( 1
1−α) factor, which we formally state

below. Observe that this is still a non-trivial claim; even with personalized payments, it is

not clear if we can ever approximate the optimum social welfare via profit. For instance, for

the max-welfare solution ( ~x∗, ~y∗), a personalized charging scheme achieves the same profit

as π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗), which may be quite poor. Our goal however, will be to use (~xb, ~yb) as a guide

to design a sequence of (item) pricing solutions that together behave like the benchmark

solution, and return the ‘best approximation’ among these solutions.

Claim 9. (1) SW b ≤
[
2( 1

1−α)
1
α − 1

]
πb (2) SW ∗ − SW b ≤ 1

1−απ
b.

The proof of the above claim is not hard to see, and we do not explicitly prove it

here as we do not really use the claim anywhere in the rest of this proof. Instead, we will
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state and prove approximate versions of the above claim that we will require later. These

approximate versions shed additional light on some of the sufficient conditions that a pricing

solution must satisfy in order to capture social welfare via profit.

Claim 10. 1. Suppose that (~p, ~x, ~y) is a pricing solution satisfying λi(xi) ≥ p̃ for every

i, and pt ≥ ct(yt) for all t ∈ T . Then,

SW (~p, ~x, ~y) ≤ [2(
1

1− α
)

1
α − 1]π(~p, ~x, ~y). (8.1)

2. Suppose that ~x is a demand vector satisfying xi ≥ xbi for every i. Then,

∑
i∈B

∫ x∗i

xi

λi(x)dx ≤ 1

1− α
∑
i∈B

λi(xi)xi. (8.2)

Proof. (Statement 1):

The social welfare of (~p, ~x, ~y) is
∑

i∈B ui(xi) − C(~y). The function ui is concave for every

i ∈ B, and therefore ui(xi) ≤ u′i(0) · xi = λmaxxi. So, our first inequality is the following,

∑
i∈B

ui(xi)− C(~y) ≤
∑
i∈B

λmaxxi − C(~y) (8.3)

=
λmax

p̃

∑
i∈B

p̃xi − C(~y) (8.4)

= (
1

1− α
)

1
α

∑
i∈B

p̃xi − C(~y). (8.5)

Now, the total profit that the seller makes at the given solution π(~p, ~x, ~y) equals∑
i∈B λi(xi)xi−C(~y) ≥

∑
i∈B p̃xi−C(~y). Using this, we get the following upper bound for

the ratio of the welfare to profit

∑
i∈B ui(xi)− C(~y)

π(~p, ~x, ~y)
≤

( 1
1−α)

1
α
∑

i∈B λi(xi)xi − C(~y)∑
i∈B λi(xi)xi − C(~y)

(8.6)

≤
( 1

1−α)
1
α
∑

i∈B λi(xi)xi −
1
2

∑
i∈B λi(xi)xi∑

i∈B λi(xi)xi −
1
2

∑
i∈B λi(xi)xi

(8.7)

= 2(
1

1− α
)

1
α − 1. (8.8)

The second inequality above stems from Lemma 50 in the Appendix, which states
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that for any feasible pricing solution, C(~y) ≤ 1
2

∑
i∈B λi(xi)xi. This completes the proof of

the first statement.

Statement 2:

We need to prove an upper bound on the quantity
∑

i∈B
∫ x∗i
xi
λi(x)dx given the con-

dition that xi ≥ xbi for all i ∈ B. Since λi is an α-strongly regular function for all

i, we can apply our crucial Lemma 57 to bound the integral as follows
∫ x∗i
xi
λi(x)dx ≤

1
1−α( λi(xi)

|λ′i(xi)|
)(λi(xi)− λ(x∗i )). Summming this up, one obtains,

∑
i∈B

∫ x∗i

xi

λi(x)dx ≤ 1

1− α
∑
i∈B′

λi(xi)

|λ′i(xi)|
(λi(xi)− λi(x∗i )) (8.9)

≤ 1

1− α
∑
i∈B′

xiλi(xi). (8.10)

In the above expression, B′ is the set of buyers for whom λi(xi) > λi(x
∗
i ). For the

remaining buyers, the integral is not positive and so we can safely ignore these terms.

Further, since xi ≥ xbi , and λi(xi) > λi(x
∗
i ) for all i ∈ B′, it must be that λi(x

b
i) > λi(x

∗
i ),

and so by definition of the benchmark solution, we have that λ(xbi) = p̃. Thus, it is not

hard to see that for every buyer i ∈ B′, λi(xi) ≤ λi(xbi) = p̃ = λmax(1−α)
1
α , and so, as per

Corollary 8, λi(xi)/|λ′i(xi)| ≤ xi. This completes the proof. �

Augmented Walrasian Equilibrium with Dummy Prices

The most important notion in this proof is that of an augmented Walrasian equi-

librium. At a high level, the augmented equilibrium is a useful tool that allows us to

approximate ‘personalized payment’-based solutions via item pricing as long as the total

price charged to different buyers is correlated. For instance, in the benchmark solution,

buyers are either charged p̃ or λi(x
∗
i ).

Definition 7. Given an instance I = (B, T ), an augmented Walrasian equilibrium with

dummy price p is the social welfare maximizing allocation for an instance I+ = (B ∪B′, T )

where B, T are as defined previously and B′ consists of |T | buyer types, one for each t ∈ T ,

such that the buyer it corresponding to good t has only good t in her desired set of bundles

(exactly one bundle consisting of one item). Moreover, this buyer has a constant valuation

λit(x) = p for x ≤ L, where L is some sufficiently large population, and λit(x) = 0 for

x > L.
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One can imagine that each new buyer type has a virtually infinite population of

buyers all of whom desire one good and have the same valuation. Given I, p, an augmented

Walrasian equilibrium with this dummy price can be computed efficiently using the same

convex program as before.

Pricing Solutions Obtained via Augmented Equilibria Given a dummy price p,

the augmented equilibrium computation gives us a social welfare maximizing demand and

allocation vector ( ~xp, ~yp) for the corresponding instance I+. However, we are only interested

in valid pricing solutions for our original instance I. We now provide a simple transformation

to convert ( ~xp, ~yp) into a pricing solution (~p, ~x, ~y) for the original instance, which we will

take for granted in the rest of this work. Essentially, such a pricing solution is obtained by

taking the augmented Walrasian equilibrium, pricing each good at its marginal cost, and

then removing all consumption due to dummy buyers. Formally, define pt = ct(y
p
t ) for all

t ∈ T , and for i ∈ B, xi = xpi . Finally, let these buyers consume the same bundles as in

the augmented equilibrium, i.e., for every S ∈ Bi, the amount of this bundle consumed

by the buyer in (~p, ~x, ~y), xi(S) is the same as the amount consumed by this buyer in the

augmented equilibrium, xpi (S).

It is evident from the definition that (~p, ~x, ~y) is a valid pricing solution for our original

instance I. We first highlight some simple properties obeyed by such a pricing solution

irrespective of the exact dummy price and in the process, gain some understanding of the

structure of these solutions.

Lemma 20. Given an instance and a dummy price pd, let (~p, ~x, ~y) denote the pricing

solution for the original instance obtained via the augmented Walrasian equilibrium with

dummy price pd. Then,

1. For every good t ∈ T , we have pt = max{pd, ct(yt)}.

2. The profit due to the solution π(~p, ~x, ~y) ≥ C(~y).

Proof. Suppose that ( ~xpd , ~ypd) denotes the augmented Walrasian equilibrium with dummy

price pd. By construction, we know that for every t, pt = ct(y
pd

t ).

1. We first claim that for every good t, ct(y
pd

t ) ≥ pd. Indeed, if this condition were

not met for some t, then one could increase the social welfare of ( ~xpd , ~ypd) by simply

allocating a non-zero amount of good t to the dummy buyer assigned to that good it
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violating the fact that ( ~xpd , ~ypd) is a social welfare maximizing allocation. Therefore

for every t, it is true that pt = ct(y
pd

t ) ≥ pd.

Since buyers are using the same bundles as in the augmented equilibrium, the con-

sumption of any good in ~y cannot be larger than its consumption in ~ypd , i.e., for all

t ∈ T , yt ≤ yp
d

t . This implies that pt = ct(y
pd

t ) ≥ ct(yt).

Now consider some good t for which pt > pd. We claim that no dummy buyer can

be consuming this good in the augmented equilibrium. Once again, we show this via

contradiction. Assume to the contrary: then, one could increase the social welfare of

( ~xpd , ~ypd) by removing a non-zero amount of the allocation given to dummy buyer it,

which violates the optimality of the solution. This means that the entire consumption

of good t comes from the original buyers in B, and therefore, yt = yp
d

t . This in turn

implies that ct(yt) = pt.

2. We have already showed that for all t, pt ≥ ct(yt). Therefore, the second statement is

a consequence of Lemma 50.

�

Saturated Goods Perhaps, the most useful feature of pricing solutions obtained via aug-

mented equilibria is highlighted in the second statement of the above lemma. Any good

that is not priced at the dummy price is in a sense saturated as pt = ct(yt). We refer to such

goods having pd < pt = ct(yt) as saturated goods. Saturated goods usually yield good profit

(due to high consumption) and thus, are useful in bounding the social welfare in terms of

profit. As we will show later, for a suitably chosen dummy price, any welfare lost from

the benchmark solution can be charged to the income obtained only from these saturated

goods.

First shot at an actual dummy price

Now that we have a better understanding of pricing solutions obtained via augmented

equilibria, we pose our first major question: can we effectively approximate the benchmark

solution using a carefully chosen dummy price? Our journey towards answering the above

question begins with the answer to a slightly relaxed question: what is the highest possible

dummy price so that resulting solution has a social welfare comparable to that of the
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benchmark solution? Clearly, if the dummy price is small enough, one can recover the

original optimum solution. The insistence on high prices is to ensure that each buyer’s

demand in the augmented equilibria is somewhat comparable to λi(x
b
i). The following three

claims shed some light on this question, by identifying p̃
2`max as the appropriate dummy

price. At this dummy price, we show that any deviation from the benchmark solution can

be charged to the revenue provided by the saturated goods (and so the deviation cannot be

too large). Recall that `max is the size of the largest bundle desired by any buyer type.

Lemma 21. Suppose that ( ~xa, ~ya) is any given benchmark solution, satisfying λi(x
a
i ) ≥ p̂ >

0 for all i ∈ B. Let (~p, ~x, ~y) denote a pricing solution for the original instance obtained

via an augmented Walrasian equilibrium with dummy price p̂
2`max . Then, for any buyer i

having λi(xi) > λi(x
a
i ), and every bundle S desired by i (S ∈ Bi), we have that,

• S contains at least one saturated good.

• λi(xi) ≤ 2
∑

t∈S∩Ŝ pt, where Ŝ is the set of saturated goods in (~p, ~x, ~y).

Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from simple contradiction. Consider a buyer i

and bundle S ∈ Bi as mentioned in the statement of the lemma, and suppose that S does

not contain any saturated good. Therefore, as per Lemma 20, it must be true that for

every t ∈ S, pt = p̂
2`max . But since we have a valid pricing solution, it is also true that

λi(xi) ≤
∑

t∈S pt. So, we have that

p̂ ≤ λi(xai ) < λi(xi) ≤
∑
t∈S

pt = |S| p̂

2`max
≤ p̂

2
, (8.11)

which is a contradiction. Note that |S| ≤ `max, by definition.

Now that we have established that S contains at least one saturated good, we can

write λi(xi) as,

λi(xi) ≤
∑
t∈S∩Ŝ

pt +
∑

t∈S\(S∩Ŝ)

pt ≤
∑
t∈S∩Ŝ

pt +
p̂

2
. (8.12)

Since λi(xi) ≥ p̂, we get the desired lemma (second statement). �

Building on the previous lemma, we actually bound the welfare loss from the bench-

mark solution in terms of the income (profit without the cost) due to the saturated goods

in (~p, ~x, ~y) as well as (~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗). The introduction of OPTW here may appear strange at
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first but we remind the reader that bounding social welfare in terms of the profit at OPTW

does not really hurt us by much as a high profit at OPTW leads to a trivial bicriteria

approximation algorithm with optimal welfare.

Lemma 22. Suppose that ( ~xa, ~ya) is any given benchmark solution and (~p, ~x, ~y) denotes a

pricing solution for the original instance obtained via an augmented Walrasian equilibrium

with dummy price p̂
2`max . Also, suppose that the following conditions are satisfied

1. λi(x
a
i ) ≥ p̂ for all i ∈ B.

2. ~x∗ ≥ ~xa and ~y∗ ≥ ~ya.

Let B̂ be the set of buyers for whom λi(xi) > λi(x
a
i ). If Ŝ denotes the set of saturated

goods in (~p, ~x, ~y), then,

∑
i∈B̂

∫ xai

xi

λi(x)dx ≤
∑
i∈B̂

λi(xi)x
a
i ≤ 2

∑
t∈Ŝ

ptyt + 2
∑
t∈Ŝ

p∗t y
∗
t (8.13)

Proof. Suppose that xai (S) is the amount of bundle S consumed by buyer i in the benchmark

solution. Then, we have that
∑

i∈B̂ λi(xi)x
a
i =

∑
i∈B̂

∑
S∈Bi λi(xi)x

a
i (S).

Moreover, we know that for every S ∈ Bi, λi(xi) ≤ 2
∑

t∈S∩Ŝ pt, from Lemma 21.

Using this upper bound, we get

∑
i∈B̂

λi(xi)x
a
i ≤

∑
i∈B̂

∑
S∈Bi

∑
t∈S∩Ŝ

2ptx
a
i (S) ≤ 2

∑
t∈Ŝ

pty
a
t . (8.14)

Now, we divide the goods in Ŝ into two categories: set Ŝa represents the goods for

which yt ≥ yat , and the rest of the goods fall under Ŝ∗. Moreover, for every good t ∈ Ŝ∗,

ct(y
∗
t ) ≥ ct(yat ) ≥ ct(yt) = pt. Using this, we can proceed with our final simplification.

2
∑
t∈Ŝ

pty
a
t ≤ 2

∑
t∈Ŝa

pty
a
t + 2

∑
t∈Ŝ∗

pty
a
t ≤ 2

∑
t∈Ŝa

ptyt + 2
∑
t∈Ŝ∗

p∗t y
∗
t . (8.15)

Since Ŝ∗, Ŝa ⊆ Ŝ, we have our lemma. �

With our properties of augmented Walrasian equilibrium solutions firmly in place, we

are now ready to prove our first crucial claim, a lower bound for the social welfare of the

solution (~p, ~x, ~y) obtained via an augmented equilibrium in terms of the optimum welfare
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as well as the profit at (~p, ~x, ~y) as well as at OPTW . Assuming for the time being that the

profit at OPTW is not that large, the claim below gives us a handle on a (high enough)

dummy price for which our solution behaves like the benchmark solution. This dummy

price will be the starting point, from which we design a sequence of solutions to extract

good profit. If the current dummy price was much smaller (say), then we would still be

guaranteed a good social welfare but unfortunately, good profit becomes an arduous task.

Claim 11. Suppose that (~p, ~x, ~y) denotes a pricing solution for the original instance obtained

via an augmented Walrasian equilibrium with dummy price p̃
2`max . Then,

SW ∗ − SW (~p, ~x, ~y) ≤
(

5 +
6

1− α

)
[π(~p, ~x, ~y) + π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)]. (8.16)

Recall that p̃ = λmax(1− α)
1
α .

Proof. Consider SW ∗ − SW (~p, ~x, ~y); this can be expressed as follows,

SW ∗ − SW (~p, ~x, ~y) =
∑
i∈B

∫ x∗i

xi

λi(x)dx− (C( ~y∗)− C(~y)). (8.17)

Recall our original benchmark solution (~xb, ~yb). Divide B into two subsets: B̂ denotes

the set of buyers for whom λi(xi) > λi(x
b
i) and B \ B̂ denotes the other buyers. We now

further simplify the above equation,

∑
i∈B

∫ x∗i

xi

λi(x)dx =
∑
i∈B̂

∫ x∗i

xi

λi(x)dx+
∑
i∈B\B̂

∫ x∗i

xi

λi(x)dx (8.18)

=
∑
i∈B̂

∫ xbi

xi

λi(x)dx+ [
∑
i∈B̂

∫ x∗i

xbi

λi(x)dx+
∑
i∈B\B̂

∫ x∗i

xi

λi(x)dx] (8.19)

≤
∑
i∈B̂

∫ xbi

xi

λi(x)dx+
1

1− α
[
∑
i∈B̂

xbiλi(x
b
i) +

∑
i∈B\B̂

xiλi(xi)] (8.20)

≤
(

1 +
1

1− α

)∑
i∈B̂

λi(xi)x
b
i +

1

1− α
∑
i∈B\B̂

xiλi(xi). (8.21)

The bound for the term in the square parentheses in lines two and three comes

from the second half of Lemma 10 for which we define a new demand vector ~x′ such that

x′i = max(xbi , xi). The last line follows from simple rearrangement. The benchmark solution

satisfies all of the conditions mentioned in Lemma 22 and therefore, the first term above
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∑
i∈B̂ λi(xi)x

b
i is no larger than 2

∑
t∈Ŝ ptyt + 2

∑
t∈Ŝ p

∗
t y
∗
t . Once again, Ŝ is the set of

saturated goods in our pricing solution.

In summary, we get

∑
i∈B

∫ x∗i

xi

λi(x)dx ≤
(

2 +
3

1− α

)∑
i∈B

[λi(xi)xi + λi(x
∗
i )x
∗
i ]. (8.22)

Coming back to our original expression, the difference in social welfare can be written

as

SW ∗ − SW (~p, ~x, ~y) ≤
(

2 +
3

1− α

)∑
i∈B

[λi(xi)xi + λi(x
∗
i )x
∗
i ] + C(~y) (8.23)

≤
(

4 +
6

1− α

)
[π(~p, ~x, ~y) + π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)] + π(~p, ~x, ~y). (8.24)

The last step comes from Lemma 50. �

Penultimate Leg: Sequence of Solutions

Previously, we identified a suitable dummy price and proved that the solution obtained

via the augmented equilibrium at this dummy price (to some extent) captures all of the

welfare of the benchmark solution and any lost welfare can be charged to the saturated

goods. What about the profit of this solution? When all of the bundles desired by buyers

are of equal cardinality, one can immediately show that the solution’s profit also mimics

that of the personalized payment scheme in the benchmark solution, πb. When there is large

disparity in the bundle sizes, however, the dummy price may result in buyers gravitating

towards the smaller sized bundles. How do we fix this?

In this subsection, we consider augmented Walrasian equilibria at dummy prices that

are scaled versions of the original dummy price p̃
2`max . Sequentially, we show that, if the

profit at the previous solution (starting with the original dummy price) does not meet our

requirement, then scaling the dummy price by a factor of two, does not really lead to a

large loss in social welfare. Once again, our primary technique is a charging argument that

assigns the lost welfare to the profit of the saturated goods. The profit due to the saturated

goods is no larger than the social welfare of the solution, and thus, in either event, the social

welfare cannot be small.

We begin with some notation. Consider the vector of prices defined as P (j) = 2j p̃
2`max
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for j = 0 up to j = dlog(∆)e+ 1, and define (~p(j), ~x(j), ~y(j)) to be the pricing solution for

the original instance obtained via the augmented Walrasian equilibrium at dummy price

P (j). While below we assume that ∆ is a power of 2, this argument is easily generalized.

Let us also define SW (j) and π(j) to be the social welfare and profit of the pricing solu-

tion (~p(j), ~x(j), ~y(j)). Observe that (~p(0), ~x(0), ~y(0)) denotes the solution with the original

dummy price for whose social welfare we obtained a bound in Claim 11.

Our next claim establishes a bound on the loss in social welfare as we increase the

dummy price, in terms of the the previous and the current profit. For the rest of this proof,

we define δ := log2(∆).

Claim 12. For every j ∈ [0, δ], SW (j)− SW (j + 1) ≤ 3π(j) + 3π(j + 1).

Proof. Consider SW (j)− SW (j + 1), this can be bound as follows,

SW (j)− SW (j + 1) ≤
∑
i∈B

λi(xi(j + 1))xi(j)− (C(~y(j))− C(~y(j + 1)). (8.25)

Let us divideB into two groups of buyers: B1, which are the buyers satisfying λi(xi(j+

1)) ≤ 2λi(xi(j)) and B2 which represent the buyers for whom λi has more than doubled.

Our proof will proceed by charging the loss in welfare for the buyers in B1 to π(j); for the

buyers in B2, the loss in welfare will be charged to both π(j) as well as the income/revenue

from the saturated goods in π(j + 1). In fact, we are only interested in a special class of

saturated goods, for which ct(yt(j+1)) ≥ ct(yt(j)). Formally, define SS(j+1) as the subset

of saturated goods in (~p(j + 1), ~x(j + 1), ~y(j + 1)) having ct(yt(j + 1)) ≥ ct(yt(j)).

We first state a simple sub-claim, which we prove later.

Lemma 23. For every buyer i ∈ B2, and any bundle S ∈ Bi that i consumes a non-zero

amount of in (~p(j), ~x(j), ~y(j)), we have that λi(xi(j+1))−2λi(xi(j)) ≤
∑

t∈SS(j+1)∩S pt(j+

1).

Now, we are ready to proceed with the proof. Let us divide
∑

i∈B λi(xi(j + 1))xi(j)

into two parts, namely (i):
∑

i∈B1
λi(xi(j + 1))xi(j) +

∑
i∈B2

2λi(xi(j))xi(j), and (ii):∑
i∈B2

[λi(xi(j + 1))− 2λi(xi(j))]xi(j). Consider the first part,

∑
i∈B1

λi(xi(j + 1))xi(j) +
∑
i∈B2

2λi(xi(j))xi(j) ≤ 2
∑
i∈B

λi(xi(j))xi(j). (8.26)
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We proceed with the second part carefully. Consider the solution (~p(j), ~x(j), ~y(j)),

and define zi(S) to be the amount of bundle S consumed by buyer i in this solution.

Without loss of generality, assume that Bi consists only of bundles that i is consuming

non-zero amounts of in (~p(j), ~x(j), ~y(j)). Applying our Sub-Lemma 23, we get that,

∑
i∈B2

[λi(xi(j + 1))− 2λi(xi(j))]xi(j) ≤
∑
i∈B2

∑
S∈Bi

[λi(xi(j + 1))− 2λi(xi(j))]zi(S) (8.27)

≤
∑
i∈B2

∑
S∈Bi

∑
t∈SS(j+1)∩S

pt(j + 1)zi(S) (8.28)

≤
∑

t∈SS(j+1)

pt(j + 1)yt(j) (8.29)

≤
∑

t∈SS(j+1)

pt(j + 1)yt(j + 1). (8.30)

Finishing up the proof, we have that

SW (j)− SW (j + 1) ≤
[
2
∑
i∈B

λi(xi(j))xi(j)− C(~y(j))

+
∑
t∈T

pt(j + 1)yt(j + 1) + C(~y(j + 1))

]
(8.31)

=

[
π(j) +

∑
i∈B

λi(xi(j))xi(j) +
∑
t∈T

pt(j + 1)yt(j + 1)

= +C(~y(j + 1))

]
(8.32)

≤ 3π(j) + 3π(j + 1). (8.33)

As usual, we replace the income with the profit as per Lemma 50. Recall that∑
t∈T pt(j + 1)yt(j + 1) =

∑
i∈B λi(xi(j + 1))xi(j + 1).

Proof of Lemma 23

We need to prove that for every buyer i ∈ B2, and any bundle S ∈ Bi that i consumes

a non-zero amount of in (~p(j), ~x(j), ~y(j)), λi(xi(j+1))−2λi(xi(j)) ≤
∑

t∈SS(j+1)∩S pt(j+1).

Consider the items in S \ SS(j + 1). Since λi(xi(j + 1)) =
∑

t∈S pt(j + 1) because i

consumes a non-zero amount of bundle S, then in order to prove the lemma, it suffices to

show that
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∑
i∈S\SS(j+1)

pt(j + 1) ≤ 2
∑

t∈S\SS(j+1)

pt(j) ≤ 2
∑
t∈S

pt(j) = 2λi(xi(j)). (8.34)

We claim that for every t ∈ S \SS(j + 1), pt(j + 1) ≤ 2pt(j). To see why this is true,

assume by contradiction that pt has more than doubled for some good t ∈ S \ SS(j + 1).

Clearly, this good must be saturated in (~p(j + 1), ~x(j + 1), ~y(j + 1)) since the dummy price

has only doubled, and ct(yt(j + 1) ≥ 2ct(yt(j)). However, saturated goods which have

ct(yt(j + 1) ≥ ct(yt(j)) belong to SS(j + 1) by definition. �

Since we can bound the difference in welfare via profit, we can sequentially build

solutions with good social welfare until we either reach a solution with good profit (in which

case, we are done) or j = 1 + δ is reached, and we have no more solutions to construct.

In order to analyze the boundary condition, we now establish upper bounds on the social

welfare at j = 1 + δ in terms of the profit obtained at that solution.

Lemma 24.

SW (δ + 1) ≤
(

2(
1

1− α
)

1
α − 1

)
π(δ + 1). (8.35)

Proof. Consider the pricing solution (~p(δ + 1), ~x(δ + 1), ~y(δ + 1)): this corresponds to an

augmented Walrasian equilibrium with dummy price 2δ+1 p̃
2`max = p̃

`min
, where `min ≥ 1 is

the cardinality of the smallest bundle desired by any one buyer type.

Applying Lemma 20, we know that for every t ∈ T , pt ≥ p̃
`min

. Therefore, we have

that for every buyer i ∈ B, λi(xi(δ + 1)) ≥ p̃
`min
|S|, for any S ∈ Bi. Since |S| ≥ `min, we

conclude that λi(xi(δ+1)) ≥ p̃. Applying Claim 10 on (~p(δ+1), ~x(δ+1), ~y(δ+1)) completes

the proof. �

Now, we are ready to combine all of the above claims and lemmas to make our final

stand: a bound on SW ∗ in terms of the profits of various solutions, which would imply that

the max-profit solution approximates the optimum welfare up to the desired bound. In the

next subsection, we take this proof further and show that if the max-profit solution from

the below claim does not result in a good welfare, then one can in fact identify another such

solution with similar profit guarantees but much better welfare.
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Claim 13.

SW ∗ ≤
(

8 + 2(
1

1− α
)

1
α + 4

1

1− α

)
[
1+δ∑
j=0

π(j) + π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)]. (8.36)

Proof. We know from Claim 11 that

SW ∗ − SW (0) ≤
(

5 +
6

1− α

)
[π(0) + π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)]. (8.37)

Our other crucial result, Claim 12 tells us that for any j, SW (j) − SW (j + 1) ≤

3π(j) + 3π(j + 1). Writing the above inequality for all j ∈ [0, δ] provides us with a nice

telescoping summation, which upon addition with the first inequality above yields

SW ∗ ≤ SW (δ + 1) +

δ∑
j=1

6π(j) + 3π(δ + 1) +

(
8 +

6

1− α

)
[π(0) + π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)]. (8.38)

Finally, by replacing SW (δ+ 1) with the bound obtained in Lemma 24, we can wrap

up the claim,

SW ∗ ≤ (2 + 2(
1

1− α
)

1
α )π(δ + 1) + 6

δ∑
j=1

π(j) +

(
8 +

6

1− α

)
[π(0) + π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)] (8.39)

≤
(

8 + 2(
1

1− α
)

1
α +

4

1− α

)
[
δ+1∑
j=0

π(j) + π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗)] (8.40)

For the second inequality, we used the fact that 2 1
1−α ≤ 2( 1

1−α)
1
α . �

Final Pricing Algorithm

We have all of the required lemmas in our arsenal, and now will go about deriving

our final algorithm. In the statement of Claim 13, there are 2 + log(∆) profit terms in

the RHS; therefore, the solution giving maximum profit among π(0), π(1), . . . , π(δ+ 1) and

π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗) must yield a (2 + log(∆))Θ( 1
1−α) approximation to both profit and welfare.

Our proof does not end here as our desired social welfare bound does not depend on ∆,

but by choosing the maximum profit solution, we may end up with a O(log(∆)) additional

welfare degradation on our hands.

However, we show that by using some careful analysis, one can instead compute a
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solution whose approximation for social welfare is simply O( 1
1−α) and thus, is independent

of ∆. We now define our main algorithm: for the purpose of continuity, let π(−1) represent

π(~p∗, ~x∗, ~y∗).

1. Let k be the smallest index in the range [−1, 1 + δ] such that SW ∗
π(k) is no larger than

2(log(∆) + 2){
(

8 + 2( 1
1−α)

1
α + 4 1

1−α

)
}.

2. Return the solution (~p(k), ~x(k), ~y(k)).

From Claim 13, it is clear that there exists at least one index k providing the desired

guarantee. In fact, if k = −1, then we are done because the solution returned is the one

maximizing social welfare. The following claim provides a lower bound on the social welfare

SW (k) when k ≥ 0.

Claim 14. The algorithm provides a (Θ( log ∆
1−α ),Θ( 1

1−α))-bicriteria approximation to revenue

and welfare.

Proof. The revenue bound simply follows from the algorithm, so we focus on the social

welfare here. Recall from Claim 11 that (i)SW ∗ ≤ SW (0) +
(

5 + 6
1−α

)
(π(−1) + π(0)).

Moreover, applying Lemma 12 repeatedly for j = 0 to k and performing the telescop-

ing summation, we get that (ii) : SW (0)− SW (k) ≤ 3π(0) + 6
∑k−1

j=1 π(j) + 3π(k).

We use the above inequalities to derive a lower bound on SW (k). We prove this in

two cases,

Case I: k = 0

SW ∗ ≤ SW (0) +

(
5 +

6

1− α

)
(π(−1) + π(0)) (8.41)

=⇒ SW ∗

2
≤ 6

(
1 +

1

1− α

)
SW (0). (8.42)

Clearly π(−1)(5+ 6
1−α) ≤ π(−1)(8+ 4

1−α+2( 1
1−α)

1
α ) ≤ SW ∗

2 as per the definition of the

algorithm since k 6= −1. Moreover, we also used the trivial inequality that π(0) ≤ SW (0).

In conclusion, we have that SW (k) = SW (0) is a Θ( 1
1−α)-approximation to the optimum

welfare.
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Case II: k > 0. We add up the inequalities (i) and (ii) from above to get

SW ∗ ≤ SW (k) + 3π(k) + (8 +
6

1− α
)
k−1∑
j=−1

π(j) (8.43)

≤ SW (k) + 3π(k) +
SW ∗

2
(8.44)

≤ 4SW (k) +
SW ∗

2
(8.45)

=⇒ SW ∗

2
≤ 4SW (k). (8.46)

The second inequality is a consequence of the fact that for every j ∈ [−1, k − 1],

SW ∗ ≥ 2(log(∆) + 2){
(

8 + 2( 1
1−α)

1
α + 4 1

1−α

)
π(j). We add this inequality for j = −1 to

k − 1, which consists of at most k + 1 ≤ log(∆) + 2 terms.

So, the worst welfare is obtained for k = 0. �

�



Chapter 9

Price Competition in Networked Markets with Multiple Sellers

9.1 Overview of Results

In this chapter, we shift gears and consider markets with many profit-maximizing

sellers and multi-minded buyers. We study this problem from the perspective of a system

designer who wishes to understand the efficiency of equilibrium in such markets in com-

parison to the optimum social welfare. In other words, we are still interested in bi-criteria

approximations of a specific kind: to design (1, α)-bi-criteria approximation algorithms,

that is, a solution with as high social welfare as possible, where all of the sellers act to

maximize revenue. The setting that we are interested in a market with a set E of goods

such that each seller controls one good e ∈ E, and each buyer desires a set of bundles.

Moreover, we specifically focus on graphical or networked markets as defined in Chapter 3,

where G = (V,E) captures the market and every buyer desires a path connecting a source

and a sink node. Recollect that the problem of designing exact algorithms for self-interested

agents in such settings is equivalent to solving for Nash equilibrium in the two-stage game

where sellers choose prices in the first stage and buyers buy paths in the second stage. In

contrast to the previous section with a single-seller, our results in this section revolve around

a crucial structural aspect of multi-seller markets, the number of monopolizing sellers in the

market. These are the sellers whose goods are required by every single buyer in the market.

Our central result in this section is characterization of equilibrium solutions. Specif-

ically, we show that as long as the inverse demand function of the buyers satisfies log-

concavity, the efficiency of the equilibrium solution is only a 1 +M factor smaller than that

of the optimum welfare, where M is the number of monopolies in the market. Potentially,

M could be much smalelr than the |E|, the total number of sellers.

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich and S. Sekar, “Price competition in networked markets: How do monopolies impact social

welfare?”, in Proc. 11th Int. Conf. Web Internet Econ., 2015, pp. 16–30
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9.2 Model

Recall that the algorithmic pricing problem in such markets can be formulated as a

two-stage game on a directed graph G = (V,E) where E is the set of sellers as well as the

set of goods, and every buyer (type) desires a path between some source node si and sink

ti. In markets where all the buyers require a similar type of good, it is typical to expect

that buyers’ demand sets consist of the same set of bundles. Keeping this in mind, we

consider a market where all of the buyers have the same type, i.e., these buyers desire a

path (collection of goods) between the same source and sink node. However, buyers may

have vastly different budgets for the same paths. As with before, this is captured using an

inverse demand function. In addition, we also make the assumption that for every good,

the derivative of the cost function d
dx(Ce(x)) = ce(x) is zero when x = 0.

Finally, we define M to be the number of monopolies in the market: an edge e is a

monopoly if removing it disconnects the source and sink.

Nash Equilibrium Pricing. A solution of our two-stage game is a vector of prices on each

item ~p and an allocation or flow ~x of the amount of each s-t path purchased, representing

the strategies of the sellers and buyers respectively. The total flow or market demand is

equal to the number of buyers with non-zero allocation x =
∑

P∈P xP , where P is the set of

s-t paths. We can also decompose this flow ~x into the amount of each edge purchased by the

buyers (xe)e∈E . Given this solution, the total utility of the sellers is
∑

e∈E(pexe − Ce(xe))

and the aggregate utility of the buyers is
∫ x
t=0 λ(t)dt −

∑
e∈E pexe. The social welfare is

simply
∫ x
t=0 λ(t)dt−

∑
eCe(xe).

We use the standard definition of Nash equilibrium for two-stage games to model the

stable states of our market. Formally, an allocation ~x is said to be a best-response by

the buyers to prices ~p if buyers only buy the cheapest paths and for any cheapest path P ,

λ(x) =
∑

e∈P pe. That is, buyers act as price-takers and any buyer whose value is at least

the price of the cheapest path will purchase some such path. A solution (~p, ~x) is a Nash

equilibrium if ~x is a best-response allocation to the prices and, ∀e if the seller unilaterally

changes his price from pe to p′e, then for every feasible best-response flow (x′e) for the new

prices, seller e’s profit cannot increase, i.e., pexe − Ce(xe) ≥ p′ex
′
e − Ce(x′e). Our notion of

equilibrium is quite strong as the seller does not have to anticipate the resulting flow: for

every best-response by the buyers, the seller’s profit should not increase.
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Min-Cost Flows and the Social Optimum:

Since an allocation vector ~x is equivalent to a s-t flow, we briefly dwell upon minimum

cost flows. Formally, we define R(x) to be the cost
∑

eCe(xe) of the min-cost flow of

magnitude x ≥ 0 and r(x), its derivative, i.e., r(x) = d
dxR(x). Both the flow and its cost

can be computed via a simple convex program given the graph. The min-cost function R(x)

obeys several desirable properties that we use later including:

Proposition 14. R(x) is continuous, non-decreasing, differentiable, and convex.

Proof. It is easy to see that R(x) cannot decrease as x increases because the cost of the

min-cost flow cannot be larger at smaller x since all the cost functions are non-decreasing.

So, we focus on proving the other three properties.

1. R(x) is continuous for all x

Intuitively, this must be true because increasing the flow by a small amount should

not lead to a large increase in the cost.

Proof. Since R is a non-decreasing function, we know the following inequality must hold:

limε→0R(x − ε) ≤ R(x) ≤ limε→0R(x + ε). Let R(x) = Cα(x), i.e., α is the optimal

allocation for the min-cost flow of value x. Then for any ε > 0, R(x + ε) ≤ Cα(x + ε),

simply because R(x+ ε) is the cost of the best allocation, which includes the allocation α.

Taking the limit on both sides as ε tends to zero, we get that limε→0R(x + ε) cannot be

any larger than Cα(x) = R(x). Thus we get that limε→0R(x+ ε) = R(x) for all x.

Moving on to the other limit, suppose that limε→0R(x−ε) = r1 < R(x) = limε→0R(x+

ε). For some sufficiently small ε, let ~x1 be the min-cost flow corresponding to R(x− ε) and

~x2 be the flow corresponding to R(x + ε). Consider the flow ~x = 1
2 ~x1 + 1

2 ~x2. Clearly,

this is a feasible flow of magnitude x. Moreover, since C is convex, we know that C(~x) ≤
1
2C( ~x1)+ 1

2C( ~x2) < R(x). The last inequality holds because for some sufficiently small ε, the

convex combination 1
2C( ~x1) + 1

2C( ~x2) lies in between r1 and R(x). This is a contradiction

since R(x) is the minimum cost of a flow of magnitude x. Thus R(x) is continuous at x. �

Recall the derivative of the min-cost flow r(x) = d
dxR(x). Although R(x) is continu-

ous, it is not clear that it is differentiable, so we define the appropriate left and right hand

derivatives r−(x), r+(x) according to the first principles. We now show that these two are

the same.
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2. R(x) is differentiable for all x

Proof. Recall the differential cost function for a fixed allocation cα(x) =
∑

e αece(αex).

Since Ce is differentiable, it implies that cα is continuous. More precisely,

cα(x) = lim
ε→0

Cα(x)− Cα(x− ε)
ε

= lim
ε→0

Cα(x+ ε)− Cα(x)

ε
.

Let α(x) denote the optimal flow allocation for a flow of size x (i.e., R(x) = Cα(x)(x)).

Then, we know that

r−(x) = lim
ε→0

R(x)−R(x− ε)
ε

= lim
ε→0

Cα(x)(x)− Cα(x−ε)(x− ε)
ε

, (9.1)

r+(x) = lim
ε→0

R(x+ ε)−R(x)

ε
= lim

ε→0

Cα(x+ε)(x+ ε)− Cα(x)(x)

ε
. (9.2)

From the above definitions, we see that r−(x) is always greater than cα(x)(x). This is

true because R(x−ε) ≤ Cα(x)(x−ε) since the former is the min-cost flow of that magnitude,

and the latter may be using a suboptimal allocation. Similarly, R(x+ ε) ≤ Cα(x)(x+ ε), so

we have r+(x) ≤ cα(x)(x). This gives us our first bound, r+(x) ≤ cα(x)(x) ≤ r−(x). Now,

suppose that r+(x) < r−(x). This would imply that

lim
ε→0

R(x)−R(x− ε)
ε

> lim
ε→0

R(x+ ε)−R(x)

ε
. (9.3)

Thus there exists a sufficiently small ε0 such that R(x) − R(x − ε0) > R(x + ε0) − R(x)

which implies R(x) > 1
2(R(x+ ε0) +R(x− ε0)).

Let the flows corresponding to R(x + ε0) and R(x − ε0) be ~x1 and ~x2 respectively.

Once again, take the average flow ~x = 1
2( ~x1 + ~x2). This flow has a magnitude of x and

its cost C(~x) ≤ 1
2(C( ~x1) + C( ~x2)) = 1

2(R(x + ε0) + R(x − ε0)) < R(x). However, this is a

contradiction since no feasible flow of magnitude x can have a cost less than R(x). So we

conclude that r+(x) ≥ r−(x). So finally, we have r+(x) = cα(x)(x) = r−(x).

Moreover, since all Ce are differentiable, then cα(x)(x) is always finite, thus proving

the desired claim that r(x) always exists and is continuous. �

3. R(x) is convex.

Proof. Consider arbitrary flow values x1 and x2, and let x = 1
2x1 + 1

2x2. Suppose to the

contrary that R(x) > 1
2R(x1) + 1

2R(x2). Now consider the flow vector ~x = 1
2 ~x1 + 1

2 ~x2 where
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~x1, ~x2 are the flow vectors corresponding to the minimum cost flows at x1, x2 respectively.

Clearly ~x has magnitude x. Moreover since C is convex, C(~x) ≤ 1
2(C( ~x1) + C( ~x2)) =

1
2(R(x1)+R(x2)) < R(x). This is a contradiction as no flow of magnitude x can have a cost

less than R(x), and so R(x) must be convex. �

�

The following lemma establishes that in a min-cost flow the marginal costs are bal-

anced across the paths.

Lemma 25. For any given x, let ~x be the minimum cost flow vector and Pi, Pj be any two

paths with non-zero flow in ~x. Then,
∑

e∈Pi ce(xe) =
∑

e∈Pj ce(xe). If Pi is a path with no

flow and Pj has non-zero flow in the minimum cost flow, then
∑

e∈Pi ce(xe) ≥
∑

e∈Pj ce(xe).

Proof. The lemma can also be proved using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the min-

cost flow optimization program. However, observe any cost minimizing flow must also be a

local optimum (for a convex program, the local and global optima coincide). If the above

lemma were not true, and for two such paths suppose that
∑

e∈Pi ce(xe) >
∑

e∈Pj ce(xe),

without loss of generality. Then, consider a new flow with the flow on Pi reduced by some

sufficiently small ε and the flow on Pj increased by the same amount. If the cost of the old

flow is z, then the cost of the new flow is

z +
∑
e∈Pj

[Ce(xe + ε)− Ce(xe)] +
∑
e∈Pi

[Ce(xe)− Ce(xe − ε)] (9.4)

=z + ε(
∑
e∈Pj

ce(xe)−
∑
e∈Pi

ce(xe)) < z. (9.5)

which is a contradiction because z is minimum cost among all feasible flows supporting a

flow magnitude of x. The same argument works for switching a small amount of flow to a

path with zero flow. �

Lemma 26. For a minimum cost flow vector ~x of magnitude x, and for any path Pi with

xPi > 0, we have r(x) =
∑

e∈Pi ce(xe).

Proof. From the proof of R being differentiable, we know that if α is the min-cost allocation

for a flow of magnitude x, then cα(x) = r(x). So we just have to prove that cα(x) =∑
e∈Pi ce(xe) for any path with non-zero flow.
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For every path Pi with non-zero flow, we know by Lemma 25 that
∑

e∈Pi ce(xe) is

the same. Let the value of this quantity by y. We also know that for any given edge e,

αe =
∑

Pi3e αPi by definition. So if P is the set of paths with non-zero flow, we have

cα(x) =
∑
Pi∈P

∑
e∈Pi

αPice(xe) (9.6)

=
∑
Pi∈P

αPi
∑
e∈Pi

ce(xe) (9.7)

=y
∑
Pi∈P

αPi = y (9.8)

�

Proposition 15. The solution maximizing social welfare is a min-cost flow of magnitude

x∗ satisfying λ(x∗) ≥ r(x∗). Moreover, λ(x∗) = r(x∗) unless x∗ = T .

Proof. This Proposition follows from the previous two lemmas so we merely mention the

key details involved in its proof. First note that the welfare maximizing allocation must

also correspond to a min-cost flow of magnitude x∗, otherwise we could simply rearrange

the flow, reduce the cost and increase welfare. Now, remember that in a min-cost flow of

magnitude x∗, every flow carrying path has the same marginal cost which equals r(x∗).

The social welfare of the optimum solution is given by

∫ x∗

x=0
λ(x)dx−R(x∗) =

∫ x∗

x=0
[λ(x)− r(x)]dx. (9.9)

Next, what if λ(x∗) < r(x∗)? Consider some x′ = x∗ − ε. It is not hard to see that

for some sufficiently small ε,
∫ x∗
x=0 λ(x)− r(x)dx <

∫ x′
x=0 λ(x)− r(x)dx because the integral

from x′ to x∗ is negative. This violates the optimality of x∗, and so λ(x∗) ≥ r(x∗). Finally,

if at all λ(x∗) > r(x∗), the only possible explanation is that all the buyers receive non-

zero allocation because otherwise we could always send some additional flow to improve

welfare. �

9.3 Existence, Uniqueness, and Computation

In this section, we prove that a Nash equilibrium is guaranteed to exist under the

very mild assumption that the demand function has a monotone price elasticity. Moreover,
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we show that there always exists a unique ‘focal equilibrium’ that satisfies several desirable

properties. We also provide an algorithm to compute this important equilibrium.

Before proving our general existence result, it is important to understand the different

types of equilibria that may exist in networked markets. In markets such as ours, an

existence result by itself is meaningless because a large sub-class of instances admit trivial

and unrealistic equilibria.

Trivial Equilibrium: In a networked market where all paths have a length of at

least 2, it is easy to see that every seller setting an unreasonably high price (say larger than

λ(0)) would result in a Nash equilibrium with zero flow. The existence of such unrealistic

equilibria was also observed in [83], where they were referred to as trivial equilibria.

Our goal in this chapter is to analyze the equilibrium operating states of actual

markets. Given that our model admits such uninteresting equilibria, it is important that

any existence result be characterized by properties that one might come to expect from

equilibria that are likely to arise in practice; for example, one might expect that a meaningful

equilibrium has non-zero flow, is not dominated by other equilibria and most importantly

from the perspective of a large market, is robust to small perturbations (we define these

formally below). Our main existence result is that under a very mild condition on the

demand, there exists a ‘nice’ equilibrium that satisfies many such desiderata.

We first formally define what it means for the price elasticity of a demand function

to be monotone. This condition is quite minimal: it is obeyed by almost all of the demand

functions in the literature (for example: [83], [91], [92], [102]).

Definition 8. Monotone Price Elasticity (MPE) An inverse demand function λ(x) is

said to have a monotone price elasticity if its price elasticity x|λ′(x)|
λ(x) is a non-decreasing

function of x which approaches zero as x→ 0.

All the classes of demand functions listed in the previous section satisfy the MPE condition.

At a high level, the MPE condition simply implies that a market’s responsiveness at low

prices cannot be too large compared to its responsiveness at a high price. Even more

intuitively, MPE functions are concave if plotted on a log-log plot, and are essentially all

functions which are “less convex” than x−r.

We show a simple structural lemma related to equilibrium pricing followed by our

main result in this section.
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Lemma 27. At any flow ~x, an edge priced at pe = ce(xe) can never increase its profit by

lowering its price.

Proof. Suppose an edge decreases its price from pe = ce(xe) to p′e and its flow increases from

xe to x′e, then we need to show that pexe − Ce(xe) ≥ p′ex′e − Ce(x′e). Consider the function

pex − Ce(x). For a fixed pe = ce(xe), its derivative is negative for x > xe. Therefore,

for any x′e > xe, we have pexe − Ce(xe) ≥ pex
′
e − Ce(x

′
e). But since p′e ≤ pe, we know

pexe − Ce(xe) ≥ pex′e − Ce(x′e) ≥ p′ex′e − Ce(x′e). This completes the proof. �

Theorem 13. For any given instance of a networked market where the inverse demand

function λ(x) has a monotone price elasticity, there exists a Nash Equilibrium (p)e∈E , (x̃)e∈E

satisfying the following properties

1. Non-Trivial Pricing (Non-zero flow)

2. Recovery of Production Costs (Individual Rationality)

3. Pareto-Optimality

4. Local Dominance (Robustness to small perturbations)

We now formally define these properties and argue why it is reasonable to expect

an actual market equilibrium to satisfy them. For example, although they are not stable

solutions for our price-setting sellers, it is not hard to see that Walrasian Equilibria satisfy

all of these properties.

1. (Non-Trivial Pricing): Every edge that does not admit flow must be priced at 0.

This guarantees that the equilibrium has non-zero flow.

2. (Recovery of Production Costs): Given an equilibrium (~p, ~x), every item’s price is

at least ce(xe). This property is similar in spirit to individual rationality and ensures

that the prices are fair to the sellers. Suppose that pe < ce(xe), this means that the

seller is selling at least some fraction of his items at price smaller than its cost of

production, and therefore, would have no incentive to produce the given quantity of

items.

3. (Pareto-Optimality): A Pareto-optimal solution over the space of equilibria is an

equilibrium solution such that for any other equilibrium, at least one agent (buyer or
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seller) prefers the former solution to the latter. Pareto-Optimality is often an impor-

tant criterion in games with multiple equilibria; research suggests that in Bertrand

Markets, Pareto optimal equilibria are the solutions that arise in practice [103].

4. (Local Dominance): Given an equilibrium (~p, ~x), consider a different flow assign-

ment for the same prices (~p, ~x′), differing only in which cheapest paths are taken by

the buyers. Local Dominance means that the profit of each seller must be larger at

the equilibrium solution than at any (~p, ~x′). The essence of this property is that the

solution is resilient against small buyer perturbations. In other words, if instead of

changing his price (which we know no seller would do at equilibrium), a seller instead

convinced some buyers to take different paths of the same total price, then this seller

still could not benefit from the resulting new flow. If this were not the case, then a

seller may be able to attract a small fraction of buyers towards his item and improve

his profit, indicating that the original equilibrium is not robust.

Proof of Existence

Proof. We begin by constructing a solution of our game for the given instance (~p, ~̃x), and

show that this is a Nash Equilibrium. Following, this prove that the Nash Equilibrium

that we construct that satisfies the useful desiderata mentioned above. Clearly, once the

price vector ~p is fixed, buyers always buy best-response bundles so we always assume that

~x is a best-response flow to the given price vector. Finally for any edge e, we define pe to

be the increase in the price of an edge from its marginal cost. That is, given a solution,

pe = ce(xe)+pe. Before constructing the equilibrium solution, we will provide some intuition

on the equilibrium pricing scheme by showing some sufficient conditions that the ‘increased’

price must obey in an equilibrium.

Lemma 28. Given a solution (~p, ~̃x) with ~̃x a best-response flow to prices ~p, with λ(x̃) > 0

and λ(x̃) ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)|, we have that no seller e can increase his price and improve profits as

long as either one of the following conditions hold,

1. The good e is tight, i..e, ∃ some s-t path that does not contain the edge e and has the

same total price as the flow-carrying s− t paths that do contain e (or)

2. pe ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)|
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Proof. The first part of the lemma is fairly trivial: if e increases his price, then all the buyers

in any best-response allocation would shift to the other s-t path with the now smaller price.

Suppose an edge e is not tight and a seller who obeys pe ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)| can increase his price

(perhaps to some extent) and still have the cheapest paths pass through this edge. In this

case, it is necessary that the entire flow x̃ must be using this edge. To see why, suppose if

the flow on this edge xe < x̃, then there must be atleast one other s-t path not containing

e with non-zero flow on it. Since all the paths with non-zero flow must have the same price

(λ(x̃)), this boils down to our first condition of e being tight since there is an alternative

path with the same price. Therefore, xe = x̃ and every flow carrying path contains e.

Now suppose that seller e increases his price from pe to p′e and the resulting flow

on the edge is x. Then, it is not hard to see that x < x̃, because the price of every flow

carrying path has increased by a non-zero amount (p′e − pe) and if the flow remained the

same, then it would mean that λ(x) is not uniquely defined at x̃. We first establish the

relation between p′e and λ(x), namely that p′e − pe = λ(x) − λ(x̃). To see why, notice that

the flow of size x is a best-response flow to the prices in our original solution, except with

price p′e on edge e. As we argued above, all cheapest paths in our given solution ~̃x have cost

λ(x̃); thus all cheapest paths in this new pricing have cost λ(x̃)− pe + p′e. Since this pricing

results in a flow of size x, it must be that λ(x) = λ(x̃)− pe + p′e: the buyers who purchase

the cheapest bundles are exactly the ones who value them more than λ(x). Thus, we know

that p′e = pe + λ(x)− λ(x̃).

Now consider seller e’s original profit, pex̃−Ce(x̃). After e changes its price to p′e, this

profit become p′ex−Ce(x), which by the above argument equals [pe+λ(x)−λ(x̃)]x−Ce(x).

We want to show that this new profit is at most the old profit as long as Condition (2)

is obeyed. Define π(x) = [pe + λ(x) − λ(x̃)]x − Ce(x). We will prove that in the domain

(0, x̃], π(x) is maximized when x = x̃, thus implying that no matter what amount the seller

increases his price by, at the resulting flow of magnitude x, his profit cannot be strictly

larger than the original profit.

To do this, we show that the derivative of π(x) is non negative for x ≤ x̃, and so in

this domain π(x) is maximized at x = x̃. Recall that the seller obeys Condition (2) which

implies pe = pe + ce(x̃) ≥ x̃|λ′(x)|+ ce(x̃). We know,

π(x) = [pe + λ(x)− λ(x̃)]x− Ce(x). (9.10)
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Thus the derivative of π(x) is equal to

π′(x) = pe + λ(x)− λ(x̃) + xλ′(x)− ce(x) (9.11)

= pe + ce(x̃) + λ(x)− λ(x̃) + xλ′(x)− ce(x) (9.12)

≥ λ(x)− λ(x̃) + x̃|λ′(x̃)| − x|λ′(x)|+ (ce(x̃)− ce(x)) (9.13)

Since the last term in the parenthesis, ce(x̃) − ce(x) is non-negative (ce is non-

decreasing), in order to show that π′(x) ≥ 0 for all x ≤ x̃, it suffices if we show the

first terms are non-negative. The following proposition implies that for MPE functions,

this is indeed true.

Proposition 16. For λ ∈MPE and M ≥ 1, we have that λ(x̃)−λ(x) ≤ x̃|λ′(x̃)|−x|λ′(x)|

for x < x̃.

Proof. First suppose that |λ′(x̃)| > 0. Let A = −(λ(x̃)− λ(x)) and

B = −(x̃|λ′(x̃)| − x|λ′(x)|); we want to show that A ≥ B. Suppose to the contrary that

A < B. A is non-negative since λ is non-increasing, and B is nonnegative since B > A. We

know by the property of MPE functions that

λ(x̃)

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
≤ λ(x)

x|λ′(x)|
=

λ(x̃) +A

x̃|λ′(x̃)|+B
. (9.14)

Let C = λ(x̃) and D = x̃|λ′(x̃)|, and consider how C/D compares with

(C +B)/(D +B). First, notice that we have at x̃,

C = λ(x̃) ≥ λ(x̃)− r(x̃) ≥Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)| = D. (9.15)

Therefore, C ≥ D. Thus we know that C(D + B) ≥ D(C + B), and thus C
D ≥

C+B
D+B . By

our assumption that A < B, this implies that C
D > C+A

D+B , i.e.,

λ(x̃)

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
>

λ(x̃) +A

x̃|λ′(x̃)|+B
. (9.16)

This contradicts Inequality (9.14) above, thus proving that A ≥ B.

What if λ′(x̃) = 0? Since MPE functions must have non-decreasing x|λ′(x)|
λ(x) , we can

only conclude that for all 0 < x ≤ x̃, λ′(x) = 0. In this case, it is not hard to see that the
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proposition trivially holds since λ(x̃) = λ(x) and the RHS is zero as well. �

We have therefore shown that for all 0 < x < x̃, π′(x) is non-negative. This means

that π(x) is non-decreasing in this region and therefore maximized at x = x̃ in the domain

[0, x̃]. Therefore, no ‘monopoly edge’ can benefit by changing its price, as desired. Also

notice that if x̃ = T , then λ′(T ) has to be finite if the prices are finite; the above argument

works for this case as well. �

We now show sufficient conditions on the other half of seller behavior, namely give

conditions on when a seller cannot decrease his price.

Lemma 29. Given a solution (~p, ~̃x) with ~̃x a best-response flow to prices ~p, satisfying

λ(x̃) ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)|, no seller e can decrease his price and improve profits as long as any one

of the following conditions hold,

1. x̃e = x̃ = T or

2. pe = 0 or

3. pe ≤ x̃|λ′(x̃)| and x̃e = x̃

Proof. Once again the first two conditions are easy to prove. If x̃e = T , it just means that

there are no more buyers left in the market. So for any such seller, a decrease in price is not

going to lead to any additional flow. In the second case, pe = 0 simply means that a seller

is priced at its marginal price and so by Lemma 27 no such seller would wish to decrease

his price. For the final condition, suppose that x̃ < T and pe > 0.

Notice that as with the previous proof, any decrease in price from pe to p′e will result

in a flow of magnitude x > x̃. As we argued previously, since buyers will only indulge in

best-response behavior, it is necessary that p′e = pe + λ(x̃)− λ(x).

We want to show that the new profit a seller makes is at most the old profit as long

as Condition (3) is obeyed. Consider seller e’s profit, π(x) = [pe + λ(x) − λ(x̃)]x − Ce(x).

We will prove that in the domain [x̃, T ], π(x) is maximized when x = x̃, thus implying that

no matter what amount the seller decreases his price by, at the resulting flow of magnitude

x, his profit cannot be strictly larger than the original profit.

We now proceed to prove that π(x) is maximized at x̃. Specifically, we look at the

derivative of π(x) and show that it is not positive for x ≥ x̃. Recall that the seller obeys
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Condition (3) which implies pe = pe + ce(x̃) ≤ x̃|λ′(x)| + ce(x̃). Since π(x) = [pe + λ(x) −

λ(x̃)]x− Ce(x), the derivative of π(x) is equal to

π′(x) = pe + λ(x)− λ(x̃) + xλ′(x)− ce(x) (9.17)

= pe + ce(x̃) + λ(x)− λ(x̃) + xλ′(x)− ce(x) (9.18)

≤ λ(x)− λ(x̃) + x̃|λ′(x̃)| − x|λ′(x)|+ (ce(x̃)− ce(x)) (9.19)

Since the last term in the parenthesis, ce(x̃) − ce(x) is not positive (ce is non-

decreasing), in order to show that π′(x) ≤ 0 for all x ≥ x̃, it is sufficient to show the first

terms are not positive either. The following proposition implies that for MPE functions,

this is indeed true.

Lemma 30. For λ ∈MPE and M ≥ 1, we have that λ(x̃)− λ(x) ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)| − x|λ′(x)| for

x > x̃.

Proof. First notice that if λ′(x̃) = 0, the inequality is trivially true. λ′(x̃) is also bonded

because the only case where it is not is when x̃ = T and for that case we already know that

no seller will decrease the price. Now, let A = λ(x̃)− λ(x) and B = x̃|λ′(x̃)| − x|λ′(x)|; we

want to show that A ≥ B. Suppose to the contrary that A < B. We know by the property

of MPE functions that
λ(x̃)

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
≥ λ(x)

x|λ′(x)|
=

λ(x̃)−A
x̃|λ′(x̃)| −B

. (9.20)

Let C = λ(x̃) and D = x̃|λ′(x̃)|, and consider how C/D compares with (C−A)/(D−

A). First, notice that C ≥ D: this is because by our choice of x̃, we have that λ(x̃)−r(x̃) =

Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|, and we can assume that M ≥ 1 since e is a monopoly edge. Also, D ≥ B > A,

so we know that C(D − A) ≤ D(C − A), and thus C
D ≤

C−A
D−A . By our assumption that

A < B, this implies that C
D ≤

C−A
D−A < C−A

D−B , i.e.,

λ(x̃)

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
<

λ(x̃)−A
x̃|λ′(x̃)| −B

. (9.21)

This contradicts Inequality (9.20) above, thus proving that A ≥ B. �

Therefore, we have shown that for MPE functions, as long as condition (3) is obeyed,

π′(x) is positive for all x̃ ≤ x ≤ T . So it means that π(x) is non increasing in this domain

and therefore it is maximized at x = x̃. Also notice that π(x) is a continuous function of x.
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So even if λ′(T ) is not defined, we know that for all x < T , π(x) ≤ π(x̃). This means that

π(T ) = limx→T π(x) ≤ π(x̃) as well. �

Corollary 6. Any given solution (~p, ~x) with λ(x̃) > 0 and ~x a best-response flow to prices

~p is a Nash Equilibrium if the following conditions are met

1. ~x is a minimum cost flow of magnitude x.

2. All non monopoly edges are priced at their marginal cost, i.e, pe = 0.

3. For all monopoly edges, pe ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)| and one of the following is true,

(a) pe is strictly equal to x̃|λ′(x̃)| or

(b) pe = 0 or

(c) x̃ = T .

Proof. The cost of every flow-carrying path P is exactly
∑

e∈P ce(x̃e)+
∑

e∈M pe where M is

the set of monopolies. Since x̃ is a best-response flow, it must be that λ(x̃) equals the cost

of these path, so for every monopoly e, λ(x̃) ≥ pe ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)|. So the requirement for our

previous lemmas that λ(x̃) ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)| is satisfied. No monopoly edge will want to change

its price due to Lemmas 28 and 29.

Now coming to the non-monopoly edges, since pe = 0, no non-monopoly edge would

ever wish to decrease its price. Moreover, since ~x is a minimum-cost allocation, we claim

that for every non-monopoly edge e, ∃ a s-t path not containing e with the same price. The

proof is very similar to that of Claim 15 and involves showing that for every edge e, there

exists a shortcut or ear not containing this edge and having the same price. So we conclude

that no edge can increase or decrease its price. Therefore this is a Nash Equilibrium. �

Final leg of the proof: Now, all we need to show is that ∃ (~p, ~̃x) satisfying the conditions

of Corollary 6. We show this in two cases. Define ~x∗ to be any optimal flow of magnitude

x∗. Assume for now that λ(x∗) > 0. We also define the following pricing mechanism that

takes as input a given flow vector ~x, and returns a vector of prices for the edges (for a given

instance with M monopolies).
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x̃ x∗
0

λ(x̃)

r(x)

r(x) +Mx|λ′(x)|

x

λ(x)

Figure 9.1: Magnitude of the optimal flow x∗ and the equilibrium flow x̃.

Our Pricing rule:

pe(~x) =


λ(x)−r(x)

M + ce(x) if e is a Monopoly

ce(xe) otherwise

(9.22)

It is easy to verify that as long ~x is a min-cost flow of magnitude x, then the above

mechanism yields a set of prices where every flow carrying path has a price of exactly λ(x).

Case I: λ(x∗)− r(x∗) ≥Mx∗|λ′(x∗)|

Define ~̃x = ~x∗. Let ~p be the price vector returned by our pricing mechanism for the input

flow ~x∗. We claim that (~p, ~̃x) is a Nash Equilibrium. Clearly Condition (2) of Corollary 6 is

satisfied by our pricing mechanism. Moreover, by definition, the ‘increased price’ of every

monopoly is at least x∗|λ′(x∗)|, so the first part of Condition (3) is satisfied. Moreover, either

x∗ = T in which case Condition (c) is met or x∗ < T , which implies that λ(x∗) = r(x∗)

by Proposition 15 and Condition (b) is met. Therefore, this completes the proof that the

optimum solution yields a Nash Equilibrium.

Case II: λ(x∗)− r(x∗) < Mx∗|λ′(x∗)|

Define the magnitude of the flow x̃ to be the value of x at which the following equation

is satisfied (we later prove that such a x̃ must always exist)

λ(x̃)− r(x̃) = Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| (9.23)

Now, let ~̃x be the minimum-cost flow of magnitude x̃, and ~p be the price returned by

our pricing mechanism for this min-cost flow. Once again, it is not hard to see that this
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solution is a NE because every monopoly edge’s increased price is exactly |x̃|λ(x̃)|.

Now, we prove that a point satisfying Equation 9.23 must always exist under the case

that λ(x∗)− r(x∗) < limx→x∗Mx|λ′(x)| (the limit is necessary for the case that x∗ = T and

this λ′(x∗) is not defined).

For MPE functions as x → 0, the ratio Mx|λ′(x)|
λ(x) also tends to zero. This means

that ∃ some ε0 > 0 such that for all 0 ≤ x ≤ ε0, λ(x) > Mx|λ′(x)| since M is finite.

Moreover r(x) goes to zero as x tends to zero. This means that limx→0(λ(x) − r(x) −

Mx|λ′(x)|) = limx→0 (λ(x)−Mx|λ′(x)|) > 0 since the term λ(x) −Mx|λ′(x)| is strictly

positive for sufficiently small x and r(x)→ 0. But since the “no price increase” condition is

not true at x∗, λ(x∗)−r(x∗)−Mx∗|λ′(x∗)| < 0. As λ(x), r(x) and λ′(x) are all continuous for

MPE functions, this means there is an intermediate point where λ(x)−r(x)−Mx|λ′(x)| = 0.

So there exists at least one point x̃ ∈ (0, x∗], satisfying equation 9.23. Since λ is non-

increasing, this means that λ(x̃) ≥ λ(x∗) > 0.

What if λ(x∗) = 0

It is not hard to show that when λ(x∗) = 0 implies r(x∗) = 0, and λ(x∗) − r(x∗) <

limx→x∗Mx|λ′(x)| must be true and therefore, the same proof for Case II carries over.

Multiplicity of Equilibrium and Resolving Ties

We make a small remark here. In case, there are multiple x̃ > 0 satisfying the

conditions of Corollary 7, we take our solution to be the largest x̃ > 0 belonging to this set.

As we will show below, such a x̃ must exist (the set is closed) and moreover, this is a very

rare case that arises only when the cost functions are fully zero.

Lemma 31. Suppose ∃ multiple x > 0 satisfying λ(x)−r(x)
M = x|λ′(x)|. Then, it is the case

that production costs must be zero at all these points. Moreover, the set of points satisfying

the equation must be continuous and there must be some maximal x̃ belonging to this set,

i.e., the set of points satisfying the equation must be closed from above.

Proof. As per our proof of existence, if the optimal solution satisfies λ(x∗) − r(x∗) ≥

Mx∗|λ′(x∗)|, then it is an equilibrium. Therefore according to the Either-Or statement

of Corollary 7, we are concerned with the λ(x)− r(x) = Mx|λ′(x)| case only when λ(x∗)−

r(x∗) < Mx∗|λ′(x∗)|. So, for the case we are interested in all x satisfying the equation are

smaller than x∗. We begin by showing that if x is not unique, then the production costs
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must be zero at all such x.

Lemma 32. Let x̃ < x∗ be some point satisfying λ(x̃)− r(x̃) = Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|. Then, all x < x̃

must satisfy λ(x̃) − r(x̃) > Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| and all x > x̃ must satisfy λ(x̃) − r(x̃) < Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|

as long as the demand is MPE and the production costs are non-zero.

Proof. First assume that at x = x̃, λ′(x̃) < 0, i.e., λ(x) is strictly decreasing at this point.

Consider x > x̃, we show that λ(x)− r(x) < Mx|λ′(x)|. Since λ(x) is strictly decreasing at

x̃, ∀x > x̃, λ(x) < λ(x̃). Now since λ(x) ∈ MPE,

λ(x)

x|λ′(x)|
≤ λ(x̃)

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
. (9.24)

We claim that since r(x) ≥ r(x̃) > 0,

λ(x)− r(x)

x|λ′(x)|
≤ λ(x)− r(x̃)

x|λ′(x)|
<
λ(x̃)− r(x̃)

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
= M (9.25)

To see why the last inequality is strict in the above expression, first suppose that

x|λ′(x)| ≤ x̃|λ′(x̃)|. In this case, the last inequality trivially holds due to equation 9.24 and

the fact that λ(x) < λ(x̃). If this is not the case and that x|λ′(x)| > x̃|λ′(x̃)|. Assume by

contradiction that the last equality fails to hold strictly. This must mean that

r(x̃)(
1

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
− 1

x|λ′(x)|
) ≥ λ(x̃)

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
− λ(x)

x|λ′(x)|
> λ(x̃)((

1

x̃|λ′(x̃)|
− 1

x|λ′(x)|
), (9.26)

which in turn implies that r(x̃) > λ(x̃), a contradiction. This completes the proof that

λ(x)− r(x) < Mx|λ′(x)| holds for all x > x̃.

Similarly suppose that x < x̃, we can show that λ(x) − r(x) > Mx|λ′(x)| in in the

same fashion. Now, what if λ′(x̃) = 0? The equilibrium satisfies the condition λ(x̃)−r(x̃) =

Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| which in turn equals zero. This means that λ(x̃) = r(x̃) and so x̃ has to be one of

the solutions maximizing social welfare. However, we have assumed x̃ < x∗ for any optimal

solution and so this case is not possible. �

Since the production costs are zero, this means that for all such x,

λ(x)

x|λ′(x)|
= M. (9.27)
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Now it is easy to deduce (since λ(x) is a MPE function) that the set of all such x has

to be continuous. The only thing left to prove is that this set is closed from above, i.e., ∃ a

maximal x̃ > 0 Equation 9.27.

Assume by contradiction that this is not true and that for all x ∈ [x1, x̃), Equation 9.27

is satisfied, for some given x1. Then for every x in the limit x → x̃−, λ(x) = Mx|λ′(x)|.

We know that both λ(x) and λ′(x) are continuous and finite. This means that the equation

must hold in the limit as well. Therefore, at x̃, λ(x̃) = Mx̃|λ′(x̃), which completes the

proof. �

Properties of Equilibrium

We now show the second part of theorem, namely that

The equilibrium that we constructed satisfies the following properties: Non-Trivial Pricing,

Recovery of Production Costs, Pareto-Optimality and Local Dominance.

The first two properties are rather trivial and follow from the pricing mechanism that

we defined earlier. Therefore, we focus on showing Pareto-Optimality and Local Dominance.

As usual, let x̃ represent the flow at our equilibrium.

Pareto-Optimality: Recall that a given equilibrium (~p, ~x) is said to be Pareto-

optimal over the space of equilibria if for any other equilibrium, the utility of at least one

strategic agent (buyer or seller) strictly goes down or the utility of all the agents remains

the same. We show this in cases.

Case I: λ(x) > λ(x̃).

This means that x < x̃. Such an equilibrium cannot dominate our solution because

at least one buyer whose utility is positive in our solution receives no allocation in this

solution.

Case II: λ(x) = λ(x̃) and x ≤ x̃.

In this case, any buyer who loses out on an allocation had zero utility to begin with.

So all buyers are indifferent. We therefore focus on the sellers. Consider the total profit

made by all the sellers in this new solution, this is equal to the total payment made by the

buyers minus the cost incurred and can be written as

π(~p, ~x) = λ(x)x− C(~x) ≤ λ(x̃)x−R(x). (9.28)
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However, we know that in our solution λ(x̃) ≥ r(x̃). Since x ≤ x̃, we have λ(x̃)(x̃ −

x) ≥ R(x̃) − R(x). So, it is necessary that π(~p, ~x) ≤ π̃, where the latter quantity is the

profit from our solution. Therefore, the only possible cases are: i) Every seller’s profit in

the new solution is smaller than or equal to his profit in our solution, ii) If there is a seller

whose profit strictly increases, then the profit must strictly decrease for at least one seller.

This is exactly the definition of Pareto-optimality.

Case III: x > x̃ and λ(x) = λ(x̃).

In this case, λ′(x̃) = 0, which means that at our equilibrium λ(x̃)−r(x̃) ≥Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|.

If this inequality holds strictly, we know that x̃ = x∗ = T and so x > T does not make sense

here. If it holds at equality, we know that λ(x̃)− r(x̃) = 0. This means r(x) ≥ r(x̃) = λ(x̃).

Considering the sum total of profit made by all sellers in the two solutions, we have

λ(x̃)x̃−R(x̃) = λ(x̃)x−R(x̃)− r(x̃)(x− x̃) ≥ λ(x)x−R(x). (9.29)

By the same argument as in Case II, the profit at the new solution cannot dominate

our solution.

Case IV: x > x̃ and λ(x) < λ(x̃).

This case is slightly tricky so we will first outline the steps involved in the proof before

formalizing it. In our solution, let P̃ (NM ) be the total price of the non-monopolies along

any flow carrying path. We know this quantity is the same for all such paths and equal to

the sum of the marginal costs of the non-monopolies along that path. Using the properties

of equilibria, we will show that in the new solution, the price of the non-monopolies along

any flow carrying path has to be smaller than P̃ (NM ). Moreover, since x > x̃, there must

be at least one flow carrying path where every edge has a flow that is strictly greater than

its original flow. But since the total price along this path is not larger than P̃ (NM ), this

means that at least one non-monopoly must have the same (or smaller) price as before but

a larger flow. As per lemma 27 the profit of this monopoly must strictly decrease. This

completes the sketch. We proceed via two small lemmas.

First, at our equilibrium λ(x̃)−r(x̃) = Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|. Indeed, if the LHS is strictly larger

than the RHS, we know by Corollary 7 that x̃ = x∗ and moreover, x∗ = T . So x > x∗ does

not make sense here.

Lemma 33. For every monopoly e, its price in the new solution is at least ce(x) +x|λ′(x)|.
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Proof. Consider the profit made by this monopoly when its price is p and the price of every

other monopoly e′ is still pe′ . Assuming that the corresponding flow is given by x2, this

profit is π(p) = pex2 − Ce(x2). The monopoly should not be able to increase its price and

improve the profit. This implies that dπ
dp ≤ 0. Differentiating and substituting p = pe and

x2 = x gives us, x− pe−ce(x)
|λ′(x)| ≤ 0. �

Define rm(x) to be the total marginal cost incurred by all M monopolies when there is

a flow of x through them. So, the total price of all monopolies is at least rm(x)+Mx|λ′(x)|.

Therefore, the total price of the non-monopolies along any flow carrying s-t path is no larger

than λ(x)−rm(x)−Mx|λ′(x)|. We now show that this quantity is also smaller than P̃ (NM ),

the total price of the non-monopolies in our solution.

Lemma 34. For any flow carrying s-t path in the new solution, the total price of non-

monopolies on that path is strictly smaller than P̃ (NM ) = λ(x̃)− rm(x̃)−Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|.

Proof. We only have to show that,

λ(x)− rm(x)−Mx|λ′(x)| < P̃ (NM ) = λ(x̃)− rm(x̃)−Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|. (9.30)

Since λ(x) is a MPE function, we know that λ(x̃)
Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| ≥

λ(x)
Mx|λ′(x)| . The left hand side

of this inequality is at least one since λ(x̃) = r(x̃)+Mx|λ′(x̃)|. By the exact same reasoning

as in Lemma 30, we can obtain that λ(x̃)−Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| ≥ λ(x)−Mx|λ′(x)|.

In fact, we claim that the above inequality is strict. This is not hard to see: since

λ(x̃) > λ(x), equality will arise only when λ(x̃)
Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| = λ(x)

Mx|λ′(x)| = 1. This means that the

production cost functions are zero at both these points. However, as we remarked at the

end of Corollary 7 (also see Lemma 31), we have already taken x̃ to be the largest flow

satisfying λ(x̃)
Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| = 1, which contradicts x > x̃. Therefore, it is true that

λ(x̃)

Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|
>

λ(x)

Mx|λ′(x)|
, (9.31)

and λ(x̃)−Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| > λ(x)−Mx|λ′(x)|. Since rm(x̃) ≤ rm(x), we get the desired

result. �

Since x > x̃, it is not hard to show by some simple properties that there exists at

least one s-t path where every edge has a flow strictly greater than its flow in (x̃)e. Let
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this path be P1 and let the sum of prices of non-monopolies along this path be P (NM ). We

know that P (NM ) < P̃ (NM ) =
∑

e∈P1\M ce(x̃e). Then, there is an edge with price strictly

smaller than ce(x̃e) and flow strictly larger than x̃e. By similar reasoning as in Lemma 27,

the profit of this edge has to be strictly smaller than in our solution.

Local Dominance: It is rather easy to show that our solution is locally dominant.

Consider an alternative best-response flow ~x′ for the given price vector; we know that ~x′

must have the same flow magnitude as our solution x̃ (recall that we have taken the best-

response, min-cost flow with the highest magnitude for the given price vector). We need to

show that for every seller, his profit cannot strictly increase at this new flow. First, for any

monopoly this is trivially true since the total flow passing through the edge does not change.

Consider any non-monopoly edge e having a price of pe = ce(x̃e). Suppose that the total

flow on this edge increases by some ε > 0, then his new profit is pe(x̃e + ε)− Ce(x̃e + ε) ≤

[pex̃e − Ce(x̃e)] +peε− εce(x̃e). The quantity inside the parenthesis is exactly the old profit,

and the second quantity is zero. Therefore, the claim is true when the flow on an edge

increases. Suppose the total flow on a given non-monopoly edge decreases by ε > 0, then

the change in profit is,

(Ce(x̃e)− Ce(x̃e − ε))− p̃eε ≤ ce(x̃e)ε− p̃eε (9.32)

The above quantity is not positive since ce(x̃e) = p̃e. �

The next corollary, which is the main ingredient in all of our efficiency bounds es-

sentially characterizes the equilibrium structure by expressing the equilibrium flow (x̃) as a

function of only the number of monopolies in the network.

Corollary 7. For any demand λ satisfying the MPE condition, ∃ a Nash equilibrium with

a min-cost flow (x̃e) of size x̃ ≤ x∗ such that,

Either
λ(x̃)− r(x̃)

M
= x̃|λ′(x̃)| or x̃ = x∗, the optimum solution. (9.33)

We now show that the equilibrium from Theorem 13 (which we will refer to as the

focal equilibrium) is the unique solution that satisfies the useful desiderata defined above.

In order to truly understand the equilibrium efficiency of our two-stage game, it does not

make sense to show a blanket bound on all stable solutions since some of these are highly
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unrealistic (for example, Price of Anarchy is almost always unbounded due to the presence of

trivial equilibria). However, since the focal equilibrium solution is the unique one satisfying

many properties that one would expect from a market equilibrium, we focus on analyzing

its efficiency in the rest of this chapter.

Theorem 14. For any given instance with strictly monotone MPE demand and non-zero

costs, we are guaranteed that one of the following is always true:

1. There is a unique non-trivial equilibrium that satisfies Local Dominance. (or)

2. All non-trivial equilibria that satisfy Local Dominance maximize welfare.

Moreover, we can compute this equilibrium efficiently.

Proof. Let (~p, ~x) be any equilibrium that obeys both non-trivial pricing and local dominance.

We show via a series of simple lemmas that this equilibrium is unique and moreover, has to

satisfy the conditions of Corollary 7.

Lemma 35. Any non-monopoly edge e with pe > 0 must have xe < x.

This just means that no non-monopoly edge can monopolize the flow in an equilib-

rium.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Claim 15 so we only sketch the details. Assume by

contradiction that such an edge is carrying the full flow. We know that the price on this

edge at equilibrium is strictly non-zero. Now, we also know that every edge without flow

is priced at ce′(0) = 0. As with Claim 15, we can show that for some predecessor u and

successor v of e, there must exist a u-v path not containing e with zero flow. However,

this means that the path is priced at 0 and that the buyers are not taking the cheapest u-v

path, a contradiction of the equilibrium. �

Lemma 36. For every non-monopoly edge e, its price pe is exactly ce(xe).

Proof. The proof follows from Local Dominance. Suppose that a small number (ε) of buyers

shift their flow from one path to another. Consider any non-monopoly edge e with xe < x:

if its price is strictly larger than ce(xe), then for some sufficiently small ε, its profit would

strictly increase at the new flow since peε > Ce(xe + ε) − Ce(xe). Similarly, if its price
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is strictly smaller than ce(xe), then it can lose some buyers and improve its profit as per

Claim 27.

Now, look at any non-monopoly edge which has xe = x. By the proof of Lemma 35,

it is clear that this edge must be priced at 0. We also claim that ce(x) = 0. Suppose that

this is not true, then the edge is facing non-zero production costs as well giving it a negative

profit. Such a solution cannot be an equilibrium because then e would rather increase its

price and lose the flow. �

Lemma 37. ~x has to be a minimum cost flow of magnitude x.

Proof. Since this is an equilibrium, every flow carrying path P must have the exact same

price, λ(x). Moreover, for any other path P ′, its price cannot be strictly smaller than λ(x).

Recall that the monopolies (M) are common to every s-t path and every non-monopoly

edge e has a price pe = ce(xe). Let pM be the sum of prices of the monopoly edges. Assume

by contradiction that this is not a min-cost flow. Then, by the KKT conditions, there must

exist a flow carrying path P and some other path P ′, such that
∑

e∈P ce(xe) >
∑

e∈P ′ ce(xe).

Since the monopolies are common to both the paths, we can remove the terms cor-

responding to M from both sides. But recall that for the non-monopoly edges, the price is

its marginal cost. This gives us λ(x) − pM > p(P ′) − pM or λ(x) > p(P ′), where p(P ′) is

the total price on the path P ′. But this is a contradiction since λ(x) should be smaller or

equal to the price on any other path. This completes the proof. �

Proposition 17. Let x∗ denote the optimal flow. Then, x ≤ x∗.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the optimal solution is unique. Suppose that

by contradiction that this proposition is not true. Then, clearly, λ(x) < r(x). However, at

an equilibrium, every monopoly has to have a price that is at least its marginal. Indeed,

since we assumed that the demand is strictly monotone, it means that a monopoly priced

below its marginal can always increase its price and improve profits as the flow decreases.

We already know that non-monopolies cannot be priced below the marginal. This means

that the sum of prices along any path is at least the total marginal cost r(x), which is

greater than λ(x), a contradiction. �

Lemma 38. At any sub-optimal equilibrium (x < x∗), every monopoly’s price pe = ce(x) +

x|λ′(x)|.
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Proof. Define a profit function for some monopoly e, which represents the profit made by

that monopoly when its price is p and every other edge is priced according to ~p. Mathe-

matically, π(p) = px̄− Ce(x̄), where x̄ is the resulting flow when the monopoly changes its

price to p from pe. Since this is an equilibrium and it is sub-optimal, dπ
dp = 0 at p = pe, i.e,

no monopoly can either increase or decrease its price from the equilibrium point. Differen-

tiating gives us the desired result. �

We proceed to show the first half of the theorem, that if the equilibrium guaranteed by

Corollary 7 is sub-optimal, then it is unique. We know from the above three lemmas (36, 37,

38) that the price of every flow carrying path is exactly r(x)+Mx|λ′(x)| = λ(x). This means

that the equilibrium has to satisfy the conditions of Corollary 7. Since production costs are

non-zero, we know from Lemma 32 that there is a unique point satisfying λ(x̃) − r(x̃) =

Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|.

This completes the proof of the first half of the theorem. Now, suppose that Corol-

lary 7 gives us an optimal equilibrium. We need to show that no sub-optimal equilibrium

that satisfies non-trivial pricing and local dominance exists for this instance. First, since

there is an optimal equilibrium, we know that λ(x∗)−r(x∗)
x∗|λ′(x∗)| ≥ M. By the MPE property, we

also know that for all x < x∗,

λ(x)− r(x)

x|λ′(x)|
≥ λ(x∗)− r(x∗)

x∗|λ′(x∗)|
≥M. (9.34)

Now assume by contradiction that at the equilibrium x < x∗. Since all non-monopolies are

priced at ce(xe), at least one monopoly edge should be priced at ce(x) + λ(x)−r(x)
M or more.

We claim that this edge can lower its price and increase profits.

More concretely, suppose that the monopoly edge whose price we lower bounded is e

and define π(p) to be the profit of that monopoly when its price is p and other edges don’t

change their price. Look at the derivative of the profit function at p = pe,(
dπ

dp

)
p=pe

= x− pe − ce(x)

|λ′(x)|
≤ x− λ(x)− r(x)

M |λ′(x)|
. (9.35)

The above term is not clearly not positive since λ(x)−r(x)
M |λ′(x)| ≥ x

∗ > x, contradicting the

equilibrium.
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Algorithm to Compute the equilibrium

We now show that an equilibrium satisfying the conditions of Corollary 7 can be

computed efficiently up to any required precision. The first step in our procedure involves

computing the optimal flow using a convex program and checking if it satisfies the condition

of Lemma 28, i.e., λ(x∗) − r(x∗) ≥ Mx∗|λ′(x∗)|. If that is the case, then by Corollary 6,

we are done. The following algorithm therefore, is for the case when λ(x∗) − r(x∗) <

Mx∗|λ′(x∗)|.

First, suppose that production costs are non-zero. According to Lemma 32, since the

equilibrium is not optimal, it is a unique point x̃ < x∗ satisfying λ(x̃)− r(x̃) = Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|.

Furthermore, by Lemma 32, it is true that for all x > x̃, λ(x̃) − r(x̃) < Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| and

∀x < x̃, λ(x̃)− r(x̃) > Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|. This motivates a binary search approach.

The algorithm is intuitive. We maintain a window [x1, x2] at every iteration. Initially

set x1 = 0 and x2 = x∗. Let x = 1
2(x1 + x2), and compute α(x) = λ(x)− r(x)−Mx|λ′(x)|.

If α(x) > 0, update the window to [x, x2] and if α(x) < 0, update the window to [x1, x].

If α = 0, then we are done. Repeat this until the difference between the two extreme

points falls within the desired precision and return (say) the mid-point. Since the size

of the window is halved at every point, the algorithm terminates in time proportional to

O(log(T )), where T is the total population of buyers in the market.

What if production costs are zero at equilibrium? There may be a set of points

satisfying λ(x̃) − r(x̃) = λ(x̃) = Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|. But we know from Lemma 31 that this set of

points is continuous and that there is a maximal x̃ belonging to this set (the set is closed

from above). So for every x < x̃, λ(x̃)− r(x̃) = λ(x̃) ≤Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| and the inverse of this is

true for x > x̃. So, we can use a similar binary search procedure once again. �

For the purposes of studying efficiency, the above theorem provides a useful baseline:

either all equilibria are fully efficient or it suffices to bound the efficiency of the unique

equilibrium that satisfies Corollary 7 (which we do in Section 9.4). As always in the case of

real-valued settings (e.g., convex programming, etc), “computing” a solution means getting

within arbitrary precision of the desired solution; the exact solution could be irrational.
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9.4 Effect of Monopolies on the Efficiency of Equilibrium

In this section, we are interested in settings where approximately efficient outcomes

are reached despite the presence of self-interested sellers with monopolizing power. While

for general functions λ(x) obeying the MPE condition, the efficiency can be exponentially

bad, we show that for many natural classes of functions it is much better, even in the

presence of monopolies.

We begin with a more fundamental result that reinforces the fact that even in arbi-

trarily large networks (not necessarily parallel links), competition results in efficiency, i.e.,

when M = 0, the efficiency is 1. This result is only a starting point for us since it is the

addition of monopolies that leads to interesting behavior.

Claim 15. In any network with no monopolies (i.e, you cannot disconnect s, t by removing

any one edge), there exists a focal Nash Equilibrium maximizing social welfare.

We remark that our notion of a “no monopoly” graph is weaker than what has been

considered in some other papers [85], [89] and therefore, our result is stronger. We are now

in a position to show our main theorem. The largest class of inverse demand functions

that we consider are the MHR or Log-Concave functions. Note that all MHR functions

satisfy the MPE condition and thus existence is guaranteed. Our main result is that for

all demand functions in this class, the efficiency loss compared to the optimum solution is

1 + M . We believe that this result has strong implications. First, log-concavity is a very

natural assumption on the demand; these functions have received considerable attention

in Economics literature(see [92] and follow-ups). Secondly, it is reasonable to assume that

even in multi-item markets, the number of purely monopolizing goods is not too large: in

such cases the equilibrium quality is high.

Theorem 15. The social welfare of the Nash equilibrium from Section 9.3 is always within

a factor of 1 +M of the optimum for MHR λ, and this bound is tight.

Proof. Let ~x∗ be the optimum solution with a total flow of magnitude x∗. We use ~̃x to

denote the Nash Equilibrium with flow of size x̃ as guaranteed by our existence result,

and which obeys the conditions of Corollary 7. Recall ~̃x is a minimum cost flow, and that

x̃ ≤ x∗. The social welfare of the optimum flow is Λ(x∗)−R(x∗), and the social welfare of
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our equilibrium solution is Λ(x̃)−R(x̃). Thus, the efficiency (η) is given by,

∫ x∗
0 [λ(x)− r(x)]dx∫ x̃
0 [λ(x)− r(x)]dx

=

∫ x̃
0 [λ(x)− r(x)]dx∫ x̃
0 [λ(x)− r(x)]dx

+

∫ x∗
x̃ [λ(x)− r(x)]dx∫ x̃
0 [λ(x)− r(x)]dx

(9.36)

= 1 +

∫ x∗
x̃ [λ(x)− r(x)]dx∫ x̃
0 [λ(x)− r(x)]dx

. (9.37)

Notice that the term in the numerator of Equation 9.37 denotes the ‘lost welfare’

that is present in the social optimum but not in the Nash equilibrium. The term in the

denominator is the social welfare of the Nash equilibrium. We first claim that this term is

larger than the aggregate profit made by all the sellers at equilibrium, i.e.,

∫ x̃

0
[λ(x)− r(x)]dx ≥ λ(x̃)x̃−R(x̃) (9.38)

The above inequality follows from the fact that λ(x) is non-increasing, so
∫ x̃

0 λ(x) ≥

λ(x̃)x̃. The following is the crucial lemma that links the lost welfare to the total seller

profit.

Lemma 39. The welfare lost at equilibrium is at most M times the total profit made by all

sellers, i.e., ∫ x∗

x̃
[λ(x)− r(x)]dx ≤M(λ(x̃)x̃−R(x̃)). (9.39)

Proof. We know from Lemma 56 that |λ′(x)|
λ(x)−r(x) is non-decreasing in x. So ∀x ≥ x̃, we

have λ(x)−r(x)
|λ′(x)| ≤

λ(x̃)−r(x̃)
|λ′(x̃)| . Equivalently, this implies that λ(x)− r(x) ≤ |λ′(x)|λ(x̃)−r(x̃)

|λ′(x̃)| for

x ≥ x̃. Therefore, we have

∫ x∗

x̃
[λ(x)− r(x)]dx ≤

∫ x∗

x̃
|λ′(x)|λ(x̃)− r(x̃)

|λ′(x̃)|
dx. (9.40)

The term following |λ′(x)| is a constant with respect to x. Moreover, from Corollary 7,

we know that λ(x̃)− r(x̃) = Mx̃|λ′(x̃)| at equilibrium. So substituting this, we have,

Lost Welfare ≤Mx̃

∫ x∗

x̃
|λ′(x)| = Mx̃(λ(x̃)− λ(x∗)). (9.41)

The evaluation of the integral follows from the fact that λ′(x) is not positive, so

|λ′(x)| = −λ′(x). Now, applying λ(x∗) ≥ r(x̃), we get Lost Welfare ≤ M(λ(x̃)x̃ − r(x̃)x̃).
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Finally, since r(x) is convex, it must be true that x̃r(x̃) ≥ R(x̃), giving us the desired

lemma. �

The efficiency bound now follows because we know that

η ≤ 1 +
Lost Welfare

Seller Profit
. (9.42)

Tight Example for MHR functions:

As is standard with such examples, we consider a function at the boundary of MHR, λ(x) =

e−x for x ≥ 1
M and λ(x) = e−1/M for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/M . Note that this function is not

differentiable at 1/M , although it still obeys our more general definition of MHR functions

for piecewise-differentiable functions. Alternatively, we can consider a “smoothed” version

of this function which behaves the same way outside of the neighborhood of 1/M but is

continuously differentiable in that neighborhood as well; the result still holds for such a

function.

There are M sellers forming a path of length M between the source and the sink.

The production costs for all sellers are identical and are very close to 0 for x smaller than

x∗, for some large x∗ > 1/M , at which point the production costs increase very rapidly, so

that r(x∗) = λ(x∗), and thus x∗ is the size of the flow at optimum. The social welfare is∫ x∗
0 λ(x)dx since the production cost is essentially zero; this welfare converges to M+1

M e−1/M

as x∗ is large.

Now consider any non-trivial equilibrium (with non-zero flow x̃) with prices ~p. First

we claim that x̃ ≥ 1
M . Indeed if x̃ < 1

M , then the total price of the path equals λ(x̃) = e−1/M .

Any edge can decrease its price infinitesimally and receive a flow of 1
M and increase its profit

(since there are 1
M buyers who value the path at least e−1/M ).

Next consider the possibility of equilibrium at some point where λ′(x) is defined

(x > 1
M ). It is not hard to see that by symmetry, every monopoly edge must have the same

price p, and moreover, it must satisfy λ(x̃) = Mp = Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|. But there is no such point

satisfying this when x > 1
M .

Now consider x̃ = 1
M . Once again, it is not hard to verify that if we set the price on

each edge to be p = e−M
M , the sum of price is λ(x̃), and moreover, no seller can increase

or decrease his price to improve profits. The social welfare at x̃ is e−1/M

M , so the efficiency

tends to 1 +M . For this family of instances, this is the unique non-trivial equilibrium. �
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Tighter bounds for sub-classes We now consider log-concave demand functions that

satisfy additional requirements, namely Uniform, Polynomial, and Concave demand. For

these classes, we show much stronger bounds on the efficiency loss at equilibrium.

Theorem 16. The following bounds on the efficiency are tight

• Every instance with Uniform demand admits a fully efficient focal Nash equilibrium.

• For any instance with Polynomial demand, the inefficiency of focal equilibrium is at

most (1 + Mα)
1
α , where α ≥ 1 is the degree of the polynomial. When α ≥ M , this

quantity is approximately 1 + log(Mα)
α .

• When the demand is Concave, the inefficiency of focal equilibrium is 1 + M
2 .

The efficiency bound for Polynomial demand extends to more general polynomials of

the form λ(x) = a0 −
∑k

i=1 aix
αi with α now defined as mini αi.

Proof. We prove these results in the reverse order: from the most general class to the most

specific.

Proof for Concave Demand: Recall that an inverse demand function λ(x) is said to be

concave if |λ′(x)| is increasing. Although concave functions belong to the family MHR,

they have a strictly increasing hazard rate, which is why we obtain an improved bound on

the efficiency. The proof uses the same notation as the proof for MHR functions and we

build upon some of the arguments made there. We know that the following is an upper

bound on the efficiency,

1 +

∫ x∗
x̃ [λ(x)− r(x)]dx∫ x̃
0 [λ(x)− r(x)]dx

. (9.43)

In terms of the Figure 9.2, the welfare term in numerator is exactly the shaded area in

the left figure, i.e., the area between λ(x) and r(x) in the desired region. Now since λ(x) is

concave, we know in the region x̃ to x∗, the function decreases at a rate of |λ′(x̃)| or faster.

Therefore we define an auxiliary function g(x) (dashed lines in the right figure), such that

g(x̃) = λ(x̃) and g(x) decreases linearly at a rate of |λ′(x̃)|.

Now, we can say that the shaded area in the left figure which we need to evaluate is

upper bounded by the shaded area in the right figure. That is, the shaded triangle represents

the area between g(x) and r(x̃) from x̃ to some point xmax ≥ x∗, where g(x) = r(x̃). The
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x̃ x∗ xmax
0

λ(x̃)

x

λ(x)

r(x)

x̃ x∗ xmax

x

Upper bound (g(x))

Figure 9.2: Plot of an arbitrary concave inverse demand function

area under this triangle is given by,

∆ =
1

2
(xmax − x̃)(λ(x̃)− r(x̃)) =

1

2

λ(x̃)− r(x̃)

|λ′(x̃)|
(λ(x̃)− r(x̃)). (9.44)

Going back to our original expression for efficiency (η), we have

η ≤ 1 +

∫ x∗
x̃ [λ(x)− r(x)]dx∫ x̃
0 [λ(x)− r(x)]dx

(9.45)

≤ ∆

x̃(λ(x̃)− r(x̃))
(9.46)

= 1 +
1

2

λ(x̃)− r(x̃)

|λ′(x̃)|
(λ(x̃)− r(x̃))

x̃(λ(x̃)− r(x̃))
(9.47)

= 1 +
1

2
M (9.48)

The last step follows from Corollary 7. This completes the proof of the efficiency bound.

Looking at the above figure, the bound appears to be a weak one since there is a large

gap between the area of the triangle and that of the curve. However, in the worst case

λ(x) − r(x) is a linear decreasing function and the two areas coincide. As the following

example illustrates, there exist instances where no equilibrium can achieve a social welfare

better than a factor 1 + M
2 over the optimum.

Tight Example for Concave Functions Consider a simple path of M links, having

the following inverse demand function

λ(x) =2M + 1 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (9.49)

λ(x) =(2M + 1)− 2(x− 1) 1 ≤ x (9.50)
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This function is only piecewise concave, but a “smoothed” version of this function where the

neighborhood of x = 1 is continuously differentiable still gives the desired bound (although

our upper bound also holds for piecewise concave functions; see Section 9.5). Every edge

has a cost function given by Ce(x) = 1
M x. The following figure shows both λ(x) and r(x)

for a sample instance with M = 4.

0 1 2 3 4 5
0

2

4

6

8

λ(x) =





0 t < −1

1
4
t + 1

4
−1 ≤ t < 0

M = 4

x

λ(x)

r(x)

Figure 9.3: Tight example for concave inverse demand functions.

We remark here that the cost functions do not satisfy ce(0) = 0, this can be viewed

as the limiting case for a function with ce(0) = 0, but which increases rapidly for x > 0

until it becomes a constant function ce(x) = 1/M .

From the figure, at the optimum solution λ(x) and r(x) meet at x∗ = M + 1. The

social welfare of the solution is the total area under the curve minus the area under the

dashed line, which equals 2M + M2. We claim that the point x̃ = 1 is a NE when the

edges are priced according our pricing rule. To see why, note that every edge is priced at

pe = 2+ 1
M so the total price on the path is 2M+1 so a flow of x̃ = 1 is a valid best-response.

Each edge makes a profit of πe = (2 + 1
M ) ∗ 1− 1

M = 2. Note that 2M + 1 is the maximum

value held by the buyers for this bundle, so no edge has any incentive to increase its price.

We now consider the profit of an edge which decreases its price. Suppose any one

seller reduces his price by ∆ and the flow increases by ε, then ∆
ε = 2, which is the slope of

the linear part of the curve.

The new profit of the edge is given by

π′e = (2 +
1

M
−∆)(1 + ε)− 1

M
(1 + ε) (9.51)

= (2− 2ε2) ≤ 2. (9.52)
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So the new profit is never larger than the old profit. Clearly this pricing gives an equilibrium.

The social welfare at this equilibrium is just (2M + 1)− 1 = 2M .

We now claim that for every equilibrium of this instance, the total flow is 1, i.e., ∃

no equilibrium where the flow x̃ 6= 1. Indeed, it is not too hard to show that if there is an

equilibrium with x̃ < 1, the edge with the largest price can lower its price infinitesimally

and increase flow up to one. Suppose there is an equilibrium with flow x strictly larger than

1. The total price on the path must be strictly less than 2M + 1 and so at least one edge

has a price pe <
2M+1
M = 2 + 1

M . By some basic algebra, we can verify that if this edge

increases its price so that the new flow is 1, its profit will also strictly increase.

So, we conclude that every equilibrium solution has to have a flow of x̃ = 1 and has

a social welfare of 2M . The efficiency for this instance is therefore,

η =
2M +M2

2M
= 1 +

M

2
. (9.53)

Proof for Polynomial Demand: We prove our efficiency bounds for the more general

polynomial demand functions, i.e., suppose that λ(x) = 1−
∑k

i=1 x
αi . Then, we show that

the efficiency loss at equilibrium is (1+Mα)
1
α where α = mini αi. That is, α is the smallest

degree of x in λ(x). The proof holds under scaling or other linear operations on the demand

function.

Polynomial demand functions satisfy the MPE condition, so we are guaranteed the

existence of an equilibrium obeying the conditions of Corollary 7. Let the equilibrium flow

be x̃. We know from Corollary 7 that at equilibrium λ(x̃) − r(x̃) = Mx̃|λ′(x̃)|. Our first

claim is that the efficiency η cannot be larger than x∗
x̃ . This is not hard to see because the

social welfare is given by
∫ x

0 [λ(t)− r(t)]dt, where the function λ(t)− r(t) is non-increasing

with t. In other words, the value of the first x̃ buyers is always larger than the value of any

buyer in the remaining population of x∗ − x̃. The following lemma completes the proof of

the efficiency bound for the polynomial case.

Lemma 40.

(
x∗

x̃
) ≤ (1 +Mα)

1
α . (9.54)

Proof. We know at the optimum,
∑

i(x
∗)αi = 1 − r(x∗). At the equilibrium (using Corol-

lary 7 and substituting λ′(x) for polynomial functions),
∑

i(1 + Mαi)(x̃)αi = 1 − r(x̃).
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Since r is non-decreasing, this means that 1 − r(x∗) ≤ 1 − r(x̃). So, we get
∑

i(x
∗)αi ≤∑

i(1 +Mαi)x̃
αi .

Doing a term-by-term comparison, we get that ∃ some i such that (x∗)αi ≤ (1 +

Mαi)x̃
αi . And so, we get x∗

x̃ ≤ (1 + Mαi)
1
αi for some αi. For a fixed value of M , the

function (1 +Mp)
1
p is non-increasing as p increases. Therefore, (1 +Mαi)

1
αi ≤ (1 +Mα)

1
α

since α ≤ αi. �

For a fixed value of M , as α increases the bound tends to 1 + log(Mα)
α . It is not hard

to see that when λ(x) = 1−xα, the efficiency of the equilibrium asymptotically approaches

the given bound.

Proof for Uniform Demand: Remember that the buyer demand function λ(x) =

λ0 for x ≤ T . If there exist several optimum solutions, then denote by ~x∗ the optimum

solution with the maximum possible flow. In other words, any solution with a total flow

of size x′ > x∗ is non-optimal. We show that applying our pricing rule (see Appendix

Equation 9.22) to the optimal flow always returns a Nash Equilibrium.

First recall that our pricing rule ensures all flow carrying paths are priced at exactly

λ(x∗) = λ0, which for uniform demand is the value for the paths held by all buyers. This

means that if any edge increases its price, all paths containing that edge would now have a

price strictly larger than λ0. No buyer would be able to afford such a path and therefore,

the flow on the edge would drop to zero and its profit cannot increase. So we only need to

show that sellers cannot decrease their price and improve profits.

Also recall from Lemma 27 that edges priced at their marginal cost can never decrease

their price and increase profits whatever be the resulting flow. This means that we should

only worry about edges which have a price strictly larger than their marginal cost. The

only edges for which this is possible are the monopolies, which are priced at pe = ce(x
∗) +

λ(x∗)−r(x∗)
M . Since pe > ce(x

∗), we can conclude that λ(x∗) > r(x∗) if any edge is to be

priced above its marginal cost. However, by Proposition 15, this implies that x∗ = T and

therefore at the optimum flow all the buyers (population of T ) have non-zero allocation.

In such a case, decreasing prices would have no effect since there are no more unallocated

buyers left in the market. We therefore conclude that no edge can increase or decrease its

price and thus, we have a Nash Equilibrium with flow x∗. �

Concave-Log Demand In this chapter, we considered MPE functions (concave on a log-log
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plot) and log-concave functions (concave on a semi-log plot). For the sake of completeness,

we also consider functions that are not log-concave but still obey the MPE condition. One

such important class consists of Concave-Log demand functions, which are in some sense the

opposite of log-concave functions; in other words λ(x) is concave against a logarithmically

varying buyer demand (i.e., λ(log(x)) is concave). This class of functions was considered

in [83], where an efficiency bound of eD was shown: D being the length of the longest s-t

path in the network which could potentially be much larger than M . We generalize their

results to markets with cost functions, and further are able to improve upon the bound

in [83].

Claim 16. For any instance with concave-log demand, the inefficiency of the focal equilib-

rium is at most M
M−1e

M−1 for M ≥ 2.

Proof. Let ~̃x be the equilibrium flow of size x̃ obeying Corollary 7, and let x∗ be the size

of the optimum flow maximizing social welfare. We first show that x∗
x̃ ≤ eM . Note that

this immediately gives us a bound of eM on the η since the flow at equilibrium always has

a higher value than the flow after that. Following this, we tighten the bound to M
M−1e

M−1.

Lemma 41. For any given instance with x|λ′(x)| being non-decreasing, it must be that

x̃
x∗ ≥ e

−M .

Proof. Following our pricing rule, at equilibrium, we have λ(x̃)−r(x̃)
M = x̃|λ′(x̃)|. Since

x|λ′(x)| is non-decreasing, it must be that for all x ≥ x̃, x|λ′(x)| ≥ x̃|λ′(x̃)| = λ(x̃)−r(x̃)
M .

Equivalently for x ≥ x̃,

|λ′(x)| = −λ′(x) ≥ λ(x̃)− r(x̃)

Mx
(9.55)

Integrating both sides from x = x̃ to x∗, we get λ(x̃)− λ(x∗) ≥ λ(x̃)−r(x̃)
M ln(x

∗
x̃ ). This

implies

ln(
x∗

x̃
) ≤Mλ(x̃)− λ(x∗)

λ(x̃)− r(x̃)
. (9.56)

Finally, we get x∗
x̃ ≤ exp

(
M λ(x̃)−λ(x∗)

λ(x̃)−r(x̃)

)
≤ eM . The last inequality follows from the fact

that at the optimum flow x∗, λ(x∗) ≥ r(x∗) ≥ r(x̃). �

Now for the rest of the proof. Define f(x) = ln(λ(x) − r(x)). Then f ′(x) =

λ′(x)−r′(x)
λ(x)−r(x) ≤

λ′(x)
λ(x)−r(x) since r′(x) is always non-negative as r(x) is non-decreasing. So,
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by integrating f ′(x) between x̃ and x > x̃, we get

f(x)− f(x̃) =

∫ x

x̃
f ′(x)dx ≤

∫ x

x̃

λ′(x)

λ(x)− r(x)
dx. (9.57)

Now since λ(x) is a MPE function and λ′(x) is negative, we have for x ≥ x̃,
λ′(x)

λ(x)− r(x)
≤

x̃
λ′(x̃)

x(λ(x̃)− r(x̃))
=

x̃

−xMx̃
=
−1

Mx
. This is due to our equilibrium conditions from Corollary

7. Putting this in the above integral, we get,

ln(
λ(x)− r(x)

λ(x̃)− r(x̃)
) ≤

∫ x

x̃

λ′(x)

λ(x)− r(x)
dx ≤

∫ x

x̃

−1

Mx
dx =

−1

M
ln(

x

x̃
) (9.58)

Since log(x) is a monotone increasing function, we can directly say,

λ(x)− r(x) ≤ (λ(x̃)− r(x̃))(
x̃

x
)

1
M . (9.59)

From our previous proofs, we know that the efficiency is bounded from above by 1 +∫ x∗
x̃ [λ(x)− r(x)]dx

x̃(λ(x̃)− r(x̃))
. Substituting our bound for λ(x)− r(x) from the above inequality, we

get

η ≤ 1 +

∫ x∗
x̃ ( x̃x)

1
M dx

x̃
= 1 +

M

M − 1

(x∗)
M−1
M − (x̃)

M−1
M

x̃
M−1
M

. (9.60)

We already know that x∗
x̃ ≤ e

M from the claim proven above. So putting this in the above

inequality gives us,

η ≤ 1 +
M

M − 1
(eM )

M−1
M − M

M − 1
≤ M

M − 1
eM−1. (9.61)

�

We reiterate here that all of our results require no assumption on the graph structure

and only the ones mentioned in Section 3 for the cost functions.

9.5 Generalizations: Multiple-Source Networks

We now move on to more general networks where different buyers have different si-ti

paths that they wish to connect and the demand function can be different for different

sources. Unfortunately, our intuition from the previous sections does not carry over. Even

when buyers have Uniform demand, Nash equilibrium may not even exist whereas in the
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single-source case, equilibrium was efficient. Perhaps more surprisingly, we give relatively

simple examples in which perfect efficiency is no longer achieved in the absence of monop-

olies. Nevertheless, we prove that for some interesting special cases, fully efficient Nash

equilibrium still exists even when buyers desire different types of bundles. In particular, we

believe that our result on series-parallel networks is an important starting point for truly

understanding multiple-source networks.

Claim 17. There exist simple instances with two sources and one sink such that

1. Nash equilibrium may not exist even when the buyers at each source have Uniform

demand.

2. All Nash equilibria are inefficient even when no edge is a monopoly.

Proof. Non-existence:

Let the two source nodes be s1 and s2. There are two paths between s1 and t, a direct edge

e1 = (s1, t), and a simple path s1 → s2 → t. In other words, s1 has two preferred bundles

{(e1), (e2, e3)}, and s2 has exactly one bundle e3 that it desires. Source s1 has a demand for

one unit of flow which it values at λ1 = 100, and s2 also has demand for one unit of flow,

which it values at λ2 = 25. We assume that e1 has a cost function C1(x) = 3x and e3 has

a cost C3(x) = 2x. e2 has no production cost. The same example can actually be shown

to hold for more convex cost functions, although for simplicity we stick to these linear cost

functions. The following points establish that no Nash Equilibrium exists. We will let pi

denote the price of edge ei.

1. In any Nash equilibrium, e3 makes a profit of at least 23, else it would change its price

to 25−ε and receive at least one unit of flow, obtaining a profit of at least 25−ε−2(1).

Thus, since the total flow possible on e3 is at most size 2, it must be that p3 ≥ 13.5

in every Nash equilibrium (since then 2p3 − 2(2) = 23).

2. In any Nash equilibrium, all of s1’s flow must be on edge e1. If not, then e1 can always

lower its price for more flow since p3 ≥ 13.5.

3. Since e3 is only receiving flow from s2 in a Nash equilibrium, it must be that p3 = 25.

Otherwise e3 would benefit from changing its price: if p3 < 25 it could raise the price

by some tiny amount and still receive the same flow; if p3 > 25 then its profit is 0
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since it receives no flow. Therefore p1 ≤ 25+p2: if it were larger then e1 would receive

0 flow because it would take the e2, e3 path.

4. Now consider the prices p1 ≤ 25 + p2 and p3 = 25. If p1 > 25, then p2 could lower

its price to be small enough until 25 + p2 < p1, and then e2 would receive positive

profit because it would receive flow from s1. Thus, p1 ≤ 25. e1 is receiving all of s1’s

flow, so it could raise its price unless p1 = 25 + p2; since p1 ≤ 25 this implies that

p1 = p3 = 25 and p2 = 0 at every Nash equilibrium.

5. p1 = p3 = 25 and p2 = 0 is not a Nash equilibrium, however: e3 has incentive to lower

its price to 25− ε, and receive utility 2(25− ε)− 4 instead of 25− 2.

Inefficient Equilibria in the absence of monopolies

Consider the instance shown in the Figure 9.4 with two sources s1 and s2. Let the demand

i1

s2s1

t

x2

x2

x2

Figure 9.4: Instance with two sources s1, s2 and one sink t.

of s1 be λ(x) = 1− x for x ≤ 1 and 0 afterward, and the demand of s2 be λ(x) = 4− x for

x ≤ 4 and 0 afterward. At the unique optimum point s1 sends a flow of 1/3 on its direct

link (edge e1) to the sink and s2 sends 2 units of flow, one on each of its paths.

First, we claim that there exist no set of prices stabilizing a flow of 1
3 for s1 and 2

units for s2 divided equally on both the paths. Since s1 is sending a total of a third of a

unit of flow, the price on any flow path must be 1 − 1
3 = 2

3 . Similarly, the price on any

flow-containing path for s2 must be 2. Any set of prices stabilizing this flow must therefore

have e1 being priced at p = 2
3 . Consider the flow carrying path for s2 consisting of the

edges (s2, i1) and (i1, t). We claim that in any Nash Equilibrium with this flow, the edge

e2 = (i1, t) must be priced at p2 ≥ 1. Indeed, if the price on this edge is less than 1, then

its profit is p2 ∗ 1− 1 < 0, which means that the edge is no longer stable.

At the current prices, look at the two paths available for s1 to send flow on. It’s
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direct edge e1 is priced at p1 = 2
3 and the other path has a price no smaller than p2 ≥ 1.

So the best-response is to always send flow on the edge e1 and so e1 is a virtual monopoly

for this source. Can these prices be a Nash Equilibrium? We claim that this is not the

case. Suppose e1 increases his price to p′1 = 3
4 . Note that for s1, the e1 path is still strictly

cheaper than the other path at the current prices, so its best-response for this price would

be to send a flow of 1
4 on this edge. The seller’s new profit is 3

4 ×
1
4 −

1
42 = 1

8 which is greater

than its old profit of 1
9 . The original solution is therefore not stable for the sellers. �

Series-Parallel Networks: In some sense, Claim 15 embodies the very essence of the

Bertrand paradox, the fact that competition leads to efficiency. So it is surprising that

this does not hold in general networks. However, we now show that for a large class of

markets which have the series-parallel structure, the absence of monopolies still gives us

efficient equilibria. Series-Parallel networks have been commonly used [85],[84] to model

the substitute and complementary relationship that exists between various products in

combinatorial markets.

We define a multiple-source single-sink graph to be a series-parallel graph if the super

graph of the given network obtained by adding a super-source and connecting it to all

the sources has the series-parallel structure. The notion of “no-monopolies” for a complex

network has the same idea as a single-source network: there is no edge in the graph such

that its removal would disconnect any source from the sink. We are now in a position to

show our result.

Theorem 17. A multiple-source single-sink series-parallel network with no monopolies ad-

mits a welfare-maximizing Nash Equilibrium for any given demand.

Proof. We begin by showing two simple structural properties on MS series-parallel graphs.

If P is a given path on a graph, we use the notation Puv to refer to the sub-path of P

between nodes u and v.

Lemma 42. Let E1 and E2 be two node-disjoint paths in the graph between nodes u and v

and w ∈ E2. Then any w-t path must go through v.

Proof. The series-parallel nature of the directed graph precludes the existence of bridges.

Formally, if P1 and P2 are node-disjoint paths between two given nodes, then for any i ∈ P1

and j ∈ P2, there cannot exist a path between i and j (and vice-versa) [104]. For our given
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lemma, assume by contradiction that there exists a w-t path P ′ not containing v. Let P be

any v-t path and suppose that P ′ first intersects P at some node z.

Consider the following two paths between the nodes u and z: E1 → Pvz and E2uw →

P ′wz. Clearly, these two paths are mutually disjoint. But there exists a bridge between w

and v, namely E2wv , which contradicts the series-parallel property. �

Lemma 43. Let E1 and E2 be any two node-disjoint paths between two nodes u and v and

w ∈ E2. Then any sj-w path must go through u, where sj is any source node.

Proof. The series-parallel nature of the directed graph precludes the existence of bridges [104].

Suppose that the premise is false and there is some sj-w path P ′ not containing u. Let P

be some s-u path in the graph. Among all the nodes on P that the path P ′ intersects, let z

be the one the one closest to u (along path P ). In other words, there exist a path from z to

u along P , and z to w along P ′ that do not have any nodes in common. Now consider the

following two mutually disjoint paths, Pzu → E1 and P ′zw → E2wv . There exists a bridge

between u and w along E2, which contradicts the series-parallel assumption. Therefore, any

sj-w path must contain u. �

Now consider any optimal solution ~x∗. Suppose that we price each edge e at its

marginal cost ce(x
∗
e). We claim that these prices along with the optimal flow give us a Nash

Equilibrium. One half of the proof is fairly easy: Lemma 27 tells us that no edge would

ever decrease its price from the marginal cost irrespective of the amount of flow it gains. So

we only need to show that sellers cannot increase their price. We show something stronger

namely that if any edge e increases its price from pe = ce(x
∗
e), then it would lose all of its

flow. This would imply that for every edge e and every source si sending some non-zero

flow on that edge, there exists a si-t path not containing e with some flow on it (sent by

si).

Consider any edge e with some flow on it (or else its price is zero), and some source

si which has flow on that edge. The total price of any si-t path with si-flow on it is λi(x
∗),

where x∗ is the amount being sent by source si, and so all we need to show is that there

exists some si-t path not containing e and having exactly this price. Let P be any flow-

carrying si-t path that contains the edge e. Since no single edge monopolizes any source,

this means that there must exist a si-t path not containing e. More specifically, there is some
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predecessor u and successor v of e along the path P , such that there exists an alternative P ′

that has no edge in common with Puv. That is P ′ is a shortcut as we used for no monopolies

case with just one source and sink (See Claim 15).

If we show that (upon marginal pricing), Puv and P ′ have the same cost, then we are

done since the new path Psiu → P ′ → Pvt and the original flow carrying path P would have

the same price, and thus e would lose everything if it were to increase its price. Suppose

that si sends non-zero flow on some edge e0 = (w1, w2) in P ′, then we claim that si must

send some flow on a u-v path that has no edge in common with Puv. Since e ∈ Puv and

e0 ∈ P ′ and the two paths are disjoint, then there cannot be any bridge connecting these

two edges. More specifically, source si is sending flow on e0 through some path that does

not contain e. All flow carrying paths must have the same marginal cost and therefore some

price of λi(x
∗) and so for this case, e cannot increase its price as it would lose its flow to

the si-t path not containing e. What if si does not send flow on any edge belonging to P ′?

In this case, we would like to show that Puv and P ′ have exactly the same marginal

cost or there exists some other path Pj that is also mutually disjoint from Puv with the

same price. Assume that Puv has a strictly smaller price
∑

e∈Puv ce(x
∗
e) than P ′’s price of∑

e∈P ′ ce(x
∗
e). Note that P ′ cannot have the smaller price because si has access to both

these sub-paths and if P ′ has a smaller marginal cost, we could have easily shifted some

flow on P ′ and reduced the cost of the optimal solution.

Since
∑

e∈P ′ ce(x
∗
e) >

∑
e∈Puv ce(x

∗
e), there must be some flow carrying edge e1 =

(w3, w4) on P ′ that contains flow from some source sj . By Lemma 43, all sj-w3 paths must

pass through u. And By Lemma 42, all w3-t paths must go through v. Consider some

path on which source j sends non-zero flow throughout which also contains w3 (say Pj).

Pj passes through both u and v but is disjoint from Puv because Pj contains w3 which also

contained in P ′. This means that if Puv and Pjuv are not disjoint, then there exists two

internal nodes u and v in Puv and Pjuv (or vice-versa) that are connected which cause a

bridge between Puv and P ′. Therefore, it must be the case that Puv and Pjuv have no edge

in common.

Now we know that source i sends flow on Puv and source j on Pjuv . We claim

now that
∑

e∈Puv ce(x
∗
e) =

∑
e∈Pjuv ce(x

∗
e). If this is not the case, then one of si or sj

could shift their flow between these two sub-paths and reduce the overall cost, which is a

contradiction. Therefore, for any edge e, there exists an alternative path not containing
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that edge. Therefore, marginal cost pricing results in a Nash Equilibrium. �



Chapter 10

Future Work

In this thesis, we considered models of markets that are highly structured: in single-seller

markets, we assumed that the items are of a similar type and that the buyers are unit-

demand or fractionally subadditive. In multiple-seller markets, we imposed a graph struc-

ture on the market and assumed that all buyers belong to the same type. These models

capture, up to a reasonable approximation, specific real world markets where the buyer

behavior is correlated. The immediate open questions and future directions that follow

from this work are whether the techniques and results shown here extend to generalizations

of the models considered and the kind of nuanced results that can be obtained for special

cases.

Continuing with the premise that real world markets are well-structured with rea-

sonably correlated buyer demands, the author of this thesis wishes to develop algorithmic

approaches for other structured instances in both the settings with the ultimate goal of

generating an overarching framework for applying item pricing.

10.1 Structured Instances with a Single Seller

1. General Unit-Demand Buyers This work considered unit-demand buyers having

uniform budgets or binary demand consisting of desired and undesired sets. More

generally, one could look at unit-demand buyers having an arbitrary valuation for

each item (vij is buyer i’s valuation for item j). While the O(log(N)) lower bound

obviously carries over to the more general setting, it is unclear whether a constant

factor approximation is possible for large markets. Perhaps, a more pressing issue is

to model such buyers using the large market framework considered in this work. One

promising approach seems to be using scaled valuation functions, i.e., given a base set

(v)ij , each buyers of a given type has a valuation (cv)ij for some constant c.

2. Correlations between items In the absence of meaningful results for the generalized

unit-demand case, it would be useful to consider instances where the user valuations

for different items are dictated by intrinsic correlations between items. For example,

if a unit demand buyer has a high valuation for two item A and B, it is reasonable

165
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to assume that the two items are of similar quality. Then, another buyer who has a

high valuation for A must have at least a reasonable valuation for B. Such a model

can be captured using metrics, for example by assuming that all buyer and items

lie on a metric space and a user’s valuation for an item is her intrinsic valuation

minus the distance to that item. Currently, revenue-maximization algorithms exist

only for significantly restricted versions of unit-demand envy-free pricing with metric

correlations [105]

10.2 General Frameworks for Determining Item Prices

We are especially interested in formulating general frameworks and black-box reduc-

tions for forming item prices. For example, consider the relatively simple Price Doubling

framework from Chapter 4, in which the algorithm starts with a high-welfare allocation,

computes appropriate starting prices, and then repeatedly doubles the prices until a high

revenue is reached. Many of the known results approximating revenue in item pricing are

essentially ad-hoc applications of this technique. In Chapter 4, we gave a simple black-box

reduction which allowed us to provide bicriteria approximation results mentioned above for

any results which use the Price Doubling technique to approximate revenue, such as for

[2], [20], [39], [40], [93]. Unfortunately, variations of the Price Doubling technique do not

seem useful for providing good revenue guarantees for more complex buyer valuations, or

for static sequential settings (Chapter 6). This is because price doubling techniques are

ineffectual in a non-discriminatory price setting, since they do not take into account the

dependencies introduced by limited supply [24]. To address this, we introduced a new Item

Halving algorithm in Chapter 6, and used this framework to design new pricing algorithms

with the best-known revenue approximations for sequential buyers with XoS valuations.

No approximations like these were previously known; in fact the best previous item pric-

ing approximation for revenue with XoS buyers was 2Õ(
√

logm) [20], as compared to our

approximation of O(log2m).

While we believe in the potential of the Item Halving framework, there is much work

to be done. One of the main goals of the author is to apply the Item Halving framework

to other settings besides the ones mentioned above: we believe that the overall idea will

yield new pricing with high revenue for a variety of settings and valuations classes, but it

does not seem to be an immediate application of the existing framework; some extra work
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is required here. An immediate open question would be to extend our results to the larger

class of subadditive functions; the overall idea of forming successive allocations so that the

final one has no “suballocation” of size less than half with high welfare should work, but

becomes much more difficult without the XoS oracle structure. Moreover, while the Item

Halving framework does seem to yield bicriteria (revenue, welfare) approximation results as

well, they are much weaker than the results from Price Doubling. An immediate, although

difficult, research direction involves determining if similar bicriteria results (i.e., poly-log

approximation for revenue, and constant approximation for welfare) can be shown using the

Item Halving framework, especially for large classes of buyer valuations.

10.3 Production Costs

Many real markets include production, instead of having a fixed supply [17]. Un-

fortunately, despite the fact that production costs often require very different techniques

than limited supply, and in fact generalize both limited and unlimited supply, markets with

non-linear production costs have received very little attention in the item pricing literature

(see [17], [19], [106] for some exceptions). Many of the standard techniques that previously

yielded good algorithms, especially single-pricing for all items, fail to do so in the presence

of production costs. The seller now faces the onerous task of balancing demand with pro-

duction costs, which may be different for different goods. In this thesis (Chapters 5,7,8),

we considered several settings with convex production costs; we were able to show profit-

and welfare-optimizing prices for such settings.

One of our immediate research goals is to extend the Price Doubling, and especially

our Item Halving algorithm, to include convex production costs. This would require new

techniques, as for example prices cannot increase by the same amount in every iteration,

and must take into account the production costs. Nevertheless, by leveraging min-cost

flows, we believe that the same results should be possible for convex production costs as for

the limited supply setting. Our next goal would be to consider concave production costs:

these correspond to economies of scale, have very different properties in markets, and have

received almost no attention in this setting. Finally, we plan to look at specific realistic

production cost functions, and provide pricing algorithms for specific applications; it is

likely that for well-behaved production costs better approximations are possible than even

for the limited supply setting (as was observed by [17] for sequential buyers with dynamic
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pricing).

10.4 Large Markets

One of our primary research directions is to study item pricing in large markets: ones

in which the demand of each buyer is infinitesimally small compared to the market size [32].

For many settings, studying large markets is much more reasonable than markets with only

a few buyers. While we provided some useful results in Chapters 7,8,9, much work remains

to be done.

Revenue-Welfare Gap. As discussed previously, most item pricing which provably ap-

proximates maximum revenue does this by comparing the revenue obtained with the

benchmark of maximum possible social welfare. Thus, by using this as a benchmark,

it is not possible to provide any approximation better than the maximum difference

between revenue and welfare, sometimes called the Revenue-Welfare Gap [66]. It is

important to understand and quantify this gap for various settings, since it provides

us with quantifiable limits on how well classes of item pricing algorithms can perform.

This is similar to the study of integrality gaps for linear programs in the field of ap-

proximation algorithms: understanding of such gaps gives great insight into possible

performance of various algorithms, their limitations, and sometimes gives indication

of how to form better algorithms. The Revenue-Welfare gap is well-understood for a

single buyer [66], but very little is known about the relationship between Revenue and

Welfare for many buyers with complex valuations. We will attempt to quantify this

gap for large markets like the ones described above, where it has not been considered

at all previously, and is likely to be much better.

New Benchmarks for Revenue. Since the Revenue-Welfare Gap can be quite high even

for simple settings, it is imperative to formulate other benchmarks which have a

smaller gap with maximum revenue, and thus can yield better approximation algo-

rithms [11]. It is worth noting that our 1.88-approximation result from 7 is one of the

few results in the entire item pricing literature which does not use the maximum social

welfare allocation as the benchmark. Instead, we use the properties of log-concave

functions and large markets to directly upper bound the maximum possible revenue

and thus obtain our approximation. We believe that extending these techniques to
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other (large market) settings would be extremely useful, and start a new research di-

rection in the field. We will also attempt to form better benchmarks for the sequential

setting, which we believe is a direction that has not been adequately explored. Some

examples of possible benchmarks include revenue if the seller is able to choose buyer

arrival orders, and maximum revenue from dynamic or slightly discriminatory pricing.

Buyers with Budgets. In this thesis, we assumed that buyers simply buy their maximum-

utility bundle, regardless of the price. In many real applications, however, buyers have

budgets on how much they are able to spend, and will buy their maximum-utility bun-

dle as long as it costs less than their budget [107], [108]. Budgeted players usually

require very different techniques, and forming good pricing for them can be much more

complex [13], [109]–[112]. We plan to ask the questions in this thesis for budgeted

buyers as well; this would require, for example, adjusting the Item Halving framework

to deal with budgets, determining if our sequential results for production costs still

hold in the presence of budgets, etc. It is worth noting that budgeted buyers fit nicely

within the large market framework. For example, a buyer with a budget c can be

exactly modeled by a buyer type with inverse demand λ(x) = c
x , i.e., the amount

purchased x will be exactly the budget divided by the price.

Large Markets, Facility Location, and Special Cases. Many special market structures

have been considered for item pricing [2], [35], [113], for example items being edges

in a graph [58], [114], buyers being embedded into a metric space [105], etc. We will

consider various special (realistic) market structures in the paradigm of large markets,

and provide improved algorithms for them. To give an example which we will probably

start with, consider a setting with stores located in a metric space, and a very large

number of buyers corresponding to points in the metric space. A seller chooses prices

for each good at each store (so the same good at different stores could have different

prices), and the cost for a buyer is the price of the good plus the cost of getting to that

store. Another example would be the single-parameter unit demand setting described

above, but with extra structure on the sets Sj , e.g., Sj corresponding to contiguous

time intervals (which would make sense for the PEV setting), or Sj corresponding to

all the edges/goods incident on a node/buyer in some appropriate graph.

Approximate Envy-free Solutions. While most of item pricing literature considers envy-
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free solutions, i.e., solutions where every buyer receives their optimal bundle at the

given prices, some have also considered relaxing this slightly to approximately envy-

free [93], [97], [115]. This would mean that the utility obtained by each buyer is close

to the best possible, but not necessarily the best possible. It would be interesting

to see the quality of revenue approximations possible once buyers only get a “good”

bundle instead of the “best” bundle, and how this quality changes as the envy-freeness

becomes more and more approximate. It would also be interesting to see if limited tar-

geted subsidies can be given to certain classes of buyers to convince them to purchase

non-optimal bundles of goods; the goal would be for the subsidies to be small, but for

the revenue or welfare of the resulting solution to be very large due to the subsidies.

This would especially be interesting for large markets, in which such subsidies can

be given “in aggregate” to random subsets of buyers. For multi-minded buyers, we

have already begun quantifying such tradeoffs between subsidies needed and revenue

achieved, and we believe our techniques should be extendable to much more general

settings.

10.5 Sequential Mechanisms

This thesis has only scratched the surface of sequential mechanisms. Our long-term

research goal involves a nuanced understanding of how different market parameters affect

the quality of the sequential mechanism, which we now expand upon.

Going Large: Many Buyers and Increased Supply A common theme encountered in

algorithmic economics is that markets with a large number of buyers or increased

supply often exhibit favorable properties compared to their smaller counterparts [33],

[116], [117]. Given that this phenomenon is relatively less understood in sequential

markets, we propose to initiate a formal study of item pricing algorithms for both

revenue and welfare whose approximation factors depend inversely on the amount of

supply and in markets where N → ∞. Our preliminary investigations reveal that

when the supply is sufficiently large, one can obtain near-optimal welfare guarantees

even for complex valuations. A reasonable extension of the supply constraints is to

then consider ‘flexible’ production cost functions (as in [17]), where the seller can often

produce additional quantities at small marginal cost. The PI’s experience in handling
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large markets with convex production costs makes him uniquely poised to incorporate

these important real-world considerations into the study of sequential mechanisms.

Effect of Arrival Orders In the online algorithms literature, it is often standard to con-

sider various models of buyer arrival including predetermined arrival order, uniformly

random, (arbitrary) distributional arrival, and adversarial arrival. In addition to bet-

ter understanding the sensitivity of the approximation guarantees to the nature of

buyer arrival, we also hope to tackle the unresolved question of whether ‘nicer models

of buyer arrival’, for e.g., uniformly random arrival, can lead to improved approxima-

tions for pricing problems, as it does in matching and other allocation problems [98],

[118].

Limited Price Discrimination Given that our objective is to quantify the power and

limitations of static pricing, a peripheral but crucial research direction is to study

whether limited forms of price discrimination can lead to disproportionate improve-

ments in revenue. A natural starting point would be to analyze dynamic pricing

schemes that use only small price increments (or decrements) in each round. For in-

stance, for the single-good unlimited-supply setting, no static price can achieve better

than a Ω(log n)-revenue approximation to optimum welfare. A simple observation

that we are able to make is that if we allow for the prices across successive rounds

to differ by a factor of α ≥ 1, one can achieve near-optimal revenue guarantees (for

certain buyer arrival orders) even when α is small (say α ≤ 4
3). We plan on thoroughly

exploring many notions of mild discrimination including schemes where (i) prices of-

fered to any two buyers differ by at most a small constant, (ii) prices are announced

in advance as a function of the round or available supply [17], and (iii) differential

pricing based on which tier the customer belongs to [119], for e.g., business class vs

economy class customers [120].

Other Models of Buyer Behavior The standard approach in algorithmic economics is

to consider quasi-linear buyers who purchase utility (value minus price) maximizing

bundles. In future work, the PI hopes to devote specific attention to revenue and

welfare maximization in applications where buyers may not conform to this model.

A popular example is that of impatient bidders [121], [122] (in unit-demand settings)

who make themselves available for a certain number of rounds and purchase the item
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at the first time frame in which the price falls below their valuation. Other notable

models include risk-averse buyers [123], [124], buyers whose utility depends on pos-

itive network externalities [5], [125], [126] and luxury buyers [21] who purchase the

most expensive item within their valuation. Since many of these models are only

defined for the unit-demand setting, we propose to expand these models, particularly

impatient and risk-averse behavior, to more complex valuations and study revenue

maximization. For instance, one can imagine impatient submodular buyers who pur-

chase the first bundle which exceeds a threshold utility or repeatedly purchase utility

maximizing subsets in each available round [60]. The PI is intrigued by the prospect

of obtaining ‘improved approximations’ using other models of buyer behavior and a

more general understanding of the trade-offs between buyer behavior and approxima-

tion guarantees.

10.6 Other Research Directions

10.6.1 Multiple Competitive Sellers

Although in this thesis we mostly describe settings with a single seller, we are also

interested in item pricing for multiple competing sellers. Of course, such settings require

vastly different considerations and the study of various reasonable price equilibria [81], [86],

[89], [127]. Note that, just as for a single seller, Walrasian equilibrium does not make

sense for many settings with multiple sellers: there are simple examples where a seller

using Walrasian prices can change their prices and receive higher revenue [41]. In our

preliminary work (Chapter 9, we considered a large market setting where each seller owns

a single item corresponding to a link in a network, and a continuum of buyers wish to

purchase capacity on paths in this network. The notion of equilibrium we considered is a

Nash equilibrium concept which is essentially a Bertrand equilibrium for this setting: all

buyers receive their optimal bundle (i.e., the cheapest path), and no seller can change their

price and achieve strictly larger revenue. This is a generalization of the classic model of

competition proposed by Bertrand [128], [129]. This network structure yields goods which

are a mix of complements and substitutes; moreover, we assume that sellers have convex

production costs, a rather non-trivial generalization of previous work on the same topic [41],

[83]. We were able to show that for a large class of buyer demand functions, equilibrium

always exists and allocations can often be close to optimal. We also provided several insights
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into the effects of monopolies on market efficiency.

Our results in Chapter 9 are for a very special case, of course. Essentially all of the

questions asked in this thesis are also relevant to markets with multiple sellers. We will

begin by looking at the same equilibrium concept as in Chapter 9, but will also be interested

in approximately envy-free solutions, buyers with sequential arrival orders, approximating

both revenue and welfare simultaneously, etc. Unlike for markets with a single seller, very

little work has been done for this competitive market model, and we are excited to discover

settings in which sellers provably form good equilibrium solutions, or settings in which

buyers and sellers can be properly incentivized (e.g., through limited subsidies as in [130],

[131]) to form equilibrium solutions which are good for the market overall, as well as for

the individual buyers and sellers involved.

10.6.2 Trade-offs: Complexity of Pricing Scheme vs Optimality of Solutions

In order to obtain a complete picture of the power and limitations of item pricing, it is

important to contrast the performance guarantees obtained via this method to other, more

involved pricing schemes such as bundle pricing. While item pricing is arguably the simplest

way to sell goods, there is often a non-trivial gap between the optimum social welfare and the

maximum attainable revenue [20], [132]. On the other hand, if one allows for offering each

buyer prices on arbitrary bundles, then it is trivially possible to extract the optimum welfare

as revenue. Our goal is to explore the solution space of pricing schemes that lie between

the above two extremes and quantify the exact amount of revenue (or welfare) that can be

obtained by pricing mechanisms that do not impose large cognitive overhead on the buyers.

As concrete first steps, we wish to analyze (i) limited size bundle pricing, where the seller

partitions the goods into bundles of size at most k and posts a price on every such bundle,

and (ii) supply-limiting item pricing, where the seller imposes limits on the minimum or

maximum sized bundle that each buyer is allowed to purchase (initiated in [13] but for multi-

unit valuations only). Given that one cannot obtain better than Ω(
√
m) approximations

for simultaneous mechanisms with submodular buyers [50], it would be interesting to see

if a small amount of bundling or supply limiting result in overcoming these impossibility

results. To the best of our knowledge, these simple mechanisms have not been specifically

studied in the literature, and our future work would nicely supplement the rather extensive

ongoing research on bundling and partition mechanisms [39], [74], [133]–[135].
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Moving on from bundling, we also propose to examine other pricing schemes that

have been suggested in the literature to overcome the difficulties inherent in item pricing,

including subsidies or discount pricing [136]–[138], where the seller can offer buyer-specific

discounts in addition to item pricing, general envy-free pricing [73], where the seller de-

cides on an allocation and pricing for each buyer that satisfies envy-freeness, and mixed

bundling [139], [140], where the seller offers the buyer a choice between individual item

prices and specific prices on bundles to encourage greater consumption. From a long-term

perspective, our objective is to design a family of pricing rules parameterized by their

complexity, and seek to quantify the trade-off in the revenue guarantees as the mechanism

becomes more complex. Many of the general pricing schemes described above naturally lend

themselves to such trade-offs, for e.g., maximum size of bundle or amount of discriminative

pricing (via discounts) vs revenue.
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Appendix A

Additional Lemmas

Lemma 44. Let C be a convex function and let x be a random variable distributed according

to F . Then, Ex∼F [C(x)] ≥ C(Ex∼F [x]).

Proof. This follows from the fundamental property of convex functions that C(x+y
2 ) ≤

1
2(C(x) + C(y)), also referred to as Jensen’s Inequality. �
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Appendix B

Properties of Minimum Cost Flows

Lemma 45.Consider two buyer demands ~x1 and ~x2 where ~x2 ≥ ~x1 and the corresponding

min-cost flows are ~z1 and ~z2. Then, the following provides a bound for the difference in

costs ∑
t

(Ct(z
2
t )− Ct(z1

t )) ≥
∑
i

ri(~z1)(x2
i − x1

i ). (B.1)

Proof. The proof follows from Corollary 4. We know that for t, either z2
t ≥ z1

t or ct(z
2
t ) =

ct(z
1
t ). Therefore, we can write for all t, Ct(z

2
t )− Ct(z1

t ) ≥ ct(z1
t )(z2

t − z1
t ). So we have,

∑
t

(Ct(z
2
t )− Ct(z1

t )) ≥
∑
t

ct(z
1
t )z2

t −
∑
t

ct(z
1
t )z1

t =
∑
t

ct(z
1
t )z2

t −
∑
i∈B

ri(~z1)x1
i . (B.2)

The last equation is simply a rearrangement of flow from the items to the buyers.

Now, consider any buyer i and item t such that z2
t (i) > 0. We know that ct(z

1
t ) ≥ ri(~z1)

because the latter represents the minimum marginal cost of any item i has access to. This

gives us
∑

t ct(z
1
t )z2

t ≥
∑

i∈B ri(
~z1)x2

i , which completes the proof. �

Lemma 46. Consider a price vector ~p1 and a corresponding solution ( ~x1, ~y1) which is a

best-response envy-free allocation such that ~y1 is also a min-cost flow to the demand ~x1. Let

~p2 be another price vector such that there is at least one item whose price in ~p2 is smaller

than its price in ~p1. Let ( ~x2, ~y2) be an envy-free allocation for ~p2. Then, ∃t ∈ S, such that

p1
t > p2

t and ct(y
1
t ) ≤ ct(y2

t ).

Note that ~y2 need not be a min-cost flow for the demand ~x2.

Proof. What the lemma says is that at least one of the items whose price in ~p2 is smaller

than the price in ~p1 has a marginal cost that is larger or equal in the B-R, E-F allocation

corresponding to ~p2. Intuitively this is not hard to see because reducing the price leads to

an increase in the allocation.

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, K. Kar, and S. Sekar, “Envy-free pricing in large markets: Approximating revenue and

welfare”, ACM Trans. Econ. and Comput., to be published
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Consider the set of all items whose price in ~p2 is strictly smaller than its price in ~p1

and let Smin be the subset of such items with the smallest price,

Smin =
{
t|t ∈ arg minp1

t1
>p2

t1
(p2
t1)
}

. Let B1
min be the set of buyers who receive non-zero

amounts of the items in Smin in ~y1. Finally, let pmin be the price of all the items in Smin.

We claim that for any buyer i in B1
min, their entire allocation in ~y2 can only come

from the items in Smin. If this is not true, the only other possible case is that the buyer

is receiving allocation from some other item t not in Smin but still priced at pmin. But by

definition of Smin, t’s price in ~p1 is not larger than pmin which means i cannot have an edge

to such a t (or else ~y1 could cease to be envy-free).

Now construct the following reduced demand vectors ~xR1 and ~xR2 for instances with

the full buyer set but the item set is reduced to Smin. For buyer i, xR1
i is the total amount

that buyer i receives only from the items in Smin. This is zero from some buyers and non-

zero for buyers in B1
min by definition. Let ~yR1 be the exact same allocation as ~y1 but only

for the items in Smin. Since ~y1 is a min-cost flow, the sub-flow on the items in Smin for the

given demand must also be one of minimum cost.

Similarly define ~xR2 as the flow sent by buyers only to the items in Smin and ~yR2

as the corresponding allocation on these items. Since we have shown that the the buyers

in B1
min use these items exclusively, this means that ∀i ∈ B1

min, xR2
i = x2

i ≥ x1
i ≥ xR1

i .

Moreover, since all the items in Smin are priced at pmin and the allocation is a min-cost,

E-F allocation, it means that for items at the same price, we have a min-cost flow.

Now, using ( ~xR1 , ~yR1) and ( ~xR2 , ~yR2) as inputs to Lemma 12, we get that for all

t ∈ Smin, ct(y
1
t ) ≤ ct(y2

t ). �

Lemma 47. Consider two price vectors ~p1 and ~p2 where ~p2 ≥ ~p1, and their corresponding

best-response buyer demands ~x1 and ~x2. Suppose that ~z1 and ~z2 are the corresponding min-

cost flows for these demand vectors. As long as for all t, we have that p1
t ≥ ct(z

1
t ) and

p2
t ≥ ct(z2

t ), then it must be true that:

∑
i∈B

p̄1
ix

1
i −

∑
t∈S

Ct(z
1
t ) ≥

∑
i∈B

p̄1
ix

2
i −

∑
t∈S

Ct(z
2
t ). (B.3)

Proof. Note that these allocations may not be envy-free. The left part of this inequality is

exactly the profit of the solution, but the right parts uses prices ~p1 with the allocation and

demand ~x2, ~z2.
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Remember for all i ∈ B, x1
i ≥ x2

i . Applying Lemma 12 and Corollary 4 for these two

demand vectors, we can say that for any item t, either z1
t ≥ z2

t or ct(z
1
t ) = ct(z

2
t ). Therefore,

in both these cases, it is easy to show that Ct(z
1
t ) ≤ Ct(z2

t ) + ct(z
1
t )(z1

t − z2
t ). Using this in

the LHS of the main lemma inequality, we get

∑
i∈B

p̄1
ix

1
i −

∑
t∈S

Ct(z
1
t ) ≥

∑
i∈B

p̄1
ix

2
i −

∑
t∈S

Ct(z
2
t )+(∑

i∈B
p̄1
i (x

1
i − x2

i )−
∑
t∈S

ct(z
1
t )(z1

t − z2
t )

)
. (B.4)

If we can show that the second term in the RHS that has been parenthesized is non-

negative, we are done. Recall that for every i, ri( ~x1) is the marginal cost of any item being

used by i in ~z1. We also know that p1
i ≥ ri( ~x1) by our assumption. Consider the quantity∑

t∈S ct(z
1
t )(z1

t − z2
t ).

∑
t∈S

ct(z
1
t )z1

t −
∑
t∈S

ct(z
1
t )z2

t =
∑
i∈B

ri( ~x1)x1
i −

∑
t∈S

ct(z
1
t )z2

t . (B.5)

The above equation is simply via a rearrangement of the allocation from the items to the

buyers. Now, we claim that
∑

t∈S ct(z
1
t )z2

t ≥
∑

i∈B ri(
~x1)x2

i . Look at the all the items t

where user i’s allocation x2
i turns up in the vector ~z2. We claim that for all such items,

ct(z
1
t ) ≥ ri(~z1). This has to hold because ~z1 is a min-cost flow and therefore for any other

item t that i has access to, its marginal cost has to be greater than or equal to ri(~z1).

Therefore using this in Equation B.4,

∑
i∈B

p̄1
i (x

1
i − x2

i )−
∑
t∈S

ct(z
1
t )(z1

t − z2
t ) ≥

∑
i∈B

p̄1
i (x

1
i − x2

i )−
∑
i∈B

ri(~z1)(x1
i − x2

i ) (B.6)

=
∑
i∈B

(p̄1
i − ri(~z1))(x1

i − x2
i ) (B.7)

≥0. (B.8)

The above term is strictly non-negative because because p̄1
i ≥ ri(~z1) and x1

i ≥ x2
i for all i.

This completes the proof. �

Lemma 48. Let G be a bipartite market and let ~x(p) denote the corresponding best-response

buyer demand vector when all the items in the market have a price of p. Let ~z(p) denote
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the min-cost flow at this demand. Then, for any given p̄ and item t, its marginal cost is left

continuous at p̄. Formally, limε→0 ct(zt(p̄− ε)) = ct(zt(p̄)).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that for some t, limε→0 ct(zt(p̄ − ε)) 6= ct(zt(p̄)). We have

already shown that as the price increases, the marginal cost cannot increase in Lemma 12.

Therefore, this can only mean that limε→0 ct(zt(p̄ − ε)) > ct(zt(p̄)). The monotonicity of

the marginal cost also means that for every other item t′, limε→0 ct′(zt′(p̄− ε)) ≥ ct′(zt′(p̄))

Consider any user i, it is not hard to reason out that xi(p̄) must be continuous.

Formally, limε→0 xi(p̄−ε) = xi(p̄). This holds because λi(x) is continuous and differentiable.

So, we have the following,

∑
t′
zt′(p̄) =

∑
i

xi(p̄) =
∑
i

lim
ε→0

xi(p̄− ε) = lim
ε→0

∑
i

xi(p̄− ε) = lim
ε→0

∑
t

zt(p̄− ε). (B.9)

Now the claim is that the last term in the right hand side of the above equation is

strictly larger than
∑

t′ zt′(p̄). This is true because for every t′, the limit of zt′(p̄ − ε) is

greater than or equal to zt′(p̄) and for item t, this inequality happens to be strict. This is

a contradiction and therefore, the marginal cost at the item has to be continuous. �

Lemma 49. Let (~p, ~x, ~z) be a given solution where ~x is a best-response demand to ~p and ~z

is the corresponding min-cost flow. Let (~pb, ~xb, ~zb) be some benchmark solution for the same

instance. Suppose that BH is the set of buyers to whom the minimum priced item available

in ~pb is not smaller than that in ~p and BL = B \ BH . Moreover, there is a fraction α ≤ 1

such that for all buyers in BL, xi ≥ αxbi . Then, consider the following quantity,

π =
∑
i∈B

p̄ixi − C(~z). (B.10)

If we denote by ~zb(BH) the min-cost flow for the demand ~xb but only for the buyers from

BH , then

π ≥

∑
i∈BH

p̄ix
b
i − C(~zb(BH))

+ α

∑
i∈BL

p̄bix
b
i − (Ct(

~zb)− Ct(~zb(BH)))

 . (B.11)

Recall that we are only looking at prices obeying ~p, ~pb ≥ ~p∗ (Assumption 1). The
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above term deserves careful attention. For the buyers in BH , the price is from ~p but the

demand and allocation are from the benchmark solution. For the other set of buyers, both

the price and the allocation are from the benchmark. Also notice that ~z or ~zb may not be

envy-free and therefore, π is the profit that the seller makes at the cheapest (non-envy-free

solution), given the price and the demand.

Proof. Notice that for the buyers in BH , ~x dominates ~xb and for the buyers in BL, ~x

dominates α~xb. Therefore, in order to get an allocation only in terms of ~xb for the buyers

in BH and α~xb for buyers in BL, we need to show that the profit due to the additional

demand from ~x− ~xb and ~x−α~xb for the respective buyer sets is non-zero. This can be done

via the flow partition lemma by creating dummy buyers and reallocating this flow to them.

Construct a new instance with a set of buyers B1 ∪ B2, such that for every i ∈ B,

there is an i1 in B1 and i2 in B2 with access to the same set of items as i. Now construct

a new demand vector ~x′ such that for all i ∈ BH , x′i1 = xbi and for the corresponding

i2 ∈ B2, x′i2 = xi − xbi . Similarly ∀i ∈ BL, x′i1 = αxbi and for the corresponding i2 ∈ B2,

x′i2 = xi − αxbi . The min-cost flow for ~x′ must coincide with ~z. Moreover, look at the

demand from the buyers in B1, i.e., ~x′(B1), let the corresponding min-cost for this demand

alone be ~z(B1).

Applying the flow partition lemma for this new instance and with B1 being the desired

subset of the total buyer set. We get,

C(~z) = C(~z(B1)) + (C(~z)− C(~z(B1))) ≤ C(~z(B1)) +
∑
i2∈B2

ri(~z)x
′
i2 . (B.12)

The last term above comes from the fact that the marginal cost faced by every i2

must be equal to the marginal cost faced by the corresponding i in ~z. We slightly abuse

notation here since we sum over i2, but the marginal cost is that faced by i in ~z, where i2

is the corresponding buyer to that i in B2. Moreover, since ~x∗ dominates ~x, by the weak

price lower bound condition (Assumption 1), this implies ri(~z) ≤ p̄i, giving us,

C(~z)− C(~z(B1)) ≤
∑
i2∈B2

ri(~z)x
′
i2 ≤

∑
i2∈B2

p̄ix
′
i2 . (B.13)
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Now dividing up the term π into the two buyer sets, we get

π =
∑
i1∈B1

p̄ix
′
i1 − C(~z(B1)) +

∑
i2∈B2

p̄ix
′
i2 − (C(~z)− C(~z(B1)) (B.14)

≥
∑
i1∈B1

p̄ix
′
i1 − C(~z(B1)) +

∑
i2∈B2

p̄ix
′
i2 −

∑
i2∈B2

p̄ix
′
i2 (B.15)

≥
∑
i1∈B1

p̄ix
′
i1 − C(~z(B1)) (B.16)

Now consider the allocation ~z(B1). B1 is merely a repetition of the buyer set B but

with a different flow on the buyers, namely xbi on the buyers corresponding to BH and αxbi

on buyers corresponding to BL. We can once again use the flow partition lemma to this

flow with BH (or rather the elements in B1 corresponding to BH) as the desired set. Notice

that the min-cost flow with only the buyers from BH having flow of x′i1 = xbi must indeed

coincide with ~zb(BH). Therefore, we can further sub-divide the profit as,

π ≥

∑
i∈BH

p̄ix
b
i − C(~zb(BH))

+

∑
i∈BL

p̄iαx
b
i − (C(~z(B1))− C(~zb(BH)))

 (B.17)

≥

∑
i∈BH

p̄ix
b
i − C(~zb(BH))

+

α ∑
i∈BL

p̄ix
b
i − (C(~z(B1))− C(~zb(BH)))

 . (B.18)

We are almost done with the proof. The terms for BH coincide with what we are

required to prove. We only need to get an α factor out of the terms in BL. That is, all that

remains is for us to show the following:

C(~z(B1))− C(~zb(BH)) ≥ α(C(~zb)− C(~zb(BH))). (B.19)

Let’s recap what these allocations actually mean:

• ~zb - All buyers sending xbi ,

• ~z(B1) - Buyers in BH sending xbi , buyers in BL sending αxbi ,

• ~zb(BH) - Buyers in BH sending xbi , buyers in BL sending zero.

Suppose, we denote by ~xH the demand vector where all buyers in BH are sending xbi

units of flow and rest 0 and similarly by ~xL, the demand vector where all buyers in BL are
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sending xbi units of flow and the rest are sending 0 flow. Moreover, for any of these demand

vectors, define MC() be to the cost of the min-cost flow for that demand vector. What we

need to show can be simplified as

[MC( ~xH + α ~xL)−MC( ~xH)] ≤ α[MC( ~xH + ~xL)−MC( ~xH)]. (B.20)

First, it is not hard to argue that MC is a convex function of the vector demand

~x since all items have convex production costs. Moreover, for any convex function C and

positive a, x and 0 < α ≤ 1), the following is true.

C(a+ x)− C(a)

a+ x− a
≥ C(a+ αx)− C(a)

a+ αx− a
. (B.21)

Simplifying the denominators and cancelling x from both of them tells us that C(a+

αx)−C(a) ≤ α(C(a+x)−C(a)). So, we can easily extend this property to convex functions

of vector inputs, thereby showing

[MC( ~xH + α ~xL)−MC( ~xH)] ≤ α[MC( ~xH + ~xL)−MC( ~xH)]. (B.22)

�

Lemma 50. Let (~p, ~x, ~y) denote a valid pricing solution for a given instance such that for

all t, pt ≥ ct(yt). Then

1.
∑

i∈B λi(xi)xi ≥ 2C(~y).

2. π(~p, ~x, ~y) ≥ C(~y).

3.
∑

i∈B λi(xi)xi ≤ 2π(~p, ~x, ~y).

Proof. The proof follows from the nature of doubly convex cost functions. Double convexity

implies that for every t ∈ T , Ct(yt) ≤ 1
2ct(yt)yt. Therefore, we have that

C(~y) ≤ 1

2

∑
t∈T

ct(yt)yt ≤
1

2

∑
t∈T

ptyt =
1

2

∑
i∈B

λi(xi)xi. (B.23)

The final part of the above inequality comes from rearranging the allocation from the goods

to the buyers, along with an application of the fact that for any buyer type i with non-zero

consumption of bundle S, λi(xi) =
∑

t∈S pt.
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The second statement follows directly from the first since π(~p, ~x, ~y) =
∑

i∈B λi(xi)xi−

C(~y). The third statement follows from the second. �



Appendix C

Properties of MHR Functions

Lemma 51.Let f(x) be any non-increasing function of x with a monotone hazard rate.

Let c(x) be a non-decreasing function such that the function f(x)− c(x) is non-zero in the

interval [0, x). Then f(x)− c(x) also has a monotone hazard rate in this interval.

Lemma 52. For a non-increasing monotone hazard rate inverse demand function λ(x), the

inverse λ−1(p) is uniquely defined at all prices other than p = λ(0).

Lemma 53. Let f(x) be a non-increasing non-negative function with a monotone hazard

rate, i.e., f(x)
|f ′(x)| is non-increasing. Let x̃ > 0 be a point satisfying f(x̃)

|f ′(x̃)| > x̃. Then

f(0) < ef(x̃).

Notice that since f is non-increasing, f(0) is the maximum value of the function.

Proof. Consider the function g(x) = ln f(x). Differentiating this gives us,

g′(x) =
f ′(x)

f(x)
. (C.1)

Recall that since f(x) is non-increasing, its derivative cannot be positive. Integrating g(x)

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, K. Kar, and S. Sekar, “Pricing to maximize revenue and welfare simultaneously in large

markets”, in Proc. 12th Int. Conf. Web Internet Econ., 2016, pp. 145–159

E. Anshelevich, K. Kar, and S. Sekar, “Envy-free pricing in large markets: Approximating revenue and

welfare”, ACM Trans. Econ. and Comput., to be published
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from x̃ to 0 gives us

∫ 0

x̃
g′(x) =

∫ 0

x̃

f ′(x)

f(x)
dx (C.2)

g(0)− g(x̃) =−
∫ 0

x̃

|f ′(x)|
f(x)

dx (C.3)

ln
f(0)

f(x̃)
=

∫ x̃

0

|f ′(x)|
f(x)

dx (C.4)

≤
∫ x̃

0

|f ′(x̃)|
f(x̃)

dx (C.5)

=x̃
|f ′(x̃)|
f(x̃)

(C.6)

<x̃
1

x̃
(C.7)

=1. (C.8)

The first inequality is due to f being MHR, and the final inequality comes from the fact

that f(x)
|f ′(x)| > x̃. So, we have ln f(0)

f(x̃) < 1, which gives that f(0) < ef(x̃). �

Corollary 8. Let f(x) be a non-increasing, non-negative α-Strongly regular function and

x1 be some point satisfying f(0) ≥ ( 1
1−α)

1
α f(x1). Then, f(x1)

|f ′(x1)| ≤ x1.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that f(x1)
|f ′(x1)| > x1. Then as per Lemma 53, it must be true

that f(0) < f(x1)( 1
1−α)

1
α , which of course contradicts the corollary statement. �

Lemma 54. Consider any non-increasing MHR function f(x). Let x1 < x2 be two param-

eters such that

f(0) =
√
ef(x1) ≤ ef(x2). (C.9)

Then, x2 ≤ 2x1.

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 53, we know that for any MHR function, the following is

true.

log(
f(x0)

f(x)
) =

∫ x1

x0

|f ′(x)|
f(x)

dx. (C.10)
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First, let x0 = 0 and x = x1. We know that for all x ∈ [0, x1], |f
′(x)|
f(x) ≤

|f ′(x1)|
f(x1) .

log(
f(0)

f(x1)
) =

∫ x1

0

|f ′(x)|
f(x)

dx (C.11)

=⇒ log(
√
e) ≤

∫ x1

0

|f ′(x1)|
f(x1)

dx (C.12)

=⇒ 1

2
≤x1
|f ′(x1)|
f(x1)

. (C.13)

So, we have x1 ≥ 1
2
f(x1)
|f ′(x1)| . Let’s go back to Equation C.10 with x0 = x1 and x = x2.

We know that in the interval x ∈ [x1, x2], |f
′(x)|
f(x) ≥

|f ′(x1)|
f(x1) . Applying this,

log(
f(x1)

f(x2)
) =

∫ x2

x1

|f ′(x)|
f(x)

dx (C.14)

=⇒ log(
√
e) ≥

∫ x2

x1

|f ′(x1)|
f(x1)

dx (C.15)

=⇒ 1

2
≥(x2 − x1)

|f ′(x1)|
f(x1)

. (C.16)

So we have (x2 − x1) ≤ 1
2
f(x1)
|f ′(x1)| ≤ x1, which completes the proof that x2 ≤ 2x1. �

Lemma 55. Let f(x) be a non-increasing monotone hazard rate function and let x2 > x1

be two points in its domain. Then, the following must be true

1. If x1 satisfies |f
′(x1)|
f(x1) ≥

1
x1

, then x1f(x1) > x2f(x2).

2. If x2 satisfies |f
′(x2)|
f(x2) ≤

1
x2

, then x2f(x2) > x1f(x1).

Proof. The starting point for both these results is what we already showed in Lemma 53.

Define g(x) to be log(f(x)). Then using the same idea as in Lemma 53, we get

log(
f(x1)

f(x2)
) =

∫ x2

x1

|f ′(x)|
f(x)

dx. (C.17)

Statement 1:

For all x in [x1, x2], the following is true,

|f ′(x)|
f(x)

≥ |f
′(x1)|
f(x1)

≥ 1

x1
. (C.18)
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Therefore, we can bound the ratio between f(x1) and f(x2) as,

log(
f(x1)

f(x2)
) ≥

∫ x2

x1

|f ′(x1)|
f(x1)

dx (C.19)

≥(x2 − x1)
1

x1
(C.20)

=
x2

x1
− 1. (C.21)

Therefore,
f(x1)

f(x2)
≥ e(

x2
x1
−1)

>
x2

x1
. (C.22)

The last inequality is strict because for any α > 1, eα−1 > α.

Statement 2:

For all x in [x1, x2], the following is true,

|f ′(x)|
f(x)

≤ |f
′(x2)|
f(x2)

≤ 1

x2
. (C.23)

Therefore, we can bound the ratio between f(x1) and f(x2) as,

log(
f(x1)

f(x2)
) ≤

∫ x2

x1

|f ′(x2)|
f(x2)

dx (C.24)

≤(x2 − x1)
1

x2
(C.25)

=1− x1

x2
. (C.26)

Therefore,
f(x1)

f(x2)
≤ e(1−x1

x2
)
<
x2

x1
. (C.27)

The last inequality is strict because for any 0 < α < 1, αe1−α < 1. �

Lemma 56. Let λ(x) be any inverse demand function satisfying Monotone Hazard Rate

(i.e. |λ′(x)|
λ(x) is non-decreasing). Given an instance, the function |λ′(x)|

λ(x)−r(x) is also non-

decreasing ∀x ≤ x∗, where x∗ is the size of the optimum flow.

Proof. Recall from Proposition 14 that for a given instance, r(x) is non-decreasing in x.

This means that λ(x) ≥ r(x) for all x ≤ x∗ since λ(x) is non-increasing and Proposition 15

tells us that λ(x∗) ≥ r(x∗). Consider x1 ≤ x2. Since λ(x) is MHR, we know |λ′(x1)|
λ(x1) ≤

|λ′(x2)|
λ(x2) ,
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which implies |λ′(x1)|λ(x2) ≤ |λ′(x2)|λ(x1). Let us consider two cases

Case I: |λ′(x1)| > |λ′(x2)|

We need to show

|λ′(x1)|
λ(x1)− r(x1)

≤ |λ′(x2)|
λ(x2)− r(x2)

(C.28)

⇐⇒|λ′(x1)|λ(x2) ≤|λ′(x2)|λ(x1) + |λ′(x1)|r(x2)− |λ′(x2)|r(x1) (C.29)

But we already know that |λ′(x1)|λ(x2) ≤ |λ′(x2)|λ(x1) + |λ′(x1)|(r(x2)− r(x1)), where the

term on the LHS is less than the first term on the RHS due to the MHR assumption and

the second term on the RHS is always positive as r(x) is non-decreasing. Since |λ′(x1)| >

|λ′(x2)|, we know |λ′(x1)|(r(x2)− r(x1)) ≤ |λ′(x1)|r(x2)− |λ′(x2)|r(x1), which gives us the

required result.

Case II: |λ′(x1)| ≤ |λ′(x2)| In this case, we have

|λ′(x1)|
λ(x1)− r(x1)

≤ |λ′(x2)|
λ(x1)− r(x1)

≤ |λ′(x2)|
λ(x2)− r(x2)

. (C.30)

The last step comes from the fact that λ(x2) − r(x2) ≤ λ(x1) − r(x1) since λ(x) is a non-

increasing function and r(x) is non-decreasing. �

Lemma 57. Let f(x) be any non-increasing, non-negative α-Strongly regular function.

Then for any x2 ≥ x1, the following inequality is true,

∫ x2

x1

f(x)dx ≤ 1

1− α
f(x1)

|f ′(x1)|
(f(x1)− f(x2)). (C.31)

Proof. Consider any x ≥ x1. We now use the definition of α-strong regularity to obtain a

crude upper bound on f(x) in terms of f(x1) and the derivative at x. i.e., we know that

f(x)

|f ′(x)|
≤ f(x1)

|f ′(x1)|
+ α(x− x1). (C.32)

For convenience, define h = f(x1)
|f ′(x1)| . This gives us the following upper bound, f(x) ≤

h|f ′(x)|+α|f ′(x)|(x−x1). The quantity we wish to compute is
∫ x2

x1
f(x)dx. Using our upper
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bound from before, we have that

∫ x2

x=x1

f(x)dx ≤ h
∫ x2

x=x1

|f ′(x)|dx+ α

∫ x2

x=x1

(x− x1)|f ′(x)|dx. (C.33)

Recall that since f is non-increasing |f ′(x)| = −f ′(x). Moreover, for the second

integral, we can simply integrate by parts and get that
∫ x2

x1
(x − x1)(−f ′(x))dx = [(x −

x1)(−f(x))]x2
x1
−
∫ x2

x=x1
(−f(x))dx = −(x2 − x1)f(x2) +

∫ x2

x=x1
f(x). Combining the various

pieces, we are now ready to complete the proof

∫ x2

x1

f(x)dx ≤ h(f(x1)− f(x2))− α(x2 − x1)f(x2) + α

∫ x2

x=x1

f(x)dx (C.34)

=⇒ (1− α)

∫ x2

x1

f(x)dx ≤ h(f(x1)− f(x2))− α(x2 − x1)f(x2) (C.35)

≤ h(f(x1)− f(x2)). (C.36)

�
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